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Abstract
We are going to prove that the phase-space description is fundamental
both in the classical and quantum physics. It is shown that many problems
in statistical mechanics, quantum mechanics, quasi-classical theory and
in the theory of integrable systems may be well-formulated only in the
phase-space language.
1 Some philosophy. Ancient and middle ages
comprehensions of the phase space
By abuse of language one can claim that our modern phase-space concepts
have some roots in elementary human thinking, in elementary experience and
in ancient philosophy.
In a sense, the phase space ideas go back to the ancient Greeks, namely they
seem to have their origin in the famous Zeno’s Paradox of Aporia. In spite of a
manifold of mathematical and philosophical arguments aimed at justifying the
reality of motion, all of them seem to be somehow superficial and unconvincing
(hypocritical, one could say by abuse of language). It seems that the intuition
of Greek sophists, the first critical positivists in European thought, was on the
right track in spite of their deliberately provocative mode of expression.
One cannot resist the feeling that ”common sense” was more reliable here.
There is something wrong in considering motion ”in vitro”, killing it and trying
to recover it again as a sequence of inanimate rest states. As an example, take
a sequence of pictures which simulate some motion, as in a movie picture. You
have a stage coach which seems to be going in some direction. But then you
look at its wheels which appear to be rolling in the opposite direction! The
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elementary human intuition conceives motion ”in vivo” as something primary
and non-reducible to the sequence of instantaneous positions. According to the
animalistic and naive but also non-corrupted pre-scientific human perception,
it is not so that motion is a change of position; unlike this, change is a result
of motion, the latter being perceived as something primary. And no modern
mathematical distinctions between zero-measure and finite-measure subsets are
able to overwhelm our doubts and bad feelings. One feels intuitively that the
mentioned formally-logical shields offer a rather weak protection against at least
some arguments of ancient sophists. Motion does not resurrect from instanta-
neous positions.
When trying to solve the ”problem” of motion, one is faced immediately
with another one. Namely, if it is not the instantaneous position but rather
the instantaneous state of motion that is to be a primary concept, then our
description must be shifted from the physical spaceM in which a particle moves
to some other manifold the points of which are labelled, roughly speaking, by
instantaneous positions in M and velocities. More generally, if one considers
a multiparticle system, e.g., one consisting of N material points, and subject
it perhaps to some constraints, then M is replaced by some submanifold Q ⊂
MN , the configuration space of the system. And when analyzing motion we
must lift the description from Q to some byproduct TQ the points of which
contain the information about instantaneous configurations q ∈ Q and systems
of instantaneous velocities when q is passed. This manifold TQ of mechanical
states in the sense of Newton is what mathematicians call the tangent bundle
over Q. We quote a more explicit definition below. Points of TQ are labelled
by generalized coordinates qi taken from Q and generalized velocities vi. In
Q motion is described by time-parametrized curves ̺ : R → Q analytically
represented by qi(t)-the time dependence of qi. Then ̺ is lifted to ˙̺ : R→ TQ,
analytically represented by the system of quantities qi(t), vi(t), where
vi(t) = q˙i(t) =
dqi
dt
(t).
But then TQ may be used as a ”new Q” and the Zeno paradox reappears
on the level of TQ. By induction, we construct higher-floor spaces, i.e., iter-
ated tangent bundles T nQ := T (T n−1Q) and the iterated lifted curves in these
spaces, ̺(n) : R → T nQ and apparently something like the infinite regression
of Zeno paradoxes; although, let us notice that once ̺ is fixed as a curve in
Q, then all lifts ̺(n) are automatically defined as byproducts of ̺. One feels
intuitively that the solution is somewhere in dynamics, and it was suggested by
some medieval XIV-century ”positivists” like Wilhelm Ockham, Jean Buridan
(rector of the Paris University) and Peter Olvi. The latter two invented the
idea of ”impetus”, i.e., amount of motion. Roughly speaking, this was to be
a kind of ”charge” proportional both to the velocity and to the ”amount of
matter” in the body. This ”amount of matter”, mass in our language, was not
rigorously defined; they remained on the heuristic level. But it was clear for
them that besides the velocity itself, there existed some other characteristics of
the body, internal ones this time, which together with velocity (but unlike the
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velocity alone) led to some conserved quantity, balanced during collisions. It
is difficult to understand what a kind of intellectual speculation had led those
people to rejecting the Aristotlean mechanics with its rest-state as a natural
situation. Their invention preceded Galileo a few centuries. In any case they
were probably the first to decide that rectilinear uniform motion is a natural
situation which needed a sufficient reason to be changed. This may be a naive
speculation but perhaps the catastrophic defeat of the French at Poitiers (1356)
due to the efficiency of English archers was a convincing argument. The arrows
moved, had some internal ability to act at the impact (mass) and once put in
motion just needed some external factor to be stopped. The terrible invention
of the arbalest later on was even more convincing.
Let us go back to modern language. Obviously, ”impetus” is linear momen-
tum. Without external influences it is a constant of motion. And it is something
other than velocity. It is measured by its impact (and damage) on other bodies
when colliding with them; velocity is measured kinematically by ”tachometers”.
They are logically different concepts. From the modern point of view we are
aware of a subtle relationship between them. The proper manifold of states is
what physicists call the phase space and mathematicians the symplectic cotan-
gent bundle T ∗Q. The manifold T ∗Q is dual to TQ in the sense that it consists
of linear functions of velocities. Analytically speaking, its points are labelled by
quantities (qi, pi), i = 1, · · · , dimQ, where the qi are again generalized coordi-
nates on Q and pi are their conjugate canonical momenta. They are covariant
vectors in the sense that under the change of coordinates from some ”old” ones
qi to ”new” ones qi′(qj), the components of canonical momenta pi transform to
pi′ = pj
∂qj
∂qi′
,
thus, contragradiently to the transformation rule for velocities as contravariant
vectors tangent to curves (motions),
vi′ =
∂qi′
∂qj
vj .
Because of this piv
i = pi′v
i′ and this number is a well-defined (indepen-
dent on the choice of coordinates) evaluation of canonical momenta p on virtual
velocities v. If Q has no additional structure, there is no canonical diffeomor-
phism of TQ onto T ∗Q. Just like there is no distinguished linear isomorphism
between linear spaces V and their V ∗ (spaces of linear functions on V ), in the
finite-dimensional case V and V ∗ are isomorphic in an infinity of ways. And
this is just the proper hint we need. We mentioned above that the proper key
is hidden in dynamics, i.e., roughly speaking, in a particular relationship be-
tween TQ and T ∗Q. But assuming T ∗Q as something primary is just in the
spirit of medieval reasoning of Buridan and Olvi, in the spirit of the idea that
besides the instantaneous position there is something additional, conceptually
independent of position and its change (velocity), but fundamental for the true
definition of ”mechanical state”. At the same time, the non-existence of natural
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identifications between TQ and T ∗Q removes the mentioned ”problem” of the
infinite regression of spaces T nQ and curves ̺(n).
The above philosophical and historical remarks with a small addition of
roughly introduced mathematical concepts might seem a little pretentious, how-
ever we have the feeling they shed some light onto the problem of the funda-
mental role of the phase space in mechanics. And now, after all this ”literature”
we should pass to rigorous mathematical concepts. First of all we must remind
ourselves of the concepts of the tangent and cotangent bundle.
We consider a mechanical system, the configuration space of which is a finite-
dimensional differential manifold. A manifold is defined by an atlas of open sets
Uq such that q ∈ Uq ⊂ Q and each Uq is isomorphic to an open subset of Rn.
Its dimension n is what one calls the number of degrees of freedom [45]. At
any point q ∈ Q of this manifold there exists its tangent space TqQ. If Q is a
general manifold, then for different points q the corresponding TqQ are different,
completely unrelated linear spaces of dimension n.
Velocity vectors, being tangent to curves describing motion, are always at-
tached at some points of Q. So there is nothing like simply velocity and the
Newtonian state given by a pair: configuration and velocity. If the time axis
is identified with R (the origin and time unit fixed) and motions are described
by curves ̺ : R → Q, then ̺(t) ∈ Q is an instantaneous position at the time
instant t ∈ R and its tangent vector ˙̺ (t) ∈ T̺(t)Q is an instantaneous velocity
at the time instant t, when the object passes the configuration q = ̺(t). And
strictly speaking, the Newtonian state at the time instant t is given by a single
object ˙̺ (t) and the information about ̺(t) is automatically contained in ˙̺ (t); by
its very definition ˙̺ (t) is attached just at the fixed ̺(t). The set of all possible
mechanical states (in the sense of Newton) is given by the set-theoretical union
of all possible spaces TqQ,
TQ =
⋃
q∈Q
TqQ.
This is the tangent bundle over Q [2], [6], [47], [78], [87], [92]-[96]. As every
v ∈ TQ belongs to some (and only one) TqQ, there exists a natural projection
τQ : TQ→ Q such that q = τQ(v) (v ∈ TqQ ⊂ TQ). It is shown in differential
geometry that TQ has a natural structure of a differential manifold induced from
that of Q. This structure is given by an atlas induced by the complete atlas
in Q. In more easy, analytical terms: suppose we are given local coordinates
qi, i = 1, · · · , n working in some neighbourhood in Q. These coordinates give
rise to the system of basic vectorfields defined on their domain and identified
with differential operators ei = ∂/∂q
i. Now, any vector v ∈ TqQ has some
components vi with respect to coordinates qi, explicitly,
v = vieiq = v
i ∂
∂qi
|q.
In this way the elements v of TQ are labelled by the system of 2n parameters
qi, vi, i = 1, · · · , n. By taking an atlas in Q we obtain some atlas in TQ; one
shows that all axioms of a differential manifold are then satisfied in TQ. The
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resulting differential structure in TQ is of the same class of smoothness as the
original one in Q. The local coordinates in TQ adapted to qi will be denoted by
(qi, vi), although strictly speaking, one should make a distinction between qi as
functions on Q and their pull-backs q¯i = qi ◦ τQ as functions on TQ. However,
to avoid a multitude of symbols, usually one does not distinguish graphically
between qi and q¯i and the adapted coordinates are denoted simply by (qi, vi).
Similarly, if there is no danger of confusion one writes simply τ instead τQ.
Once the differential structure is defined in TQ, one can use there any other
system of coordinates, not necessarily the Q-adapted ones. The only restriction
is the systems’ compatibility with the atlas in TQ induced by one in Q. It is
important that every curve in Q, ̺ : R → Q, may be uniquely lifted to one in
TQ, ˙̺ : R→ TQ, just by the differentiation procedure.
If Q is a general manifold, then in TQ only the vertical fibres TqQ = τ
−1
Q (q)
are well-defined. There are no well-defined horizontal fibres in the objective
sense independent of the choice of coordinates. Because of this, the elements
of TQ are not pairs (position-velocity) but just velocities, because any v ∈ TQ
belongs to exactly one TqQ and the q-information is automatically contained
in v. (We are inclined to think otherwise because of our habits motivated by
work in affine spaces and, in particular, Euclidean ones). If Q is an affine space,
there exists some fixed linear space of translations V and the mapping from
Q×Q onto V assigning to any pair of points a, b ∈ Q some vector ~ab ∈ V . This
assignment satisfies the well-known axioms of affine geometry. Let us remind
ourselves of them:
(i) ~ab+ ~bc+ ~ca = 0 for any a, b, c ∈ Q,
(ii) for any fixed b ∈ Q, the assignment Q ∋ a → ~ba ∈ V is a bijection of Q
onto V .
Obviously, the first condition implies immediately that ~aa = 0, and ~ab = − ~ba
for any a, b ∈ Q.
It is obvious and well-known that there exists a canonical diffeomorphism of
TQ onto Q×V ; thus, horizontal directions are also well-defined and Newtonian
states are pairs (q, v) ∈ Q×V , (position, velocity). Positions and velocities may
be independently manipulated. There is nothing like this in a general manifold
Q.
For conceptual purity, one thing should be stressed here. Namely, V is
the translation space in Q, so, roughly speaking, it has to do with quantities
measured in centimeters. The use of V as the space of velocities measured in
cmsec−1 is justified only if the time axis is simply identified with R. But it is
more correct to define the time axis as a one-dimensional affine space of the
linear space of translations Λ. Additional structures like the time unit (metric)
in Λ and the arrow of time (orientation in Λ) are used but this does not change
the essence of the problem; in any case one should mention that such a problem
does exist. To avoid it one must introduce as the space of velocities the tensor
product VΛ := V ⊗ Λ∗; obviously this space is also n-dimensional because Λ
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is one-dimensional. More generally, when Q is a manifold, then the manifold
of Newtonian states should be defined as the bundle TQ⊗ Λ∗ rather than TQ
itself. By the last tensor product we mean the bundle with fibres TqQ ⊗ Λ∗.
However, in the sequel we do not go into such subtle points and simply put
Λ = R. It is sufficient for our purposes here.
Now let us remind ourselves of the cotangent bundle concept. If the configu-
ration space Q was an affine space with the linear space of translations V , then
the phase space would be the Cartesian product Q× V ∗- the structure dual to
the space of Newtonian states Q×V . Its elements are pairs (q, p) - configuration
and canonical momentum. To be precise, if we do not identify the time axis T
with the numerical field R, we would have used rather V ∗Λ = V
∗ ⊗ Λ, the dual
of VΛ = V ⊗ Λ∗. But, as was said above, we shall not deal with such subtle
distinctions.
If Q is a general manifold, then dually to the picture of Newtonian states as
elements of TQ, we shall use the manifold T ∗Q consisting of linear functions on
all possible tangent spaces TqQ. So, for any q we take T
∗
qQ - the dual space of
TqQ, and then let q run over the manifold Q. In other words [2], [6], [34], [35],
[78], [87], [92]-[96],
T ∗Q =
⋃
q∈Q
T ∗qQ.
Just following the pattern of TQ, we introduce in T ∗Q the natural differential
structure starting from some atlas on Q. Then, if qi are local coordinates in
some neighbourhood in Q, we introduce the field of basic covectors ei on the
domain of coordinates qi, namely as differentials ei = dqi. Then any covector
p ∈ T ∗qQ may be expanded with respect to basic covectors at q,
p = pie
i
q = pidq
i
q.
Using more common expressions: when some coordinates qi are fixed in some
domain, then any tensor attached at some point q of this domain is analytically
represented by the system of its components, depending obviously on coordi-
nates qi and transforming under their change according to the rule specific for
this particular kind of tensor object. The same concerns all geometric objects,
not only tensors (thus, e,g., tensor densities).
The natural projection of T ∗Q onto Q will be denoted by τ∗Q, or simply by
τ∗ if there is no danger of confusion. By definition τ∗:T ∗Q→ Q is given by:
τ∗−1(q) = T ∗qQ,
i.e., for any p ∈ T ∗qQ we have τ∗Q(p) = q. In a complete analogy to the tangent
bundle, if Q has no additional structure like e.g., an affine space, or more gener-
ally - a group manifold, there is no natural isomorphism between different fibres
T ∗qQ. So, there exist well-defined vertical fibres, but there are no objective,
coordinate-independent transversal fibres.
If p ∈ T ∗qQ ⊂ T ∗Q, then it is labelled by the system of 2n numbers qi,
pi, i = 1, · · · , n. Those may be considered as coordinates in the domain τ∗−1Q (U),
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where U is the domain of coordinates qi. One can easily show that the so defined
atlas in T ∗Q satisfies all necessary axioms and T ∗Q is a differential manifold of
the same class of smoothness as Q itself. This 2n-dimensional manifold is just
the phase space of a system moving in Q; mathematically this is the cotangent
bundle over Q.
Let us observe an important structural difference between TQ and T ∗Q. Any
curve in Q, ̺ : R→ Q may be lifted to TQ by the intrinsic prescription resulting
in the curve ˙̺ : R → TQ; just ˙̺ (t) ∈ T̺(t)Q is the tangent vector at ̺(t), i.e.,
for the parameter (time) value t ∈ R. Unlike this, without some additional
structure in Q such a prescription does not exist in T ∗Q at all. And conversely,
in T ∗Q every (sufficiently smooth) curve is a priori acceptable as a description
of some kinematically possible motion in T ∗Q as a manifold of states. But it
is not so in TQ, where only curves of the form ˙̺ are acceptable. Analytically
speaking: the time dependence of coordinates, qi(t) is a priori arbitrary (up to
the smoothness class) on the level of kinematics, but the time dependence of
vi(t) is then rigidly soldered to qi(t), namely by the differentiation procedure,
vi(t) = dqi(t)/dt. In the phase space manifold T ∗Q, a priori, on the level of
kinematics, i.e., before formulating equations of motion, any time dependence
qi(t), pi(t) of all 2n state variables q
i, pi is acceptable (if sufficiently smooth).
Of course in TQ one is dealing with quantities which are operationally inter-
pretable. It is not so in T ∗Q, where as yet the canonical momentum is something
mysterious. As mentioned, its interpretation is based on fixing some particular
dynamical model.
In Lagrange-Hamilton mechanical theory the dynamics is encoded in a Ha-
miltonian functionH : T ∗Q→ R or, in an equivalent sense, in the corresponding
Lagrange function L : TQ → R. The relationship is given by the Legendre
transformation
L : TQ→ T ∗Q,
where, for any v ∈ TqQ ⊂ TQ,
L(v) = p = Dv (L|TqQ) ,
Dv denoting the Frechet derivative of L|TqQ at v. Analytically, in coordinates
induced canonically from Q,
pi =
∂L
(
qa, vb
)
∂vi
. (1)
Conversely, for any p ∈ T ∗qQ
L−1(p) = v = δq ·Dp
(
H |T ∗qQ
)
,
where δq : T
∗∗
q Q→ TqQ denotes the canonical isomorphism of the second dual
T ∗∗q Q onto the original space TqQ (canonical due to the finite dimension of linear
spaces, of course). Analytically
vi =
∂H (qa, pb)
∂pi
.
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Obviously,
E = H ◦ L, H = E ◦ L−1,
where E : TQ→ R is the energy function,
E(v) = 〈L(v), v〉 − L(v),
i.e., analytically,
E
(
qa, vb
)
= vi
∂L
(
qa, vb
)
∂vi
− L (qa, vb) = H (qa, pb) ,
provided that (1) holds. It is well-known that in standard mechanical theory L
is invertible (L−1 exists); therefore the following Hessians do not vanish:
det
[
∂2L
∂vi∂vj
]
6= 0, det
[
∂2H
∂pi∂pj
]
6= 0.
(The inverse statements hold only locally.)
In the regular case of invertible L the variational principles
δ
∫
L
(
qa, q˙b
)
dt = 0, δ
∫ (
pa
dqa
dt
−H (qb, pc)) dt = 0
are equivalent to the equations of motion:
• Lagrange-second kind:
D
Dt
∂L (q, q˙)
∂q˙a
− ∂L (q, q˙)
∂qa
= 0,
• Hamilton:
dqi
dt
=
∂H (q, p)
∂pi
,
dpi
dt
= −∂H (q, p)
∂qi
.
The situation becomes complicated when L is not invertible. Then according
to the Dirac procedure [24]-[27], [36], [87], a technically difficult problem of
dynamical constraints appears.
But even in the regular case the ”impetus” approach based on T ∗Q is much
more adequate, just as Buridan and Olvi expected. The main point is that
both the position and momentum are on equal footing as the components of
the physical situation in mechanics. The Zeno paradox vanishes in a sense;
moreover, the infinite regression of Zeno paradoxes based on the hierarchy of
bundles T nQ disappears as well. The reason is that on a purely kinematical
basis one is unable to lift the curves ̺ : R → Q to the phase space T ∗Q. Such
a lifting may be done only in the tangent bundle TQ and its higher-order levels
T nQ. In T ∗Q, where the ”impetus” is a primary quantity, one can achieve this
on a dynamical basis by performing the Legendre transformation.
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2 Phase space geometry and Poisson manifolds
Once founded and developed by the giant geniuses of J. L. Lagrange and R. W.
Hamilton, originally on the basis of purely mathematical and aesthetic specu-
lation and without any practical necessity, phase space geometry became the
apriori knowledge underlying everything essential in statistical and quantum me-
chanics. The modern sophisticated language of differential geometry provides a
formal synthesis and opens some new perspectives.
Classical statistical mechanics as developed by J. W. Gibbs [32] is based
very deeply on the geometric a priori of phase spaces, i.e., on the symplectic
structure to be defined below. This is a striking example of how strongly a
properly chosen geometry underlies and implies the shape of physical theories.
Obviously, statistical distributions and their time evolutions, i.e., stochastic
processes, may be defined in quite general probabilistic spaces, including ones
with very poor structures, even without topology and differentiability. But the
Gibbs statistical theory is something fundamentally different than the usual
statistical models used in technical problems and applied physics, even if the
latter models appear often as its distant consequences or byproducts.
The main peculiarities of Gibbs’ approach have to do with the energy con-
cept, symplectic structure, canonical transformations, the existence and con-
servation of the phase space canonical volumes, and therefore, the existence of
entropy and the resulting special probability distributions like microcanonical,
macrocanonical and other physically distinguished ensembles.
Using modern language we would say that Gibbs theory was conceptually
based on the cotangent bundle T ∗Q and it was just here from which its generality
and efficiency emerged. Let us stress that it is also impossible to overestimate
the contribution of Boltzmann [18]. But, by abuse of lan guage, one can say
that his way of thinking was inspired by the tangent bundle TQ-geometry,
i.e., as one says sometimes, by the ”µ-phase space” (often with the special
stress on the one-particle six-dimensional µ-phase space) [41]. Is there some
contradiction here? In principle the contradiction does not exist just because
Boltzmann and his followers were dealing with dynamical models where the
Legendre transformation L established a very simple identification of TQ and
T ∗Q. Nevertheless, the full generality and efficiency of statistical methods was
attained only due to the consequent use of the T ∗Q-phase-space description
following the simplest pattern of the 6N -dimensional phase space of the system
of N identical structureless material points. This includes quite unexpected
areas like quantum statistics. Incidentally, it is difficult to imagine even the very
rise of quantum mechanics without formulating the classical theory in symplectic
phase-space terms. But this is a different story for now.
It is standard geometric knowledge that any cotangent bundle
T ∗Q =
⋃
q∈Q
T ∗qQ
9
is endowed with the intrinsic symplectic structure given by the two-form
γ = dθ,
where θ denotes the intrinsic Cartan one-form to be discussed next [2], [6], [86].
In adapted local coordinates
(
qi, pi
)
induced from Q:
θ = pidq
i, γ = dpi ∧ dqi; (2)
both expressions do not depend on the particular choice of qi′-s in Q.
Let us remind ourselves of the intrinsic definition of θ. Denoting the natural
projection onto the base Q by
τ∗Q : T
∗Q→ Q
(τ∗Q
(
T ∗qQ
)
= {q}), we have for any p ∈ T ∗qQ and for any vector X ∈ Tp
(
T ∗qQ
)
the following evaluation:
〈θp, X〉 :=
〈
p, T τ∗Q ·X
〉
.
In other words: the contraction of θp with X equals by definition the contraction
of p with the projection of X onto TqQ.
Now, being a differential, γ is automatically closed:
dγ = 0.
Furthermore it is seen that γ is non-singular, because in adapted coordinates
[γab] =
[
O −I
I O
]
,
where O, I are respectively the n×n null and identity matrices. Therefore, one
immediately obtains:
det [γab] 6= 0;
a fact independent of a choice of coordinates.
This structure, canonical in T ∗Q, motivated the general definition of sym-
plectic geometry as given by a pair (P, γ), P denoting a differential manifold and
γ being a two-form on P (skew-symmetric twice covariant tensor field) subject
to two restrictions:
(i) γ is non-degenerate, det [γab] 6= 0, i.e., X = 0 if for any other vector
field Y
γ(X,Y ) = γabX
aY b = 0. (3)
(This implies that P is even-dimensional, dimP = 2n.)
(ii) γ is closed, dγ = 0; i.e., analytically, γ satisfies the ”source-free group of
Maxwell equations”. Let ∂a = ∂/∂q
a. Then
∂aγbc + ∂bγca + ∂cγab = 0. (4)
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Such more general symplectic structures appear in mechanics and are crucial
for many problems.
Seemingly, such a phase-space structure resembles Riemannian geometry,
because γ defines something like the scalar product of vectors (3). But the
antisymmetry of γ,
γab = −γba,
implies that
γ(X,Y ) = −γ(Y,X).
In particular, for any vector X we have
γ(X,X) = 0;
so the concept of the length of a vector does not exist if Q is a structureless
manifold. And besides, the γ-orthogonality (γ-duality, more precisely) of vec-
tors,
γ(X,Y ) = 0
is completely exotic in comparison with the Riemannian or pseudo-Riemannian
orthogonality (duality). It happens quite easily that non-vanishing vectors γ-
orthogonal (γ-dual) to a submanifold M ⊂ P are at the same time tangent
to M . Moreover, this is just a tool of classification of submanifolds, crucial
for a variety of problems, including Dirac’s analysis of singular Lagrangians
and dynamical constraints. There is nothing like this in Riemannian geometry.
In pseudo-Riemannian manifolds there exist isotropic surfaces (”light-fronts”),
but their nature and other classification problems are structurally quite different
than in symplectic manifolds.
An important common feature with Riemannian (and pseudo-Riemannian)
geometry is, however, the existence of the natural isomorphisms between TpP
and T ∗pP , i.e., between vectors and covectors. One must fix only the ordering
of contracted and non-contracted indices (antisymmetry of γ). Thus, using the
obvious shorthands, we have
ua = u
bγba
for the isomorphism of TpP onto T
∗
pP , and conversely,
ua = ubγ
ba,
where
γacγcb = δ
a
b.
In virtue of (4), the reciprocal bivector field (field of reciprocal skew-symmetric
twice contravariant tensors) satisfies:
γai∂iγ
bc + γbi∂iγ
ca + γci∂iγ
ab = 0. (5)
An important remark: when γ is non-singular, the biform and bivector ap-
proaches are equivalent. However, in many problems of mechanics and in one
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form of quantization it is convenient to start from the bivector field γij as
something primary and subject it only to (5), but not necessarily to the non-
singularity condition. These are so-called Poisson structures [39], [40], [42], [43],
[53], [55], [56]. It is well known that they split into a family of leaves which
carry natural symplectic geometries.
Poisson manifolds are sufficient for this type of quantization analysis, because
they have enough structure for constructing Poisson brackets:
{F,G} := γab∂aF∂bG. (6)
Here F , G are differentiable functions on P and indices a, b, etc. label some, in
general arbitrary, coordinates in P . This bracket has all the properties known
from analytical mechanics:
(i) It is bilinear over constants:
{F, aG+ bH} = a{F,G}+ b{F,H}, (7)
{aF + bG,H} = a{F,H}+ b{G,H}, (8)
for arbitrary functions F , G, H and arbitrary constants a, b.
(ii) It is skew-symmetric,
{F,G} = −{G,F}, (9)
and in particular,
{F, F} = 0. (10)
(iii) It satisfies the Jacobi identity:
{{F,G}, H}+ {{G,H}, F}+ {{H,F}, G} = 0, (11)
which is just the direct consequence of (5).
(iv) It satisfies also:
{F (f1, . . . , fm) , G} =
m∑
k=1
F,k (f1, . . . , fm) {fk, G}, (12)
and analogously with respect to the second argument. Obviously, for any
F : Rm → R, F,k is an abbreviation for the partial derivative of F with
respect to the k-th variable.
In symplectic manifolds, when det
[
γab
] 6= 0 and adapted coordinates
(. . . , za, . . .) =
(
. . . , qi, . . . ; . . . , pi, . . .
)
are used, one obtains the usual formula:
{F,G} = ∂F
∂qi
∂G
∂pi
− ∂F
∂pi
∂G
∂qi
.
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The link between symplectic manifolds and Poisson manifolds is very inti-
mate and very important both in classical and quantum mechanics. Poisson
manifolds belong to the very widely understood field of phase space geometry
[39], [40], [42], [43]. Let us remind ourselves of some minimum of important
facts. Let (M,Γ) be a Poisson manifold; Γ is a bivector field on the differential
manifold M , satisfying the above demands (5) with Γ substituted for γ. The
Poisson bracket is defined by (6), also with γ replaced by Γ. It has all the prop-
erties (7)-(12). The Jacobi identity (11) follows from the fact that Γ satisfies
(5). As usual the Γab denote the components of Γ with respect to some system
of local coordinates za in M . In general it is not assumed that the matrix [Γab]
has a constant rank all overM . On the contrary, in certain problems the points
of M where this rank suffers some jump are very important for understanding
the structure of (M,Γ).
Hamiltonian vector fields with generatorsH are defined by the usual formula
known from symplectic geometry; in terms of local coordinates it reads
XaH = Γ
ab∂bH = Γ
ab ∂H
∂zb
.
One can also consider locally Hamiltonian vector fields, where instead of the
differential dH some closed one-form is substituted, not necessarily a differential
of a function. Γ produces vectors from linear forms (covectors); i.e., it gives rise
to the field of linear mappings acting from the tangent spaces TzM to cotangent
ones T ∗zM . If the rank of Γ at z is smaller than n, those mappings are not
invertible. The vector in TzM obtained from the form x ∈ T ∗zM is denoted by
x˜ ∈ TzM ; analytically it is given by
x˜a = Γabxb.
At any z ∈ M we are given the linear subspace Vz ∈ TzM consisting of all
such vectors,
Vz := {x˜ : x ∈ T ∗zM} .
We obtain an assignment
M ∋ z 7→ Vz ⊂ TzM ⊂ TM.
In open regions where the rank of Γ is constant, this assignment is a distri-
bution. Its smoothness class is inherited from that of Γ. One can show that
this distribution is integrable; i.e., vector fields tangent to it (fields X such
that at any z ∈ M , Xz ∈ Vz) form a Lie algebra under the usual Lie bracket
of vector fields. Then the mentioned regions (constancy of Rank Γ) may be
foliated be the family of integral leaves. It is an important fact [42, 43] that
those leaves carry natural structures of symplectic manifolds. Namely, take two
vectors u, v ∈ Vz ⊂ TzM . Represent them as U˜ , V˜ , where U, V ∈ T ∗zM . U˜ , V˜
are not unique if Rank Γz < dimM . Define a two-form γz on Vz, γz ∈ V ∗z ∧ V ∗z
by the formula
γz(u, v) := Γz(U, V ) = Γ
ab
z UaVb.
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It is obvious that γz(u, v) does not depend on the choice of representatives
U, V Γ - projecting onto u, v. So indeed this number is assigned to vectors
u, v ∈ Vz . If z runs over some integral leaf N ⊂ M of the assignment M ∋
z 7→ Vz ⊂ TzM , we obtain in this way a differential two-form γ(N) on N as
a differential manifold in itself (the surrounding M is forgotten). One proves
easily that γ(N) is non-degenerate and closed
dγ(N) = 0.
The last fact is a consequence of the differential identity satisfied by Γ. In this
way (M,Γ) is foliated by some family of symplectic leaves. If the rank of Γ
jumps, then so does the dimension of the leaves.
This is an interesting prescription for constructing symplectic manifolds, dif-
ferent from cotangent bundles or certain of their submanifolds or some quotients
of submanifolds. This type of symplectic manifold is important in quantization
problems and theory of group representations. A particular role is played by
canonical Poisson structures on Lie co-algebras. Before going any further, we
remind ourselves of their construction.
Let G be a Lie group and G′ ∈ TeG - its Lie algebra, identified with the
tangent space at the identity element e ∈ G. Take the dual space G′∗, i.e., the
space of linear functions on G′. It turns out that G′∗ has a canonical Poisson
structure. Take two differentiable functions f, g : G′∗ → R on the Lie co-algebra
and fix some point z ∈ G′∗. Differentials of f, g at z, dfz, dgz are linear functions
on TzG
′∗ ≃ G′∗. The last equality is meant as the canonical isomorphism
between the linear space and all its tangent spaces. If G′ is a finite-dimensional
linear space, it is canonically isomorphic with its second dual, i.e., the dual
space of G′∗. Therefore, dfz , dgz are canonically identical with some vectors in
TzG
′ ≃ G′. Let us denote those vectors by d˜fz, d˜gz. As they are elements of
a Lie algebra, we can take their Lie bracket [d˜fz, d˜gz] ∈ G′∗. And finally we
evaluate the linear form z ∈ G′∗ on the vector [d˜fz, d˜gz], and quote:
{f, g} (z) := 〈z, [d˜fz, d˜gz]〉.
When z runs overG′∗, one obtains in this way the prescription for some function
{f, g} : G′∗ → R. One proves that this prescription satisfies all the properties
of the Poisson bracket, therefore, (G′∗, {·, ·}) is a Poisson manifold. Let za
denote some linear coordinates on G′∗. Being linear functions on G′∗, they may
be identified with some elements of G′, more precisely, with elements of some
basis in G′. In terms of these coordinates the above Poisson bracket may be
analytically written down as follows:
{f, g} = zaCabd ∂f
∂zb
∂g
∂zd
,
where obviously, Cijk are structure constants,
[za, zb] = zdC
d
ab.
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In particular, we have the following Poisson brackets:
{za, zb} = zdCdab,
just analogously to the previous formula.
It turns out that symplectic leaves are identical with co-adjoint orbits, i.e.,
orbits of the co-adjoint action of G on G′∗. Let us describe this briefly. In G we
are given two natural groups, namely left and right translations:
Lg : G→ G, Lg(h) = gh,
Rg : G→ G, Rg(h) = hg.
The corresponding tangent mappings of TG onto TG, denoted respectively
as Lg∗, Rg∗, or TLg, TRg, operate between tangent spaces as follows:
Lg∗ : ThG→ TghG, Rg∗ : ThG→ ThgG.
Matrices of the above linear mappings are obviously Jacobi matrices of Lg, Rg,
calculated at the appropriate point h.
The inner automorphisms induced by g ∈ G are given by
Lg ◦Rg−1 = Rg−1 ◦ Lg.
Obviously, any Lg ◦Rg−1 does preserve the identity.
Therefore, its tangent mapping Lg ◦ Rg−1 = T (Lg ◦Rg) does preserve G′ =
TeG. The resulting linear mapping will be denoted by Adg : G
′ → G′. It is an
isomorphism of the Lie algebra in the sense of preserving brackets:
Adg[ξ, η] = Adgξ,Adgη].
Linear mappings give rise to their adjoint mappings acting in the opposite
direction. So, one obtains the transformation Adg∗ : T ∗G→ T ∗G of the cotan-
gent bundle, operating between cotangent spaces as follows:
L∗g : T
∗
ghG→ T ∗hG, R∗g : T ∗hgG→ T ∗hG.
Obviously, we have the following representation rules:
Adgh = AdgAdh, Ad
∗
gh = Ad
∗
hAd
∗
g.
It is clear that the groups AdG, Ad
∗
G do not act transitively; for example,
the null element is an orbit in itself. It turns out that the symplectic leaves
of G′∗ as a Poisson manifold, coincide with the orbits of the co-adjoint action.
Those orbits may have different dimensions, for example, as mentioned, {0} is
a single-element, thus, a null-dimensional, orbit.
It turns out that orbits are common value-surfaces of the systems of Casimir
invariants in the enveloping associative algebra of G′∗.
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Canonical transformations of a Poisson manifold (M,Γ), in particular of
the Lie co-algebra G′∗ endowed with the Poisson bracket as above, are diffeo-
morphisms of M preserving Γ. In particular, for every differentiable function
F : M → R, the corresponding Hamiltonian vector field XF on M is an in-
finitesimal canonical transformation. By this one means that its one-parameter
group consists of canonical transformations. In particular, if H : M → R has
the physical meaning of the Hamiltonian, then XH generates the (local) one-
parameter group of canonical transformations describing motion. In C∞(M)
this group is generated by the differential operator
C∞(M) ∋ F 7→ {F,H} 7→ C∞(M).
Hamiltonian equations of motion may be expressed in the form
dF
dt
= {F,H} ,
where F runs over some maximal family of functionally independent functions
on M .
Canonical transformations preserve symplectic leaves, therefore, the above
system splits into a family of the usual Hamilton equations on those leaves. If
N ⊂M is such a leaf, then the corresponding reduced equations of motion are
generated by the restricted Hamiltonian H |N .
Above we mentioned similarities and differences between symplectic and
Riemann structures. One can ask by analogy to Poisson manifolds what would
be geometries based on the contravariant symmetric tensors, not necessarilly
non-singular ones. One of them is the four-dimensional description of Galilean
physics and Newtonian gravitation. The corresponding contravariant metrics
are once degenerate.
Let us go back to phase spaces. Their automorphisms, i.e., canonical trans-
formations, are defined as diffeomorphisms preserving the symplectic two-form
γ.
Staying with one phase space with its symplectic two-form γ, with its auto-
morphisms (canonical transformations, symmetries) defined as diffeomorphisms
preserving γ, we ask ” in what sense is this analogous to Riemannian isometries”.
Canonical transformations are structurally quite different. Namely, for phase
spaces their symplectic group is infinite-dimensional; its elements are labelled
by arbitrary functions. Unlike this, Riemannian and pseudo-Riemannian isom-
etry groups are always finite-dimensional; the highest possible dimension equals
(1/2) dimM(dimM+1) and is attained in constant-curvature (pseudo-)Rieman-
nian manifolds (M, g). Infinitesimal canonical transformations are given by vec-
tor fields X on P such that the Lie derivative of γ vanishes
£Xγ = 0;
they generate one-parameter groups of canonical transformations. It is well
known that the γ-related covector field X˜ = X⌋γ, or analytically,
(X˜a) = X
bγba
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is a closed differential one-form,
dX˜ = 0, i.e., ∂aXb − ∂bXa = 0.
Therefore, in simply connected domains they are also exact,
X˜ = dF, Xa = ∂aF,
where a labels local coordinates in P . If X˜ is globally exact in P , we say that
it is a Hamiltonian vector field generated by F ; the function F itself is referred
to as a Hamiltonian of X . To indicate the relationship between X and F one
uses the symbol XF , thus,
XF =
∂F
∂pi
∂
∂qi
− ∂F
∂qi
∂
∂pi
,
i.e.,
X iF =
∂F
∂pi
, Xn+iF = −
∂F
∂qi
, i = 1, . . . , n.
Obviously, F is defined up to an additive constant. The functional label F
just indicates explicitly that the group of canonical transformations is infinite-
dimensional.
In particular, the time evolution is given by the one-parameter group of the
vector field XH . One says: ”motion is a canonical transformation”.
It may be instructive here to mention the relationship with the evolution
space structure. Let us mention here various concepts used in the book by J.
L. Synge ”Classical Dynamics” [92], cf also J. J. S lawianowski ”Geometry of
Phase Spaces” [86]. Synge used the terms like ”(Q,P )-space, (Q, T, P )-space,
(Q, T, P,
H)-space”. Let us concentrate now on the (Q, T, P )-description. So, if dimQ =
n, then dim(Q, T, P ) = 2n+1; independent coordinates being generalized coor-
dinates qi, the time variable t and canonical momenta pi conjugate to q
i. Then
instead of the Cartan form on T ∗Q we are dealing with the Cartan form on
T ∗Q × R, or more precisely, on something which locally might be interpreted
as T ∗Q × R. Unlike the usual Cartan form ω, the form ωH depends on the
dynamical structure; locally,
ωH = pidq
i −H(q, p, t)dt.
This is a differential form in the (2n+1)-dimensional manifold (evolution space)
T ∗Q× R. Its exterior differential
γH = dωH = dpi ∧ dqi − dH ∧ dt
has the maximal possible order 2n, so, in a sense, (T ∗Q× R, ωH) is a contact
manifold. It has a one-dimensional family of singular directions. If the corre-
sponding vector field is ”normalised” with respect to the parameter t, then it
has the form:
X˜H =
∂
∂t
+
∂H
∂pi
∂
∂qi
− ∂H
∂qi
∂
∂pi
,
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so that 〈
dt, X˜H
〉
= X˜Ht = 1. (13)
In this way, for integral curves one obtains the usual Hamilton canonical equa-
tions, assuming that the time variable t coincides with the curve parameter.
This choice, although not necessary, is most natural and convenient in analyti-
cal procedures. And obviously,
X˜H⌋dωH = 0,
which, together with the normalisation condition (13) defines X˜H uniquely.
This ”contact” mode of description is exactly what J. L. Synge [92] called
the (Q, T, P )-space approach. He also used the ”(Q, T, P,H)-approach”, when
time and energy were a priori assumed to be canonically conjugate variables.
The system with n degrees of freedom is then described in terms of the 2(n+1)-
dimensional ”over-phase space”, e.g., the cotangent bundle T ∗X over the space-
time manifold. Then dynamics is defined by fixing some (2n + 1)-dimensional
hypersurface M ⊂ T ∗X . Being odd-dimensional, it is endowed with a degen-
erate field of the restricted two-form γ‖M := i∗M · γ, iM denoting the natural
immersion of M into T ∗X . And as it is a hypersurface (co-dimension one), its
field of degenerate directions is just some line field; i.e., the space of singular
vectors tangent to M at any point x ∈ M is one-dimensional. Therefore, M is
foliated by a congruence of the corresponding integral curves, or more precisely,
one-dimensional submanifolds. Projecting them from M onto T ∗X (we assume
that T ∗X projects onto the whole X), one obtains the family of dynamically
admissible world-lines in space-time manifolds X . This is the so-called homoge-
neous representation of dynamics. Usually M is described analytically by what
Synge called the ”energy equation”, denoted by
Ω (xµ, pµ) = 0, (14)
or more precisely
M = {p ∈ T ∗X : Ω(p) = 0} .
The corresponding singular lines ofM satisfy the Hamilton-type equations with
Ω as a ”Hamiltonian”:
dxµ
dτ
=
∂Ω
∂pµ
,
dpµ
dτ
= − ∂Ω
∂xµ
,
where τ is some parameter, not necessarily anything like the ”absolute time”
or ”proper time”. The ”Hamiltonian” Ω is obviously the ”constant of motion”,
i.e., the first integral of the system. Only the integral curves placed on M , i.e.,
satisfying (14) are physically interpretable as realistic motions. Obviously, Ω in
(14) may be chosen in an infinity of ways; any particular choice corresponds to
some choice of the parameter τ . Let us give two particularly extreme examples.
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1. Non-relativistic Hamiltonian dynamics formulated in space-time terms.
Space-time coordinates: t — time, qi, i = 1, . . . , n — generalized coordi-
nates. Various notations:
(. . . , xµ, . . .) =
(
x0, . . . , xi, . . .
)
=
(
t, . . . , qi, . . .
)
, (15)
(. . . , xµ, . . .) =
(
x′, . . . , xi, . . . , xn+1
)
=
(
q′, . . . , qi, . . . , t
)
. (16)
In a completely non-relativistic language: there is nothing like the stan-
dard of velocity like ”c”; so, there is no way to use some ”x0” of the length
dimension. Then we put
Ω = p0 +H
(
qi, pi, t
)
(17)
and after the usual manipulations we obtain simply
dx0
dτ
=
∂Ω
∂p0
= 1,
dqi
dτ
=
∂Ω
∂pi
=
∂H
∂pi
, (18)
dp0
dτ
= − ∂Ω
∂q0
= −∂H
∂t
,
dpi
dτ
= − ∂Ω
∂qi
= −∂H
∂qi
. (19)
After substituting (18) into (19), i.e., using x0 = t + const, we finally
obtain
dqi
dt
=
∂H
∂pi
,
dpi
dt
= −∂H
∂qi
;
i.e., the usual (in general explicitly time-dependent) Hamilton equations.
2. Relativistic Hamiltonian dynamics. When dealing with a relativistic par-
ticle of mass m and electric charge e, and taking natural units when c = 1,
we have the following natural model of Ω:
Ω (xν , pν) =
1
2m
gµν (pµ − eAµ) (pν − eAν)− m
2
, (20)
where g denotes the metric tensor of the physical space-timeX . It need not
be flat; so, the simultaneous influence of electromagnetic and gravitational
fields may be taken into account. The choice of (20) as the left-hand side
of equations for M corresponds exactly to the choice of the proper time s
(the natural parameter) as a parameterization of world-lines. By analogy
to (17) this corresponds to using the absolute time as a parameter.
3 Symplectic versus Riemannian geometry. Clas-
sical statistical mechanics and microcanonical
ensembles
It was mentioned that there exist both some formal similarities but also dras-
tic differences between symplectic and Riemannian geometry. The problem of
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”measuring” in symplectic geometry is very essential for the basic concepts of
Gibbs’ theory. But there are many confusions and ill-defined concepts in the
literature.
The first confusion is one concerning the distance concept in mechanical
phase spaces. As mentioned, the symplectic ”metric” γ is in this respect com-
pletely useless. But usually (not always!) our phase spaces are cotangent bun-
dles T ∗Q, and configuration spaces Q are endowed with some metric tensors g,
e.g., ones underlying the kinetic energy forms,
T =
1
2
gij(q)
dqi
dt
dqj
dt
.
In a sense g induces almost canonically some metric tensors, i.e., Riemann struc-
tures both in TQ and T ∗Q. The idea is as follows: the metric tensor g gives
rise to the Levi-Civita affine connection Γijk equal to
Γijk =
1
2
gim (gmj,k + gmk,j − gjk,m) .
PROPOSITION 1. The above ideas enables one to construct in a canoni-
cal way n-dimensional (dimQ = n) ”horizontal” linear subspaces Hv ⊂ TvTQ,
H [p] ⊂ TpT ∗Q at any points v, p of the tangent and cotangent bundles. Ana-
lytically, in terms of adapted coordinates
(
qi, vi
)
,
(
qi, pi
)
, the basic vector fields
of horizontal distributions are given by
Ha (q
r, vr) =
∂
∂qa
− vkΓika (qr) ∂
∂vi
, (21)
Ha [q
r, pr] =
∂
∂qa
+ pkΓ
k
ia (q
r)
∂
∂pi
, (22)
where, obviously, a = 1, . . . , n.
PROPOSITION 2. The complementary ”vertical” distributions do not de-
pend on the connection Γ (do not depend on g) and are simply given by linear
spaces tangent to the fibres of TQ and T ∗Q
Vv = Tv (TqQ) ≃ TqQ, v ∈ TqQ,
V [p] = Tp
(
T ∗qQ
) ≃ T ∗qQ, p ∈ T ∗qQ.
Analytically, the basic vector fields of these distributions are given by
Va (q
r, vr) =
∂
∂va
, (23)
V a [qr, pr] =
∂
∂pa
, (24)
a = 1, . . . , n.
It is obvious that
TvTQ = Hv ⊕ Vv, TpT ∗Q = H [p]⊕ V [p].
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The induced metrics on TQ, T ∗Q are obtained as direct sums of g-metrics evalu-
ated separately on vertical and horizontal components of tangent vectors. More
precisely, by evaluation on horizontal components we mean simply the evalua-
tion on Q-projected vectors; this term is evidently connection-independent. But
the vertical components of vectors depend explicitly on Γ and so do evaluations
of the g-metric on them.
To write concisely the induced metric tensors on TQ and T ∗Q, it is conve-
nient to use the dual co-base fields on the bundle manifolds.
On TQ the co-frame field Ha(q, v), V a(q, v), a = 1, . . . , n, dual to the above
Ha(q, v), Va(q, v), a = 1, . . . , n, is given by
Ha (qr, vr) = dqa, V a (qr, vr) = vkΓakr(q)dq
r + dva.
Similarly, in T ∗Q the co-frame Ha[q, p], Va[q, p], a = 1, . . . , n, dual to Ha[q, p],
V a[q, p], a = 1, . . . , n, is given by
Ha [qr, pr] = dq
a, Va [q
r, pr] = −pkΓkar(q)dqr + dpa.
Let us concentrate on the phase space T ∗Q.
PROPOSITION 3. It seems natural to consider the Riemannian metrics on
T ∗Q given by
G
(
p ∈ T ∗qQ
)
= G
(
qi, pi
)
=
= αgab(q)H
a [qr, pr]⊗Hb [qr, pr] + βgab(q)Va [qr, pr]⊗ Vb [qr, pr] (25)
= αgab(q)dq
a ⊗ dqb + βgab(q) (dpa − pkΓkar(q)dqr)⊗ (dpb − plΓlbs(q)dqs) ,
where α, β are constants. This is a natural construction in that, up to constant
factors, the metric G is evaluated on horizontal (more precisely, Q-projected)
and vertical vectors in the sense of the corresponding Q-metric g(q) ∈ T ∗qQ ⊗
T ∗qQ. The horizontal and vertical subspaces are automatically G-orthogonal.
Obviously, the most natural choice is α = β = 1, nevertheless, some manip-
ulation with constants α, β does not seem to contradict the general philosophy
underlying the construction of G.
PROPOSITION 4. Expressing G explicitly in terms of independent dq-dp
tensor products we obtain
G
(
qi, pi
)
=
(
αgab(q) + βg
rs(q)pkplΓ
k
ra(q)Γ
l
sb(q)
)
dqa ⊗ dqb
− βgrb(q)pkΓkra(q)dqa ⊗ dpb − βgbr(q)pkΓkra(q)dpb ⊗ dqa
+ βgab(q)dpa ⊗ dpb. (26)
The structure of n× n coordinate blocks of this 2n-metric is nicely readable.
The corresponding formulae in TQ read as follows:
G (v ∈ TqQ) = G
(
qi, vj
)
= (27)
= αgab(q)H
a (qr, vr)⊗Hb (qr, vr) + βgab(q)V a (qr, vr)⊗ V b (qr, vr) ;
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i.e., explicitly in terms of adapted coordinates:
G
(
qi, vi
)
=
(
αgab(q) + βgrs(q)v
kvlΓrka(q)Γ
s
lb(q)
)
dqa ⊗ dqb
+ βgrb(q)v
kΓrka(q)dq
a ⊗ dvb + βgbr(q)vkΓrka(q)dvb ⊗ dqa
+ βgab(q)dv
a ⊗ dvb, (28)
with the same comments as previously concerning the constants α, β.
PROPOSITION 5. Using these metrics one can measure distances in T ∗Q
and TQ. According to the general principles of Riemann geometry one can also
define the natural volume measures, µTQ, µT∗Q,
dµT∗Q
(
qi, pj
)
=
√
det [Gzw (qi, pj)]dq
1 · · · dqndp1 · · · dpn, (29)
dµTQ
(
qi, vj
)
=
√
det [Gzw (qi, vj)]dq
1 · · · dqndv1 · · · dvn. (30)
The same symbol G was used here with two different meanings — as the metric
on T ∗Q and TQ respectively; simply to avoid the superfluous multitude of char-
acters. The indices z, w = 1, . . . , 2n label respectively the variables
(
qi, pj
)
and(
qi, vj
)
.
Further on, having at our disposal the G-tensors we can restrict them to
submanifolds of T ∗Q and TQ, and obtain the volume measures on these sub-
manifolds, again according to the general Riemann prescription.
From the purely geometric point of view the above metrics on TQ and T ∗Q
are interesting in themselves. Some natural questions appear concerning the
compatibility of g-motivated Riemann G-metrics and the symplectic form γ.
What is the relationship between the group of canonical transformations, i.e.,
symmetries of γ and the group of isometries of G? Using the language of in-
finitesimals: which Hamiltonian vector fields are simultaneously Killing vectors
of G-metrics and conversely? Having at our disposal two twice covariant tensors
G and γ, we can construct scalar quantities of the type
Tr (γGp) , Tr
(
Gγp
)
,
where the exponents p are integers and the mixed tensors γG, Gγ are given by
γGab = γ
acGcb,
Gγab = G
acγcb;
obviously Gγ are inverses of γG. What is the meaning of these scalars? What is
the meaning of their Hamiltonian vector fields? These are quite open questions.
Let us notice however that the metric tensor G on T ∗Q is rather artificial
from the point of view of statistical mechanics and, as a matter of fact, we do not
need it at all. Besides, if the curvature tensor of g is non-vanishing, the metric
G is terribly complicated. Only in the locally Euclidean (flat-space (Q, g)) case
and in adapted coordinates, when gij are constant, e.g.,
gij = δij ,
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and therefore
Γijk = 0,
is the formula for Gab simple and computationally useful. This has to do with
certain formulations used, e.g., in ergodic theory. But, as a matter of fact,
G is rather poorly interpretable and essentially superfluous in the foundations
of Gibbs theory. It is just a remainder of the configuration way of thinking.
Any phase-space manifold (P, γ), in particular, any (T ∗Q, dθ) is endowed with
a canonical volume measure independent of the assumed dynamical model and
of the geometry of Q! It may be simply given by the formula analogous to the
Riemannian volume, but based exclusively on γ:
dν(z) =
√
det [γab]dz
1 · · · dz2n,
where za, a = 1, . . . , 2n, are coordinates in P . Using the adapted coordinates
q1, . . . , qn, p1, . . . , pn in T
∗Q (more generally, Darboux coordinates in P ), we
have
dν(q, p) = dq1 · · · dqndp1 · · · dpn.
These are coordinate expressions, nevertheless, ν itself is a coordinate-indepen-
dent, intrinsic object. It is related to the differential 2n-form
γ∧n = γ ∧ γ ∧ · · · ∧ γ︸ ︷︷ ︸,
n factors
where γ = dpi ∧ dqi.
It is convenient to modify γ∧n by a constant multiplicative factor, namely,
Ω =
1
n!
(−1)n(n−1)/2γ∧n,
i.e., locally, in terms of adapted coordinates:
Ω = dp1 ∧ · · · ∧ dpn ∧ dq1 ∧ · · · ∧ dqn.
This quantity has the physical dimension of the n-th power of the action. It is
convenient to use the dimensionless form; this is possible because there exists
an experimentally-determined physical constant of the dimension of the action,
namely, the Planck constant h = 2π~. Therefore, one defines
µ = h−nΩ = (2π~)−nΩ.
The corresponding volume element is locally given by
dµ(q, p) = (2π~)
−n
dq1 · · · dqndp1 · · · dpn. (31)
Unlike this, there is no canonical volume on the tangent bundle TQ. There, one
must use either the above g-implied volume, or the L-pull back of µ; L denoting
the Legendre transformation L : TQ → T ∗Q. But the resulting form on TQ
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always depends on something external like the Q-metric g or the Hamiltonian
H (equivalently, on the Lagrangian L). Unlike this, the phase-space object µ is
completely intrinsic.
The above differential form γ∧n is but a special case of the sequence of
integral invariants
γ∧k = γ ∧ γ ∧ · · · ∧ γ︸ ︷︷ ︸,
k factors
k = 1, . . . , n.
They may be integrated over 2k-dimensional submanifolds of P . In cotangent
bundles there exist also (2k + 1)-forms
θ ∧ γ∧k;
with θ the Cartan one-form given by (2) and γ given by (2); they may be
integrated over odd-dimensional submanifolds of T ∗Q.
The existence of the canonical measure µ is crucial for the Gibbs statistical
mechanics. Namely, by analogy with the entropy of probability distributions on
discrete sets,
S[p] = −
∑
i
pi ln pi,
one may introduce the Boltzmann-Gibbs-Shannon entropy [18, 32, 83, 98] of
probabilistic measures Π on P absolutely continuous with respect to µ.
PROPOSITION 6. If ̺ is the Radon-Nikodym derivative,
dΠ(q, p) = ̺(q, p)dµ(q, p),
then we put
S[̺] = −
∫
̺(q, p) ln ̺(q, p)dµ(q, p).
There are an infinity of functions that also have been considered [98]. Both
the measure µ and the density ̺ are dimensionless quantities; thus, S[̺] is well
defined. Without the prescribed background measure µ there is no way to con-
struct something like the entropy of probabilistic measures on continuous sets,
in particular, on differential manifolds. The purely phase-space origin of µ, its
independence on any Q-objects like g and on any particular dynamical model is
an important argument in favour of µ as a fundamental tool of statistical me-
chanics. Let us observe that the Riemannian g-implied measure µT∗Q coincides
with the Liouville-Poincare´ measure µ (up to a constant multiplier) only if the
Riemann tensor of g vanishes.
There are some statistical and other problems where integration over sub-
manifolds is essential. And here, apparently, we are faced with some difficulty
when restricting ourselves to purely phase space concepts. Mainly, as we said
above, the restriction of γ to submanifolds M ⊂ P may be degenerate and then
the density det [γ‖Mab] vanishes. In particular, this is the case when M is a
hypersurface, dimM = dimP − 1 = 2n− 1, because skew-symmetric tensors in
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odd-dimensional spaces are always singular. For many reasons, hypersurfaces,
in particular energy shells, are of fundamental meaning for statistical mechanics.
In general, when dimM = 2n−m, at points p ∈M the subspaces TpM⊥ ⊂ TpP
γ-dual to TpM are m-dimensional (non-singularity of γ), and their P -tangent
subspaces KpM = TpM
⊥ ∩ TpM may have all possible dimensions 0 ≤ k ≤ m,
with the proviso that (m + k) is even. Then TpM/KpM carries the natural
symplectic structure given by the two-form γ′p such that γp|TpM is its pull-back
under the projection of TpM onto its quotient space TpM/KpM . In the regular
case, when k does not depend on p ∈ M (the generic situation in open subsets
of M), the assignment
M ∋ p 7→ KpM ⊂ TpM ⊂ TpP
is an integrable distribution with the integral foliation K(M) built of k-dimen-
sional leaves, because γ is closed. The quotient manifold P ′(M) =M/K(M) has
an even dimension 2 (n− (m+ k)/2) and is endowed with the natural symplectic
two-form γ′ such that γ‖M is its pull-back under the projection
πM : M → P ′(M) =M/K(M);
one writes briefly
γ‖M = π∗ · γ′.
Of course, these statements are based on the global topological assumption that
the leaves of K(M) are closed and so shaped that the quotient set P ′(M) car-
ries a natural structure of the (2n− (m+ k))-dimensional differential manifold.
Then the family of all γ′p-s, p ∈M , ”glues” together the field γ′ onto P ′(M). The
resulting symplectic structure (P ′(M), γ′) is called the reduced phase space. An
extreme special case of the non-existence of a differential structure in M/K(M)
occurs, e.g., when the leaves of K(M) are dense in M (”the ergodic situation”).
If M is given by equations Fa = 0, a = 1, . . . ,m, i.e.,
M = {p ∈ P : Fa(p) = 0, a = 1, . . . ,m} , (32)
then
m− k = Rank [{Fa, Fb}|M ] .
Let us remember the commonly accepted names of important special cases:
(i) k = m — co-isotropic submanifold M ; for any p ∈M :
TpM
⊥ ⊂ TpM, KpM = TpM⊥.
Historical name: first-class submanifold.
(ii) k = m = n — Lagrangian submanifold M ; for any p ∈M :
TpM
⊥ = TpM = KpM.
These are co-isotropic submanifolds of the minimal possible dimension
(the number of degrees of freedom).
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(iii) k = 2n−m — isotropic submanifold M ; for any p ∈M :
TpM ⊂ TpM⊥, KpM = TpM, γ‖M = 0.
Lagrangian submanifolds are isotropic submanifolds of the maximal pos-
sible dimension (the number of degrees of freedom). They are simultane-
ously isotropic and co-isotropic.
(iv) There is the traditional term ”the class of M”,
ClM = (k,m− k).
Two extreme special cases are first-class constraints, ClM = (m, 0) (M -
co-isotropic) and second-class constraints, ClM = (0,m) (M -symplectic
in the sense of γ‖M , thus, m-even) [16], [17], [24]-[27], [87].
It is clear that only for submanifolds M of the second-class does the re-
stricted symplectic two-form γ‖M induce a volume form. In contrast, the con-
figuration way of thinking and the use of g-induced volumes is misleading. The
afore-mentioned analytical criteria for ClM based on Poisson brackets provide
a proper hint towards what to do to obtain an invariant measure on a subman-
ifold. Namely, usually submanifolds M are described by equations (32), but
Fa, a = 1, . . . ,m, are not merely analytical tools, but rather the quantities of a
profound physical interpretation. In Gibbs theory they are additive constants
of the motion, the seven globally defined constants of motion (energy, linear
momentum, angular momentum). Because of this, the phase-space functions
Fa are as physical as their value-surfaces. And this is a hint of how to construct
natural measures on submanifolds independently of their class and without any
use of the configurational (Q, g)-paradigm with its strange metric G [g, T ∗Q]
and the corresponding measure µT∗Q[g]. The idea is as follows:
Being a differential form of the maximal possible degree 2n, the phase space
volume form Ω is divisible by any simple differential form, in particular, by
dF1 ∧ · · · ∧ dFm, thus,
Ω = dF1 ∧ · · · ∧ dFm ∧ ϑF ,
where ϑF is some (2n−m)-form. This form is not unique, however; its restriction
ϑF,c = ϑF ‖MF,c
to vectors tangent to the common value-surfaces of Fa
MF,c := {z ∈ P : Fa(z) = ca, a = 1, . . . ,m}
is evidently unique (because the arbitrariness of ϑF is due to terms involving
differentials dFa). The (2n −m)-forms ϑF,c on MF,c define there, through the
usual integration prescription, some measures µ(F, c).
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PROPOSITION 7. For probabilistic measures Π on MF,c that are absolutely
continuous with respect to µ(F, c),
dΠ(z) = ̺(z)dµ(F,c)(z),
entropy is defined by the usual prescription
S[̺] = −
∫
̺(z) ln ̺(z)dµ(F,c)(z).
In statistical mechanics, one envisages having classical states given by prob-
ability distributions, ̺, that are absolutely continuous with respect to measure
µ, and observables, A that are continuous, or at least µ measurable, real-valued
functions. Then we define the classical expectation value that ”A takes when
measuring with respect to ̺” as
∫
A̺dµ. We thus obtain the µ measurable set
that A takes values between α1 and α2 and call it [a1, a2]. Then the probability
that when measuring A with respect to ̺, P [a1, a2] =
∫
̺dµ, a1 ≤ A ≤ a2. We
will have other options when we get to quantum mechanical measurement, as
we will see we do here.
In various problems of statistical mechanics one deals with value-surfaces
of the seven additive constants of motion of multi-body systems; i.e., the total
energy, linear momentum and angular momentum are used as functions Fa
[50, 104]. By an appropriate choice of the reference frame one eliminates the
total linear momentum and angular momentum; it is geometry of isoenergetic
surfaces
MH,E := {p ∈ P : H(p) = E}
that is particularly relevant for statistical mechanics.
If manifolds MF,c are compact, then the corresponding measures may be
normalized, e.g., to unity if interpreted as probability distributions.
In this way, all fundamental tools of Gibbs theory are essentially based on
symplectic phase-space concepts. In spite of a rather complicated structure
of the formula (26) for the g-based metric tensor G on T ∗Q, an interesting
fact that, the corresponding expression (29) for the volume element dµ[G]T∗Q
on T ∗Q is, up to a non-essential constant factor, identical with the Liouville
measure element dµ (31). Indeed, the Levi-Civita connection is by definition
symmetric, thus, in a neighbourhood of any fixed configuration q ∈ Q there exist
such local coordinates qa that at q the components of Γijk vanish, Γ
i
jk(q) = 0.
PROPOSITION 8. From the block structure G (T ∗Q) and at any p ∈ Tq∗Q,
then the volume element (29) is equivalent to the 2n-form
αnβnΩp = α
nβndp1 ∧ · · · ∧ dpn ∧ dq1 ∧ · · · ∧ dqn|p ∈ ∧2nT ∗p T ∗Q
at p. This fact, immediately visible in special coordinates, is evidently coordi-
nate-independent due to its tensorial character. Performing this procedure at all
points of Q we state that really the Riemannian G-volume on T ∗Q is independent
of g and essentially coincides with the Liouville measure.
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For the very fundamentals of Gibbs theory the Riemann metric G on T ∗Q
is a superfluous concept, and is in fact a misleading one. The configuration
metric g is seemingly used, but, as a matter of fact, absent in fundamental
formulae due to the mutual cancellation of g and its contravariant inverse. It is
interesting that such a cancellation does not occur in the formula (28) forG(TQ)
— the g-based metric on the tangent bundle. The corresponding Riemannian
volume measure on the µ-phase space depends explicitly on g. And it was to
be expected, because the tangent bundle TQ, unlike T ∗Q, does not carry any
intrinsic volume.
The same problem of the superfluous or misleading use of the metric concepts
appears when dealing with submanifolds M ⊂ T ∗Q of the cotangent bundle.
This misunderstanding occurs often in considerations concerning microcanonical
ensembles, ergodic hypothesis, etc. Namely, one then claims to use the measure
element [37], [48]
dσ
‖gradH‖E
on MH,E , where dσ is to be the hypersurface volume element on MH,E and
‖gradH‖E is the length (norm) of the gradient of H taken at points of MH,E .
Obviously, when meant literally, all these objects are rather ill-defined and
to construct them one must use something more then phase-space concepts;
namely, one must use the g-implied metric tensor G (T ∗Q) on T ∗Q. By com-
parison, for the value-surface MA,a of the function A, the corresponding MA,a-
supported distribution is given by θA,a, where [50]
θA,a
(
qi, pi
)
= δ
(
A
(
qi, pi
)− a) ,
and δ represents a limit of a δ sequence. It may be given by the usual symbolic
formula:
δ(A− a) = 1
2π
∫ ∞
−∞
exp (ik(A− a)) dk.
It gives rise to the non-normalised ”probabilistic” measure assigning the non-
normalised probabilities pU to subsets U ⊂ P (e.g., P = T ∗Q),
pU =
∫
U
δ(A− a)µ = 1
2π
∫ ∞
−∞
dk
∫
U
exp (ik(A− a)) dµ;
the order of integration (first over the measure element dµ corresponding to the
2n-form µ, then over the variable k) is essential here. If MA,a is compact, one
can use the normalisation
Z−1δ(A− a) = 1
such that ∫
δ(A− a)dµ = Z.
If the Hamiltonian H is substituted for A, and a is a fixed energy value E, then,
obviously, δ(H−E) is the microcanonical ensemble and Z is its statistical sum.
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The peculiarity of the MA,a-supported Dirac ”function” δ(A − a) is that,
for any probabilistic measure absolutely continuous with respect to µ with the
Radon-Nikodym derivative ̺, the function α : R→ R given by
α(a) =
∫
̺δ(A− a)dµ
equals the probability density for the result a of the measurement of A with
respect to ̺. Therefore,
p[a1, a2] =
∫ a2
a1
α(a)da
is the probability of finding a within the interval [a1, a2].
Let us take the subset
M [A; a1, a2] := {z ∈ P : a1 ≤ A(z) ≤ a2}
and denote its characteristic function by χM [A;a1,a2].
It is seen that
p [a1, a2] =
∫
̺χM [A;a1,a2]dµ, (33)
χM [A;a1,a2] =
∫ a2
a1
δ(A− a)da
=
1
2π
∫ ∞
−∞
dk
∫ a2
a1
exp (ik(A− a)) da. (34)
Here the integration order is essential.
It is interesting to see what happens when one performs the limit transition
from the finite-thickness ”shell” to the ”membrane” in P . One can show that
δ(A− a) = lim
ε→0
1
ε
χM [A;a−ε/2,a+ε/2].
PROPOSITION 9. If A is a Hamiltonian H and a is an energy value E,
then the above objects describe the microcanonical ensemble respectively with
the finite range of energy [E − ε/2, E + ε/2] and with the sharp energy E. It is
independent on any metric concepts on Q, T ∗Q.
The characteristic function χM [A;a1,a2] gives rise to the natural, geometrically
distinguished measure on P supported by M [A; a1, a2] and equivalent to the
differential 2n-form
χM [A;a1,a2]µ = µ|M [A; a1, a2].
Similarly, the distribution δ(A−a) is equivalent to the measure ν(A,a) onM(A,a)
defined in the following way: If V is an open subset of M(A,a) and V is an open
subset of P such that V = V ∩M(A,a), then
ν(A,a)(V ) =
∫
V
δ(A− a)µ = 1
2π
∫ ∞
−∞
dk
∫
V
exp (ik(A− a)) dµ,
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where the integration order is essential. Obviously, the result does not depend
on the super-set V of V . But we have also at our disposal the measure µ(A,a)
on M(A,a) given by
µ(A,a)(V ) =
∫
V
ϑ(A,a), V ⊂ P.
The measures µ(A,a), ν(A,a) coincide (at least up to a constant multiplier). It
is clear that µ(A,a) = ν(A,a) and χM [A;a1,a2]µ are intrinsic and geometrically
distinguished. If the functions ̺ on M(A,a) or onM[A;a1,a2] are Radon-Nikodym
derivatives of some probabilistic measures supported by the corresponding sub-
sets, then the maximum of the Boltzmann-Gibbs-Shannon entropy is attained
when ̺ =const. Let us remind ourselves of the popular shorthand when A is a
Hamiltonian H and a1, a2, a are the corresponding boundary or sharply fixed
energy values E1, E2, E: In a microcanonical ensemble all admitted phase-
space points are ”equally probable”. Obviously, without the measures µ and
µ(H,E) based entirely on the phase space geometry and the energy concept, the
statement ”equally probable” would be meaningless.
It is clear that for a real-valued function A : P → R the value-surfaceM(A,a)
is really a ”surface”, i.e., (2n − 1)-dimensional submanifold of P only if a is a
regular value of A and if A is not constant in open subsets of P . (If P is an
analytic manifold and A is an analytic function on P , this means simply that
A is non-constant). Then the induced measure µ(A,a) on M(A,a) is equivalent
to the M(A,a)-concentrated Dirac distribution δ(A − a) on P . It is clear that
δ(A− a) satisfies the following equations:
Aδ(A− a) = aδ(A− a), {A, δ(A− a)} = 0. (35)
The first equation expresses the fact that the physical quantity takes on without
statistical spread a fixed value a on the ensemble given by δ(A− a); the second
equation tells us that this ensemble is invariant under the one-parameter group
of canonical transformations generated by A (more precisely, by the Hamilto-
nian vector field XA). The structures underlying the very formulation of those
equations are those induced by C∞(P ) respectively as the associative algebra
under the pointwise product and the Lie algebra in the sense of Poisson bracket.
The second of equations (35) is equivalent to
£XAϑ(A,a) = 0,
the invariance of the M(A,a)-volume form under X(A,a) — the restriction of XA
to M(A,a). The latter is well defined because, at points of M(A,a), X(A,a) is
tangent to M(A,a).
The microcanonical distribution δ(A−a) is not the only solution of equations
A̺ = a̺, {A, ̺} = 0. (36)
Indeed, the ”eigenequation” is solved as well by any distribution of the form
Fδ(A − a), where F is an arbitrary function on P compatible with the proba-
bilistic interpretation. The Poisson bracket condition implies in addition that
{F,A} |M(A,a) = 0,
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i.e., that F |M(A,a) is invariant under the Hamiltonian vector field XA.
Nevertheless, among all statistical distributions satisfying (36), δ(A − a) is
peculiar in two respects:
(i) As mentioned, it is a ”membrane” limit of the ”shell” microcanonical en-
semble of finite ”thickness”, a− ε/2 ≤ A ≤ a+ ε/2. The latter ensemble
maximizes the Boltzmann-Gibbs-Shannon entropy within the class of all
probability distributions concentrated within the same range and abso-
lutely continuous with respect to the Liouville measure, one of the funda-
mental objects of the phase space geometry.
(ii) If integral curves of the Hamiltonian vector field XA are dense in value-
surfaces M(A,a), i.e., if the corresponding dynamical systems on M(A,a)
are ”ergodic”, then F |M(A,a) is constant, and δ(A− a) (up to a constant
multiplier) is the only solution of (36). The reason is that the only glob-
ally defined, one-valued and smooth ”constants of motion” have the form
f(A) = f ◦ A, where f : R → R is smooth of the required class. As
ergodicity is a rather generic property, the δ(A − a) are expected to play
some particular role in statistical considerations [49], [50], [104].
This very special role of ”microcanonical” distributions of A and their obvi-
ous property (35) fix our attention on the status of the joint condition (36) in
general. Apparently the two conditions in (36) when taken separately are of a
qualitatively different nature. The first of them, induced by the associative alge-
braic structure in C∞(P ), expresses the statistical-informational properties of ̺
— the lack of spread in the set of outcomes of A-measurements. The second sub-
condition is based on the Poisson-Lie algebra structure in C∞(P ) and demands
̺ to be invariant under the one-parameter group of canonical transformations
(classical automorphisms) generated by A. Let us notice that this condition,
although logically and qualitatively independent of the first informational one,
is nevertheless somehow distinguished among the family of all solutions of the
informational eigencondition A̺ = a̺. Namely, it is quite natural to expect that
some particular role will be played by such ”eigendistributions” which are as
closely as possible suited to the physical quantity A, e.g., inherit the symmetries
of A. Of course, working in the phase space we mean symmetries belonging to
the classical automorphism group, i.e., canonical transformations preserving A.
They are infinitesimally generated by functions B : P → R being in involution
with A,
{B,A} = 0. (37)
But, if we admit the most general situations, including ones in which trajectories
of the vector field XA are dense on the value-surfaces M(A,a) (”the generic”
structure), then the only globally-defined, one-valued and smooth functions B
on P satisfying (37) are those of the form B = f(A) = f ◦A, where f : R→ R
is smooth of the required class [6], [46]. The universally warranted symmetries
of A are those generated by A itself and by expressions functionally built of A.
Therefore, in general, ”̺ inherits the symmetries of A” means:
{A, ̺} = 0,
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i.e., the second subcondition of (36). This is to be understood weakly (in the
Dirac sense),
{A, ̺} |Supp̺ = 0, {F,A} |M(A,a) = 0,
when one deals with a single regular value a ∈ A(P ), or strongly, i.e., identically
all over P , when the total set A(P ) ⊂ R is concerned, i.e., when one deals with
the foliation of P by all value-surfaces M(A,a).
4 Towards quantum mechanics and mechanical-
optical analogy
Quantum mechanics is, among other things, a theory in which states are pos-
itive, trace-class self-adjoint operators, ˆ̺, of trace one on a Hilbert space H.
H is invariant under the action (on the left) of some symmetry group, G. Ob-
servables, Aˆ, are a subset of the self-adjoint operators in H. The quantum
expectation of Aˆ in state ˆ̺ is 〈Aˆ〉ˆ̺ = Tr(ˆ̺Aˆ) and the quantum variance is
varˆ̺Aˆ = Tr(ˆ̺(Aˆ− 〈Aˆ〉ˆ̺)2). (Physical) information on ˆ̺ is confined to knowing
Tr(ˆ̺Aˆ) for various observables Aˆ.
Now, when one remains on the purely classical level, the former reasoning
unifying the information and invariance properties as above
A̺ = a̺, {A, ̺} = 0.
might perhaps seem a little ”scholastic”. Nevertheless, it has an obvious counter-
part in quantum theory and may be interpreted both as a forrunner of quantum
structures and as their asymptotic expansion. Namely, if Â is a self-adjoint
operator for some physical quantity which sharply takes on the value a ∈ SpecÂ
on the state described by the density operator ̺̂, i.e., a is an eigenvalue of Â,
then
Â̺̂ = â̺. (38)
This eigenequation implies the vanishing of the commutator quantum Poisson
bracket,
1
i~
[
Â, ̺̂] = 0. (39)
Equation (38) describes informational properties of ̺̂, whereas the second equa-
tion gives an account of some invariance property of ̺̂, namely,
Û(τ )̺̂Û(τ )−1 = ̺̂, Û(τ ) = exp( i
~
Âτ
)
, τ ∈ R.
Hence ̺̂ is symmetric under the one-parameter group of unitary transforma-
tions (quantum automorphisms) generated by Â. And on the quantum level
information of the type (38) implies symmetry, because the Lie-algebraic op-
eration (commutator, quantum Poisson bracket) is algebraically built from the
associative-algebra operation (operator product). This fact is a kind of qual-
itative discontinuity of the limit transition from quanta to classics, where the
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Poisson bracket {A,B} is not an algebraic function of the associative product
AB. But nevertheless, as seen before, there exists a kind of ”scholastics” which
somehow joins A̺ = a̺ with {A, ̺} = 0. Â need not have any eigenvalues, as
is shown by the examples Â = pa (the a-th coordinate of the momentum opera-
tor). If Â has no eigenvalues, then either we may go to the rigged Hilbert space
formalism, or we may go to the phase space formulation of quantum mechanics
which will be discussed later on.
To quantization, and quantum and quasi-classical problems we shall return
later. Here let us consider the unification of information and symmetry sug-
gested by ”microcanonical” distributions δ(A − a) and expressed by (36). For
example, let us take A = p1. The first component of the canonical momentum
takes on a fixed value b on the ensemble ̺
(
qi, pi
)
= F
(
qi, pi
)
δ (p1 − b). The
invariance condition means that {p1, F} vanishes on M(p1,b), at least weakly,
and certainly strongly if one deals with the foliation given by manifolds M(p1,b),
b ∈ R. Therefore, we may put
̺b
(
q1, . . . , qn; p1, . . . , pn
)
= F
(
q2, . . . , qn; p1, . . . , pn
)
δ(p1 − b) (40)
= F
(
q2, . . . , qn; b, p2, . . . , pn
)
δ(p1 − b).
The invariance under canonical transformations generated by p1 implies that ̺b
is invariant under translations along the q1-coordinate line. Therefore, the ̺b-
distribution is completely smeared out in the q1-direction canonically conjugate
to the spread-free p1.
In statistical mechanics, when the physical Hamiltonian H and its fixed
(energy) value are used as A, a, the microcanonical ensemble δ(H − E) is a
stationary statistical distribution in virtue of the vanishing Poisson brackets
{H, δ(H − E)} = 0 and the classical Liouville-von Neumann equation
∂̺
∂t
= {H, ̺} .
Moreover, if one takes into account the existence of HamiltoniansH with ergodic
flows of XH on M(H,E) (and, in a sense, ”generity” of such models), δ(H−E) is
an essentially unique equilibrium ensemble under adiabatic external conditions.
Nevertheless, the above analysis based entirely on the phase space geometry
is physically interpretable in a context wider than statistical mechanics. As we
shall see, it is strongly related to the quasi-classical limit of quantum mechanics,
the quantum-classical analogy and quantization (with all its ensuing problems).
In [86] and papers quoted there we used the terms ”proper ensembles” and
”eigenensembles” of A for statistical distributions ̺ satisfying respectively the
single condition
A̺ = a̺ (41)
or the couple (36)
A̺ = a̺, {A, ̺} = 0.
When ̺ is fixed, then the set E(̺) ⊂ C∞(P ) of smooth functions Φ satisfying
Φ̺ = 0 (42)
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is an ideal in C∞(P ) meant as an associative algebra under pointwise multipli-
cation. This ideal consists of functions vanishing on Supp̺ — the support of ̺.
The set E(̺, a) ⊂ C∞(P ) of functions satisfying (41) is a coset of the ideal E(̺)
in C∞(P ):
E(̺, a) = E(̺) + a = {Φ+ a : Φ ∈ E(̺)} .
Obviously E(̺) is a maximal proper ideal of the pointwise product associative
algebra C∞(P ) if and only if ̺ is the Dirac distribution concentrated on a
one-element subset {z} ⊂ P , ̺ = δz . Then for any function on P we have
Aδz = A(z)δz , (43)
i.e., δz is a proper ensemble of any A with the eigenvalue A(z). In other words,
tautologically speaking
(A−A(z)) ∈ E (δz) , A ∈ E (δz, A(z)) .
(We do not distinguish graphically between the constant function and its value.)
The set L(̺) ⊂ C∞(P ) of smooth functions A being in involution with ̺,
L(̺) = {A ∈ C∞(P ) : {A, ̺} = 0}
is a Lie subalgebra of C∞(P ) in the Poisson-bracket sense. This is a general
property of infinitesimal symmetries. Such functions are Hamiltonian generators
of canonical transformations preserving ̺. In particular, these transformations
preserve Supp̺, the support of ̺. If F,G ∈ L(̺), then, obviously, the Hamil-
tonian vector fields XF , XG are tangent to Supp̺ and so is their Lie bracket
[XF , XG] = −X{F,G}.
It was just mentioned that classical statistical ensembles are informationally
optimal (all physical quantities are spread-free on them) when they are described
by Dirac-delta probability distributions δz (point-concentrated measures). Then
E(δz) is a maximal nontrivial ideal in the associative C∞(P ) and E(δz, a) are
its maximal cosets.
The question arises as to the maximality of information in L(̺) and the
relationship between L(̺) and E(̺). By a symmetry of a state we mean a
transformation which leaves the state fixed. Information is given in the set of
statistical distributions, ̺, by {〈A〉̺ =
∫
A̺dµ | A ∈ O} where O ia a subset of
the set of all classical statistical functions (real-valued and µ - measurable). We
will consider the case in which O is the singleton {A}. Then information in the
sense of (41) and symmetry of the state(s) contradict each other in view of the
fact that the entropy is different for the two states. And this seems to be embar-
rassing and incompatible with everything said above about classical statistical
mechanics, microcanonical ensembles, their motivation for classical ”eigencon-
ditions” (36) (and more-so with the quantum rules mentioned in (38), (39)). Let
us formulate some heuristic qualitative remarks. The demand of maximal infor-
mational content, measurement without (or with a minimal) statistical spread
of results, leads to maximally concentrated probabilistic measures (statistical
distributions). But those, being concentrated, have poor symmetries. If P is
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compact (a rather academic situation) or if we admit non-normalisable distri-
butions (only relative probabilities; comparison between different compact re-
gions of P ), then, obviously, the maximally symmetric ensembles are described
by constant density functions ̺. The Lie algebra L(̺) is then given by the
total C∞(P ), the improper subalgebra. And such situations are maximally en-
tropic (minimally informative). All canonical transformations are symmetries.
Surface-supported distributions ̺, concentrated on submanifolds M ⊂ P have
symmetry algebras L(̺) consisting of such functions F that the corresponding
Hamiltonian vector fields XF are tangent to M . This means that if M is a
common value-surface,
M(A,a) = {p ∈ P : Ai(p) = ai ∈ R, i = 1, . . . ,m} ,
then
{F,Ai − ai} = {F,Ai} = λij (Aj − aj) , (44)
where the functions λi
j are smooth; more modestly said, they are smooth in
some neighbourhood of M(A,a). In Dirac terms: Poisson brackets (44) vanish
weakly on M(A,a). It is clear that symmetries of any figure form a group and
infinitesimal symmetries of anything in a manifold form a Lie algebra. Neverthe-
less, one could also show directly that for any F,G ∈ L(̺) also {F,G} ∈ L(̺)
holds. We shall not do this here.
Remark: A dangerous trap is hidden in the above reasoning. Namely, if
canonical transformations generated by the above functions F do preserve sta-
tistical density ̺, then also its support Supp̺ is preserved. But not conversely!
And this has to do with classification of phase space submanifolds, the rela-
tionship between information and symmetry, and the difference between proper
conditions and eigenconditions (41), (42). And finally some quasi-classical and
prequantum structures are essential here.
Before going any further with these topics, let us give a warning concerning
the simplest possible ”statistical mechanics”; namely, one in the ”phase space”
given by a finite set I consisting of ”states” i1, . . . , iN .
Probability distributions (”statistical states”) of maximal information (min-
imal entropy) have the form pK , where
pK (iL) = δKL.
Obviously, for such states the Shannon entropy vanishes,
S [pK ] = −
N∑
L=1
pK (iL) ln pK (iL) = 0.
Let us also notice their idempotence property:
p2K = pK .
Obviously, this property, together with the normalisation condition,
N∑
L=1
pK (iL) = 1, pK (iL) = δKL,
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is just a kind of a joking allusion to properties of quantum density operators.
Physical quantities, i.e., random variables, are real-valued functions A : I →
R; they form an associative commutative algebra under pointwise multiplication.
Expectation values are given by the obvious formula:
〈A〉p =
N∑
L=1
A (iL) p (iL) .
There is one very important difference between Gibbs statistical mechan-
ics in symplectic manifolds and ”statistical mechanics” in finite probabilistic
spaces. Namely, in the linear space of random variables there is nothing like the
Poisson bracket and, obviously, there is nothing like any differential structure in
I. Nevertheless, the mutual relationship between information and symmetry of
statistical ensembles still does exist. The difference is that realisations of sym-
metry are different. In differential-symplectic theory the same objects, namely
phase-space functions, played a double role. They were random variables —
measurable quantities (informational aspect) and generators of physical auto-
morphisms (symmetry aspect). In finite ”phase spaces” only the informational
aspect of physical quantities survives. There is no natural structure according to
which they could generate automorphisms. Nevertheless, transformations and
invariance aspects still exist and are somehow related to information, in spite
of all the differences. Concerning information, the ”pure states” pK of finite
statistics also satisfy the ”eigenequations” similar to (43),
ApK = A (iK) pK . (45)
They satisfy these eigenequations for any physical quantity A. In this respect
(45) is different from its quantum counterpart (38) which, also for pure stateŝ̺, holds only for exceptional quantities Â.
Obviously, probability distributions pK concentrated at iK ∈ I are coun-
terparts of Dirac distributions δz from the differential theory. If p is a general
probability distribution on I, then the linear subspace E(p) of functions Φ on I
satisfying
Φp = 0
(pointwise multiplication) is an ideal. If p has the form pK (is concentrated at
K), this is a maximal non-trivial ideal. The set of functions
E(p, a) = E(p) + a = {Φ + a : Φ ∈ E(p)}
is a coset of the ideal E(p). If E(p) is maximal, then cosets E(p, a) consist of
such functions A that the eigenequations hold:
A̺ = a̺
for some fixed a = A (iK) if ̺ = pK .
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Let us now consider a distinctly opposite case, namely, the probability dis-
tribution which is completely smeared out,
p (iL) =
1
N
for any iL ∈ I. (46)
Obviously, such statistical states carry no information; i.e., their Shannon en-
tropy is maximal, and one easily obtains the Boltzmann-Gibbs formula:
S[p] = −
N∑
L=1
p (iL) ln p (iL) = lnN.
For such distributions the ideal E(p) is evidently improper and consists only
of a single function, identically vanishing on I. Quite generally, it is clear
that the all-nowhere vanishing functions do not belong to any proper ideal in
the pointwise-product function algebra. Just like (normalised or not) constant
density functions in symplectic manifolds, the smeared-out constant probability
distributions (46) have the maximal symmetry group, namely the total symmet-
ric group S(N) permuting states in an arbitrary way. The distinctly opposite
case is that p as a function on I is completely non-degenerate, i.e., perfectly
distinguishes states:
p (iK) 6= p (iL) if K 6= L.
Then the symmetry group is trivial; any nontrivial permutation of states changes
the statistical ensemble. If there are some value-surfaces of more than one ele-
ment, the symmetry group is larger, it is generated by subgroups S(M) ⊂ S(N),
M < N , preserving M -element subsets of I on which p takes some fixed values.
It is seen that there is some interplay of information and symmetry; neverthe-
less, it is not very clear. Ensembles of maximal entropy, i.e., free of any diversity,
have maximal symmetry groups, just the full groups of bijections of the ”phase
space.” Ensembles of maximal diversity, i.e., distinguishing all states, have triv-
ial, one-element symmetry groups. But there is no well-defined mathematical
measure of the order of diversity. Probability distribution p may separate all
states, but the differences |p (iK)− p (iL)| may be ”small”. Nevertheless, its
symmetry group will be still one-element, in spite of its almost-maximal en-
tropy (almost lnN). The pure statistical ensembles pK concentrated on iK
have vanishing entropy and ”relatively large” symmetry groups S(N−1). But
the same symmetry group characterises non-pure ensembles given by:
p (iK) = q, p (iL) = x 6= q, L 6= K
K-fixed. The normalisation condition implies
x =
1− q
N − 1 .
One may show that the entropy of p is given by
S[p] = −q ln q − (1− q) ln(1 − q)− (q − 1) ln(N − 1)
= (q − 1) ln 1− q
N − 1 − q ln q. (47)
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If q 6= 1, all such ensembles have positive entropies smaller than lnN and
depending on q, nevertheless they have the same, ”relatively large” invariance
group S(N−1) preserving iK ∈ I. Passing to the special case q = 1/N , we
catastrophically jump to S(N), the improper subgroup of itself, and S[p] = lnN ,
just the Gibbs entropy for equally probable microstates.
Let us now go back to the symplectic phase space setting. As mentioned, a
weak link between symmetry and information existed there as well. Let us notice
also, there was some contradiction, some discrepancy between them. Maximally
informative Dirac distributions δz were invariant under canonical transforma-
tions which did not affect their concentration points z ∈ P . Infinitesimally
this leads to the Lie algebra of symmetries with Hamiltonian generators A the
differentials of which vanish at z,
L [δz] = {A ∈ C∞(P ) : dAz = 0} .
There are symmetry properties implied by informative ones. There is an obvious
analogy with the fact from probability on finite sets: the informationally optimal
pK is invariant under the ”large” groups S
(N−1)
K preserving iK ∈ I; as a matter
of fact this is the maximal nontrivial subgroup of S(N).
Nevertheless in Gibbs’ statistical mechanics there is no direct rule according
to which information properties would simply logically imply some invariance
properties. And moreover as mentioned above both in symplectic manifolds and
in finite sets there is a kind of competition between two properties: concentrating
statistical distributions to make them informationally better, we make them
less symmetric. Some compromise however does exist in both: let us mention
just the above examples and those of microcanonical ensembles and in general,
distributions satisfying the couple (36). Obviously, if one is aware of quantum
mechanics and the implication between (38), (39), everything is clear. But we
just saw that in Gibbs’ theory and phase-space geometry there was something
suggesting the couple (36) as something more natural than (41) alone [32].
Let us now formalise the above philosophical ”prophecy”. We start with
recalling the concepts of some ideals of functions on a symplectic manifold [54].
It is clear that in any differential manifold M the following linear subspaces of
C∞(M) are ideals (in the pointwise-product-algebra sense) [51]:
V (N) := {f ∈ C∞(M) : f |N = 0} ,
V 1(N) := {f ∈ C∞(M) : f(x) = 0, dfx = 0, for any x ∈ N} ,
...
... (48)
V k(N) := {f ∈ C∞(M) : ∂mfx = 0, m ≤ k, for any x ∈ N} .
In these formulae, N ⊂M is some fixed subset and ∂mfx is the system of m-th
order partial derivatives of f at x (the system of ∂mfx, m ≤ k, is what is usually
called the k-th order jet of f at x). Then
V k(N) ⊂ V l(N) if k > l.
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Maximal ideals have the form
Vx := V ({x}) ;
any of them consist of all functions vanishing at some fixed point x ∈ M (and
maybe, but not necessarily, also somewhere else).
Now let J ⊂ C∞(M) be an arbitrary associative ideal. The set of its zeros
will be denoted by N(J):
N(J) := {x ∈M : f(x) = 0 for any f ∈ J} ;
i.e.,
N(J) =
⋂
f∈J
f−1(0).
From the point of view of informational analysis of random variables on M ,
particularly interesting are ideals J satisfying:
J = V (N(J)) . (49)
Now, for any pointwise-product-ideal J in C∞(M) the following inclusion holds:
J ⊂ V (N(J)) .
Therefore, (49) is an extreme situation. This peculiar special case will be re-
ferred to as a probabilistic ideal, or sometimes, a radical ideal. Mathematically
they are exceptional in that it is uniquely and without any additional restric-
tions, determined by its radical, i.e., set of zeros. Physically, when functions
on M are interpreted as random variables, V (N) is informationally peculiar as
the set of all random variables which spread-freely give the result zero when
measured on statistical ensembles supported by N . Shifting V (N) by constant
functions we obtain affine cosets of random variables taking dispersion-free some
values when measured on all ensembles supported by N .
Analytically N is usually given by the system of equations:
Fr(x) = 0, r = 1, . . . , p,
i.e.,
N = {x ∈M : Fr(x) = 0, r = 1, . . . , p} . (50)
It is assumed that the Fr are functionally independent in some neighbourhood
of N ; i.e., there exists ε(x) > 0 such that
Rank
[
∂Fr
∂xi
(x)
]
= p if |Fr(x)| < ε(x).
Then dimN = m − p = dimM − p. The ideal V (N) is then generated by
functions Fr; i.e., for any F ∈ V (N)
F = λrFr,
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where λr are arbitrary smooth functions and the summation convention is meant
for the index r.
General value-surfaces of random variables are obtained by putting Fr =
Ar − ar, ar ∈ Ar(M), denoting constants. Let us denote as usual:
N(A,a) := {x ∈M : Ar(x) = ar, r = 1, . . . , p} . (51)
All random variables Ar take fixed values ar when measured on statistical en-
sembles supported by N(A,a), without any statistical spread. In practical appli-
cations usually the functions Ar themselves are treated as something primary
and one considers foliations of M by the family of all value-surfaces (51).
The manifold M was general, but now we return to the main subject of our
interest, i.e., to the symplectic phase space P . Everything said above may be
repeated, but in addition, the Poisson bracket Lie algebraic structure in C∞(P )
and the resulting symmetry properties introduce new qualities. The same might
be said of course about the existence of the Liouville measure and other vol-
ume structures which have been mentioned previously. In analytic manifolds P ,
we are interested mainly in the subspace of analytic functions Cω(P ). Smooth
functions on P have two properties: they are measured as physical quantities
(random variables) and they generate one-parameter groups of canonical trans-
formations. The compromise between informational content and symmetry is
attained when E(̺) and L(̺) are closely related to each other. And this is pos-
sible because the associative and Poisson-Lie structures in (P, γ) are compatible
in the sense that the Poisson bracket with a fixed function, adF = {F, ·} is a
differentiation of the pointwise product associative algebra. In classical statis-
tical mechanics it is mainly Cω(P ) that is used as the set of physical quantities
(random variables). As mentioned, in analytical manifolds P , the space C∞(P )
is perhaps more natural. If P is endowed with an affine structure, one uses
also W (P ) — the linear manifold of all polynomials on P . Obviously, some
non-smooth random variables are also convenient in certain problems; however
they usually may be approximated by smooth functions or obtained as limits
of their sequences. In any case, it is intuitively obvious and compatible with
realistic models that ”true” physical quantities are polynomially or analytically
built of Darboux canonical coordinates qi, pi. All the function spaces C
∞(P ),
Cω(P ), W (P ) are Poisson bracket Lie algebras.
DEFINITION 1. An associative ideal J in C∞(P ) or Cω(P ) or W (P ) is
said to be self-consistent if it is also a Lie algebra in the Poisson-bracket sense.
One can easily show the following proposition relating these concepts to the
classification of submanifolds in (P, γ):
PROPOSITION 10. V (N) is a self-consistent ideal (of C∞(P ), Cω(P ),
W (P )) if and only if N is a co-isotropic submanifold of (P, γ).
Analytically, ifN is given by equations (50), this means that Poisson brackets
{Fa, Fb} vanish weakly; i.e.,
{Fa, Fb} = CrabFr; i.e., {Fa, Fb} |N = 0,
for some smooth functions Crab. If one uses the value-surface (51), then of
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course
{Ar, As} = {Ar − ar, As − as} = Czrs (Az − az) . (52)
If, as typical in applications, functions Ar are primary objects and P is foliated
by the family of co-isotropic submanifolds N(A,a), then the Poisson brackets (52)
vanish in the strong sense,
{Ar, As} = 0.
This is obviously the classical counterpart of the correlation-free commen-
surability of commuting observables. But we decided here to avoid explicitly
quantum argumentation as far as possible.
Self-consistent ideals V (N) give rise to statistical ensembles concentrated on
co-isotropic manifolds N . Those ensembles are informationally as valuable as
possible when N are co-isotropic submanifolds of minimal possible dimension,
i.e., Lagrangian submanifolds. Let us remind ourselves that their dimension
equals the number of degrees of freedom n = (1/2) dimP .
If we start from probabilistic distributions ̺ and take N = Supp̺, then
the co-isotropic class of Supp̺ implies that there exists such a system {Fi} of
independent generators of E(̺) that not only have (by definition)
Fi̺ = 0,
but also
{Fi, ̺} = 0;
i.e., ̺ is not only a proper ensemble of all Φi (with vanishing ”proper values”)
but also their eigenensemble; i.e., in a sense, information implies symmetry.
This is again the mentioned ”compromise” between apparently incompatible
demands of information (”sharp”, concentrated ̺) and symmetry (”homoge-
neous”, smeared out ̺).
Obviously, by {Fi} being generators of E(̺) we mean that any other F ∈ E(̺)
has the form
F =
∑
i
KiFi,
where Ki are some smooth functions on P .
In spite of our provisos about avoiding too direct a motivation based on the
quantum analogy, let us consider some. We mean one based on the properties of
integrable Hamiltonian systems and polarizations, i.e., foliation of a symplectic
manifold of dimension 2n by a smooth n-parameter family of (n-dimensional)
Lagrange manifolds. Let those manifolds be given by the following system of
equations:
Ai(q, p)− ai = 0, (53)
where Ai, i = 1, · · · , n is a system of functionally independent physical quanti-
ties in involution,
{Ai, Aj} = 0.
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Then, (53) describes a polarization, i.e., some foliation of P by the family of
Lagrangian manifolds ma. The system of n eigenequations for the probabilistic
distribution ̺,
Ai̺ = ai̺ (54)
is, up to over-all normalization, uniquely solved by
̺(q, p) = δ(A(q, p) − a) = δ(A1(q, p)− a1) · · · δ(An(q, p)− an). (55)
They also automatically satisfy the following invariance conditions under
X [Ai], i.e., the Hamiltonian vector field generated by Ai [73, 74],
{Ai, ̺} = 0. (56)
Let us observe that when dealing with polarization, the system (54) implies
(56), rather than for a single function A and the proper equation
A̺ = a̺.
The solution (55) is unique up to multiplication by a factor depending only
on constants ai, i = 1, · · · , n. This is the n-th order microcanonical ensemble
for the quantities Ai, i = 1, · · · , n. Obviously, when the manifolds ma are
transversal to the fibres T ∗Q of the cotangent bundle, they may be analytically
represented by the following system of equations:
pi − ∂S
∂qi
(q, a) = 0, i = 1, · · · , n,
and the function S : Q×A→ R is a common solution, just the complete integral,
of the system:
Ai
(
· · · , qj , · · · ; · · · , ∂S
∂qj
(q, a), · · ·
)
= ai, i = 1, · · · , n.
PROPOSITION 11. After some elementary manipulations with the Dirac
distribution one obtains finally that:
δ(A(q, p)− a) = δ(A1(q, p)− a1) · · · δ(An(q, p)− an) =
=
∣∣∣∣det [ ∂2S∂qi∂aj
]∣∣∣∣ δ(p1 − ∂S∂q1 (q, a)
)
· · · δ
(
pn − ∂S
∂qn
(q, a)
)
= (57)∣∣∣∣det [ ∂2S∂qi∂aj
]∣∣∣∣ δ (p−∇qS(q, a)) .
Here the quantity:
det
[
∂2S
∂qi∂aj
]
(58)
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is known as the Van Vleck determinant [97]. It is uniquely, up to a constant
multiplier, assigned to any pair of mutually transversal polarizations; in this
case they are built respectively of the leaves Tq
∗Q, ma. This quantity appeared
in the co-called quasi-classical WKB-analysis of the Schro¨dinger equation [38],
[58], [60], [61], [63]. Namely, let us assume that the function S : Q × A→ R is
a complete solution of the Hamilton-Jacobi equation [57], [59], [62]
H
(
· · · , qi, · · · ; · · · , ∂S
∂qi
(q, a), · · ·
)
= E(a1, · · · , an).
If there are no turning points, then the quasi-classical wave functions:
Ψa(q) :=
√∣∣∣∣det [ ∂2S∂qi∂aj
]∣∣∣∣exp( i~S(q, a)
)
(59)
are the famous WKB-solutions of the Schro¨dinger equation:
HˆΨ = EΨ. (60)
The eigenvalue of energy E is a function of the constants of motion a1, · · · , an,
E(a1, · · · , an) [9].
PROPOSITION 12. Using explicitly the time variable t, we have the solution
Ψa(t, q) :=
√∣∣∣∣det [ ∂2S∂qi∂aj
]∣∣∣∣exp(− i~ (E(a)t− S(q, a))
)
(61)
for the Schro¨dinger equation with time:
~i
∂Ψ
∂t
= HˆΨ. (62)
Remark: we do not delve here into the problem of defining Hˆ by H , a rather
complicated problem. In all practical problems it is somehow solvable.
If there are no classical turning points, or far from them, if they do exist, (59)
is a WKB-solution of (60), and (61) is a WKB-approximation to the solution of
(62). Also, when the classically accessible region is topologically Rn, one deals
with continuous spectra of the ai-s. However, if this region is compact; i.e., if
one considers the motion on the torus T n, then the ai-s become quantized, so
that the integrals [19], [20] ∮
τ
pidq
i = nh
over closed loops on the manifolds ma are integer multiplies of h.
In spite of our using a quantum language here, the above concepts are ob-
viously classical and except for the existence of the Planck constants ~, they
might be considered as a mechanical-optical analogy, and to large extent, they
were indeed studied in XIX-th century physics. Quantum mechanics, with its
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introduction of the ~-constant, gave them a new interpretation, especially due
to achievements by Planck, Heisenberg, Bohr, Schro¨dinger and de Broglie. In
our treatment this was the statistical unification of information and symme-
try of statistical ensembles. Let us mention that the quantity (58), although
written in coordinates, has an invariant global meaning if one deals with two
complementary polarizations of P , i.e., its foliations by the family of Lagrange
manifolds. In the example above, those were Lagrange manifolds Tq
∗Q, ma, but
it only matters in their complementary intersection. Also in spite of the analyt-
ical character of the expression (58), this object has an important geometrical
meaning. Namely, for any q ∈ Q, a ∈ A, it is a doubled-type geometric quantity:
the scalar density of weight two in TqQ and TaA. Therefore, the square root is
a scalar density of weight one in TqQ and TaA, i.e., something that admits an
invariantly defined integration over the (q, a)-variables. It is assumed of course
that there are no turning points; the quantity (58) does not vanish; and because
of this, the square root in (59), (61) is well-defined.
PROPOSITION 13. For any pair of regions X ⊂ Q, Y ⊂ A, the quantity
P (X,Y ) =
∫
Q×A
√∣∣∣∣det [ ∂2S∂qi∂aj
]∣∣∣∣dq1 · · · dqnda1 · · · dan
is the non-normalized, ralative probability that the particle created in the region
X ⊂ Q will be detected in the region Y ∈ A, and conversely. This is in principle
the non-normalized, relative probability, and because of this, for any two compact
regions X1, X2 in Q and for any region Y in A, the number
P (X1, Y )/P (X2, Y )
tells us what the ratio of detections is in X1, X2 when the particle / object was
created at Y in A.
5 The message of the Weyl-Wigner-Moyal-Ville
formalism
It is seen from the above reasoning and from the formulas (55), (57)-(59) and
(61) that there exists a relationship between probability distributions concen-
trated on Lagrangian submanifolds and WKB wave functions. Our arguments
above were based on a general symplectic manifold and integrable Hamiltonian
systems in it. But in affine phase spaces there are also other arguments based
on the Weyl-Wigner-Moyal-Ville distributions based on the Weyl prescription
[10], [67], [77], [103].
So, let (P,Γ) be a 2n-dimensional affine phase space. P is its underlying
set and Γ is the symplectic two-form on the linear space Π of translations in
P . With any translation z ∈ Π we associate some linear transformation W(z)
acting on functions on P . Incidentally, it is given by
W[α, π] := exp
(
i
2~
π · α
)
W(α, π),
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where the meanings of the symbols are as follows:
(i) We put
Π = V × V ∗
where V is a linear n-dimensional space of translations in the configuration
space Q, V ∗ is the dual of V and
P = Q× V ∗
(ii) W is defined as
W(α, π) := U(α)V (π), (U(α)Ψ)(x) = Ψ(x− α), (V (π)Ψˆ)[p] := Ψˆ[p− π]
where Ψˆ is the Fourier transform of Ψ. Therefore,
(V (π)Ψ)(x) = exp
(
i
~
π · x
)
Ψ(x).
For the Fourier transforms the following convention is used:
Ψ(x) =
1
(2π~)n
∫
Ψˆ[p]exp
(
i
~
p · x
)
dnp, Ψˆ[p] =
∫
Ψ(x)exp
(
− i
~
p · x
)
dnx.
Q is identified here with V , P is identified with Π = V × V ∗, and Γ is then
expressed as
Γ((v1, π1), (v2, π2)) = π1 · v2 − π2 · v1 = π1iv2i − π2iv1i.
Then the assignment
z 7→W[z]
does satisfy:
W[z1]W[z2] = exp
(
i
2~
Γ(z1, z2)
)
W[z1 + z2] (63)
and
W[z]−1 =W[−z].
Condition (63) means that the assignment is a projective representation of W
on P [11], [68], [69], [82], [99]-[101]. Incidentally, there is no other representa-
tion of the 2n-dimensional Abelian group by canonical transformations in the
n-dimensional symplectic space. The maximal admissible dimension of the mo-
mentum mapping for the Abelian group equals n in the 2n-dimensional phase
space.
The following holds for the group commutators:
W [z1]W [z2]W [−z1]W [−z1] = exp
(
i
~
Γ(z1, z2)
)
Id,
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where, obviously, Id denotes the identity operator. The Weyl prescription, i.e.,
the correspondence between phase-space functions A(α, π) and the quantum-like
operators A, has the form
A =
∫
Aˆ(α, π)W[α, π]dnα
dnπ
(2π~)n
=
∫
Aˆ(α, π)exp
(
i
~
(πaQ
a + αaPa)
)
dnα
dnπ
(2π~)n
,
where Aˆ is the Fourier transform of A,
A(Q,P ) =
∫
Aˆ(α, π)exp
(
i
~
(πaQ
a + αaPa)
)
dnα
dnπ
(2π~)n
.
The product of operatorsAB and the quantum Poisson bracket {A,B}quant =
(AB−BA)/i~ are represented by the non-local operations,
(A ∗B)(z) = 22n
∫
exp
(
2i
~
Γ(z − z1, z − z2)
)
A(z1)B(z2)dµ(z1)dµ(z2),
{A,B}quant = 1
~i
(A ∗B −B ∗A)
where, obviously,
dµ(z) = dµ(q, p) =
1
(2π~)n
dq1 · · · dqndp1 · · · dpn.
PROPOSITION 14. One can show that if A is represented by the kernel
A[q, q′] of the integral operator,
(AΨ)(q) =
∫
A[q, q′]Ψ(q′)dnq
′,
then the following holds:
A[q, q′] =
∫
exp
(
i
~
p(q − q′)
)
A
(
1
2
(q + q′), p
)
dnP
(2π~)n
(64)
A(q, p) =
∫
exp
(
− i
~
p · α
)
A
[
q +
α
2
, q − α
2
]
dnα.
This non-local ”star multiplication”, or the ”Weyl-Wigner-Moyal-Ville prod-
uct” has obviously, all the properties which the multiplication of operators has.
It is associative, bilinear, and the complex conjugation satisfies:
A ∗B = B ∗A
representing the Hermitian conjugation of operators. It is also invariant under
the symplectic-affine group; in particular it is translationally-invariant. The
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trace and scalar products, when they exist, satisfy the obvious rules for opera-
tors. Thus, e.g.,
TrA =
∫
A(z)dµ(z),
(A,B) = Tr(A+B) =
∫
A(z)B(z)dµ(z) = (A,B),
(C ∗A,B) = (A,C ∗B) = (C,B ∗A), (65)
but in general ∫
A ∗B ∗ Cdµ 6=
∫
ABCdµ.
Besides,
1 ∗A = A ∗ 1 = A, A ∗A 6= 0
unless A vanishes almost everywhere.
The ”density operators” are represented by quasi-probability distributions
which need not be positive, although after coarse-graining over regions, the µ-
volume which is much larger than 1, they make the impression of being positive-
the negative contributions cancel in the integration procedure. The formulas
for expectation values and detection probabilities are like in classical statistical
mechanics; i.e., they are just based on (65):
〈A〉̺ =
∫
A̺dµ, (66)
P (̺′, ̺) =
∫
̺′̺dµ
if ̺ is a pure state, etc.
For pure states ̺ = |Ψ〉〈Ψ| it may be shown that
̺(q, p) =
1
(2π)n
∫
Ψ
(
q − 1
2
~τ
)
exp(−iτ · p)Ψ
(
q +
1
2
~τ
)
dnτ .
Pointwise, this expression, although real (because, ̺+ = ̺, therefore ̺ = ̺
) is not positive, except for some very special situation, explicitly the ground
state of the harmonic oscillator [38]. It is only positive in the non-local sense of
positive values of positive physical quantities, A ∗A:
(̺,A ∗A) =
∫
̺(z)(A ∗A)(z)dµ(z) > 0.
Let us notice, however, that the marginals of ̺ are always positive:∫
̺(q, p)dnq = |Ψˆ(p)|2
∫
̺(q, p)
dnp
(2π~)n
= |Ψ(q)|2,
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and similarly for the mixed states.
Now we go to a rigged Hilbert space formalism to proceed. Rigged Hilbert
spaces are discussed at length in [9]. In there, for H a Hilbert space, you
construct H− as a subHilbert space and H+ which is not a Hilbert space but
includes H .
Let us take a complete system |i〉 and the corresponding ”H+-algebraic
complete systems” [51], [64], [65]
̺ij = |i〉〈j| = ̺ji+, ̺ij = ̺ji,
̺ij̺kl = δjk̺il, ̺ij ∗ ̺kl = δjk̺il.
PROPOSITION 15. It is interesting to take the continuous value case for
states of definite positions and momenta, when |i〉 = |q〉 or |i〉 = |p〉,
̺q1q2(q, p) = δ
(
q − 1
2
(q1 + q2)
)
exp
(
i
~
p · (q2 − q1)
)
,
̺p
1
p
2
(q, p) = δ
(
p− 1
2
(p
1
+ p
2
)
)
exp
(
i
~
(p
1
− p
2
) · q
)
.
The corresponding kernels of the operator A satisfy
A =
∫
A[q1, q2]̺q1q2dnq1dnq2,
A =
∫
A[p
1
, p
2
]̺p
1
p
2
dnp1
(2π~)n
dnp2
(2π~)n
.
Obviously, in spite of our quantum-like arguments, all this has an important
classical meaning. And it is again here where quasiprobability distributions
concentrated on Lagrange manifolds appear.
PROPOSITION 16. The diagonal matrices of ”continuous H-bases” have
the forms
̺αα(q, p) = δ(q − α), ̺ππ(q, p) = δ(p− π).
They are evidently concentrated on Lagrange manifolds of definite positions and
definite momenta [49].
For a general WKB phase space function ̺[D,S] of the ”quantum” pure
state with the function
Ψ(q) =
√
|D(q)|exp
(
i
~
S(q)
)
, (67)
this is not the case.
PROPOSITION 17. In the WKB-limit, when the function S is quickly-
varying, what is formally (although non-precisely) modelled by the asymptotic
~ → 0 procedure, when D,S themselves are assumed to be ~-independent, it
turns out that
̺cl[D,S] = lim~→0̺[D,S] = D(q)δ
(
p1 − ∂S
∂q1
)
· · · δ
(
pn − ∂S
∂qn
)
.
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In other words, this is practically (57). Notice that, in consequence of (64),
(67), one obtains
(AΨ)(q) = A
(
qi,
∂S
∂qi
)
Ψ+
~
i
(£vf) exp
(
i
~
S(q)
)
up to terms of higher order in ~. £v denotes the Lie derivative with respect to
the vector field v[A,S] given by
vi =
∂A
∂pi
(
qj ,
∂S
∂qj
)
,
and |D(q)| = f(q)2. This velocity field is obtained by projecting onto Q the
Hamiltonian vector field
X [A] =
∂A
∂pi
∂
∂qi
− ∂A
∂qi
∂
∂pi
restricted to ms given by equations
pi =
∂S
∂qi
.
(This restriction is well-defined became X [A] is tangent to ms). One can show
that
£vf = v
i ∂f
∂qi
+
1
2
∂vi
∂qi
f.
The quadratic structure of D in f implies that
£vD = v
i ∂D
∂qi
+
∂vi
∂qi
D =
∂
∂qi
(Dvi).
PROPOSITION 18. Therefore, the Schro¨dinger equation
~i
∂Ψ
∂t
= HˆΨ
implies that
∂S
∂t
+H
(
qi,
∂S
∂qi
, t
)
= 0,
(68)
∂D
∂t
+
∂ji
∂qi
= 0,
where the current ji is given by:
ji = Dv[H,S]i = D
∂H
∂pi
(
q,
∂S
∂q
)
.
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Therefore, the second of equations (68) may be written as
∂D
∂t
+£v[H,S]D = 0.
We see then, that without rigged Hilbert spaces, some of this would make a
limited sense. When there are classical turning points, the above solutions fail
there and must be somehow combined with Airy functions. In a noncompact
space and without turning points, these expressions correspond to quantum
states of continuous spectrum. Usually one deals with a complete integral for
S and D is then given by the Van Vleck determinant (58) above. It is non-
vanishing in generic and may be taken positive, at least in open domains. If there
are turning points, they are critical and the mentioned combination with Airy
functions must be made. So, in principle D is positive and in non-relativistic
theory ji is the current density vector [50], [52], [53], [66], [67], [84].
6 Lagrange and Legendre submanifolds
a) Lagrange spaces and their projections
Above we have found a relationship between information and symmetry of prob-
abilistic distributions in a symplectic manifold through the concept of polariza-
tions. We begin with purely algebraic symplectic concepts, and later on we
pass to the manifolds framework. Let us assume for a moment that (P, γ) is
a linear symplectic space, and let ∆(P ) denote the set of all Lagrangian, thus
n = dimP/2-dimensional, manifolds ε such that γ||ε = 0, i.e., γ(u, v) = 0 for
any pair of vectors u, v ∈ ε. Now, let M ⊂ P be a linear co-isotropic sub-
space of P , M⊥ ⊂ M . Therefore, M contains some Lagrange subspaces. Let
K(M) = M⊥ ⊂ M . Let us quote without proofs some important relationships
between Lagrange and first-class subspaces:
Aδ(A− a) = aδ(A− a), {A, δ(A− a)} = 0.
The set of all Lagrange subspaces of P contained inM will be denoted by ∆(M).
For any co-isotropic subspace M ⊂ P and any Lagrange subspace ε ⊂ P ,
the subspace ε∩M ; that is the set-theoretical intersection of ε and M is a non-
empty isotropic subspace of P and there exists exactly one Lagrange subspace
ε˜ ⊂M passing through ε ∩M ; it is:
ε˜ := ε ∩M +M⊥.
This gives rise to the mapping
EM : ∆(P )→ ∆(M).
The mapping EM is a retraction of ∆(P ) onto ∆(M):
EM |∆(M) = id∆(M). (69)
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PROPOSITION 19. Therefore, it is also a projection,
EM ◦ EM = EM .
An important point is the relationship between various EM -operations. If
both M,N are not only co-isotropic but also mutually compatible in the sense
that M ∩N is also co-isotropic, then
EM ◦ EN = EN ◦ EM = EM∩N . (70)
This statement has also an inverse. Namely, if M,N are co-isotropic and
the corresponding retractions do commute, i.e., if the following holds,
EM ◦ EN = EN ◦ EM ,
then M,N are mutually compatible, i.e., M ∩ N is also co-isotropic and (70)
holds.
And, finally, we conclude with the statement that for any symplectic mapping
f ∈ Sp(P, γ) the following property is satisfied:
Ef(M) = F ◦ EM ◦ F−1, (71)
where F : ∆(P )→ ∆(P ) is the transformation of ∆(P ) induced by f .
Let us illustrate this review of properties of EM by an intuitive example.
Namely, let (q1, · · · , qn; p1, · · · pn) be mutually dual symplectic bases in P, P ∗,
and let us take the linear subspace M := Ker q1 in P .
Obviously, M is co-isotropic, as any hypersurface is. And furthermore,
M⊥ = Rp1. Now, let us take the Lagrange subspace ε := Ker p1 ∩ · · · ∩ Kerpn
of sharply defined momentum variables. Then ε ∩M is an isotropic manifold
Ker q1 ∩Ker p1 ∩ · · ·Kerpn. Then, one has
EM (ε) = ε ∩M +M⊥ = Rp1 ⊕ Rq2 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Rqn.
EM (ε) is the linear span of p
1, q2, · · · , qn; i.e., the following holds:
EM (ε) = Ker q
1 ∩Ker p2 ∩ · · ·Kerpn.
This means that projecting the Lagrange subspace of sharply fixed linear
momentum onto the subspace with a sharply defined value of q1, we obtain the
Lagrange subspace with the non-restricted and quite arbitrary value of p1 and
non-disturbed fixed values of the other components of linear momentum. Fixing
q1 results in diffusion and indeterminancy of p1.
b) Affine symplectic manifolds and projections of affine Legendre subspaces
We have discussed rigorously in a) this very special case. This rigour is no
longer the case in a general situation. Of course, one can relatively easy extend
those definitions onto the slightly more general situation of affine spaces. So, let
(P,Π, µ,Γ) be an affine-symplectic space. (P,Π, µ) is a 2n-dimensional affine
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space; P is its underlying set, Π is the linear space of translations in it, and µ
is the operation µ : P × P → Π which to any pair of points z, w ∈ P assigns
the radius vector µ(z, w) of w with respect to z. Obviously, Γ is the symplectic
two-form on Π. It gives rise in a natural way to the differential two-form γ on P .
LetM be an affine co-isotropic (first-class) submanifold in P , and m be an affine
Lagrange submanifold of P . The linear subspace of translations in M induced
by Π will be denoted by L[M ] and the corresponding radius-vector operation by
µ′M . The singular foliation K(M) ofM consists of affine submanifolds parallel to
their common translation space L[M ]⊥∩L[M ]. In the special case of co-isotropic
submanifolds, we have L[M ]⊥ ⊂ L[M ]; and thus L[M ]⊥ ∩ L[M ] = L[M ]⊥.
The natural projection of M onto M/K(M), i.e., onto the reduced affine space
(P ′(M), L′[M ], µ′M ,Γ
′), will be denoted by πM : M → P ′(M). If m intersects
M , then it gives rise to the new affine-Legendre submanifold m˜ ⊂M given by
m˜ = ΛM (m) = π
−1
M (πM (m ∩M)). (72)
In this way one operates mainly between affine Legendre submanifolds. Nev-
ertheless, to make the prescription globally valued within this range, we have
to accept some additional conventions. Namely, we add the empty set φ to the
family of all Lagrange submanifolds of P . We also put:
ΛM (φ) = φ, ΛM (m) = φ,
if M and m are disjoint. One can also complete this by putting ΛM (m) = φ
if M is not co-isotropic. When defined in this way, the operation ΛM satisfies
again the above properties (69)-(71) of the purely algebraic operation EM in
symplectic spaces. Admitting the empty set for the parallel affine subspaces we
make clear what does it mean ”mainly” in the above definition. Linear sub-
spaces always intersect; the affine ones need not, they may be parallel. And on
the quasi-classical level the latter situation is a model of orthogonality.
c) General symplectic manifolds and projections of Lagrangian manifolds
Now let us introduce a final generalization. We assume that M is a simple
submanifold of the phase space (P, γ); i.e., that it is co-isotropic and globally
regular. By this we mean that the singular fibres of K(M) have constant dimen-
sion equal to m = codimM , and that the foliation is such that the quotient set
M/K(M) carries a natural differential structure of dimension 2(n−m). Let us
consider the setR(M) ⊂ D(P, γ) of Lagrangian submanifolds of (P, γ) which in-
tersectM in a regular way, i.e., like linear spaces. Therefore, for any p ∈ m∩M ,
m ∈ R(M), we have
Tp(m ∩M) = Tpm ∩ TpM.
The operation ΛM is defined in such a way that
ΛM (m) = π
−1
M (πM (m ∩M)), (73)
(just like in (72)). And like in (72) we assume that
ΛM (φ) = φ, ΛM (m) = φ
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if m∩M = φ. Nevertheless, there are obvious differences with the definition (72).
Namely, ΛM defined like in (73) does not map D(P, γ) onto the whole D(M)
but rather onto the subfamily Dst(M) which consists of standard Lagrangian
subsets of M , i.e., ones maximal along K(M). To finish with this not very
rigorous definition, let us repeat the general properties of the operation ΛM :
D(P, γ)→ D(M):
PROPOSITION 20. ΛM is a retraction of D(P, γ), or rather, of R(M),
onto Dst(M),
ΛM |Dst(P,γ) = IdDst(P,γ)
Therefore, it is also idempotent:
ΛM ◦ ΛM = ΛM .
If submanifolds M,N are closed and compatible, then:
ΛM ◦ ΛN = ΛN ◦ ΛM = ΛN∩M . (74)
And conversely, if ΛM commutes with ΛN , then M is compatible with N and
(74) is satisfied.
Finally, denoting by F the mapping of D(P, γ) onto itself, generated by the
canonical transformation f of P, γ onto itself, we have:
Λf(M) = F ◦ ΛM ◦ F−1.
In spite of the formal similarity to (69)-(71), there are also certain differences,
but we choose not to discuss them here.
7 Geometrization of the Huygens prescription
Roughly speaking, for any co-isotropic manifold M the operation ΛM produces
from any Lagrange manifold m its ”projection” onto M . This is particularly
striking when we deal with some co-isotropic foliation {Ma : a ∈ A, dimA =
m = codim Ma}. But on the purely symplectic level of P it is impossible to
answer, and even to formulate the following questions: ”what is the contribution
of ΛMa(m), for various a ∈ A, to the total m?,” and ”when some co-isotropic
submanifold M ⊂ P is a disjoint sum of co-isotropic submanifolds Ma, M =
∪a∈Ma, Ma ∩Mb = φ, then what are contributions of ΛMa(m) to ΛM (m)?”
The point is that because of the non-linear structure of the Hamilton-Jacobi
equation, ΛMa(m) do not superpose to obtain m or ΛM (m) whenM = ∪a∈AMa.
But it is known that they superpose nonlinearly, in the envelope-wise sense.
The envelope of diagrams of a continuous family of solutions of the Hamilton-
Jacobi equation is again a solution of the same equation. And it is just here
where the concept of superposition coefficients and the weight value of various
contributions appears in the ”U(1)-or its universal covering R-sense.”
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Let us repeat briefly this envelope superposition principle. Let Sa : Q → R
be a continuous family of solutions of the Hamilton-Jacobi equation
F
(
qi,
∂S
∂qi
)
= 0. (75)
At this moment it does not matter if qi are the usual coordinates in the config-
uration space, or space-time variables or something more general. We assume
that there are n coordinates qi, i = 1, · · · , n and therefore, dimT ∗Q = 2n.
Equation (75) fixes some (2n− 1)-dimensional submanifold M ⊂ T ∗Q and one
asks for Lagrangian submanifolds placed on it given by equations:
m : pi − ∂S
∂qi
= 0.
Its complete integral is given by a function S : Q×A→ R, where dimA = n−1.
The point is that there is no algebraic S itself in (75); because of this one of
the constants may be always declared additive. We assume that the diagrams
of functions Sa = S(·, a) : Q → R are tangentially disjoint, thus that their
phase-space lifts; i.e., the manifolds
Ma := {(q, Sa(q), dSaq) : q ∈ R},
are mutually disjoint inM×R (orM×U(1)). Their union ∪a∈AMa is an image
of some cross-section ofM ×R (orM ×U(1)) overM . Sometimes one considers
simultaneously an isotropic foliation of T ∗Q given by:
F (qi, pi) = ai
and the corresponding congruence of Hamilton-Jacobi equations. Then the cor-
responding union will be an image of some cross-section of the total T ∗Q × R
over T ∗Q.
The general solution of Hamilton-Jacobi equations or their systems depends
on arbitrary functions. But the particular role of complete integrals consists in
that those arbitrary functions may be just functions of the complete-integral
parameters; explicitly arbitrary ones. This is a quasiclassical remainder of the
usual superposition principle for partial linear equations.
Unlike what people often claim about the role of the optical-mechanical anal-
ogy in formulating quantum mechanics, it turns out that it is rather quantum
theory that suggests to us some serious reviewing of the classical phase-space
concepts.
The superposition principle is a characteristic feature and powerful tool of
the theory of linear differential equations. It is very important in field theory,
and in particular in the theory of linear waves.
If Ψn, n = 1, · · · , N are solutions of a system of linear equations, then any
linear combination
Ψ =
N∑
n=1
cnΨn
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is a solution too; cn denote here arbitrary constants. If one deals with an infinite
countable family of solutions Ψn, then the function series
Ψ =
∞∑
n=1
cnΨn
is a solution as well, provided of course that the series is convergent in an appro-
priate sense and that it is differentiable term by term. If some family of solutions
{Ψa} is labelled by a continuous ”index” a running over some arithmetic space
Rn or its n-dimensional domain, then the ”continuous superpositions”
Ψ =
∫
c(a)Ψada
1 · · · dan
are solutions, again if the integral does exist and the underlying differential
operators do commute with the integration procedure.
If solutions are labelled by points of some differentiable manifold A, then
one can use generalized superpositions of the form
Ψ =
∫
Ψadµ(a),
where dµ(a) is a measure on A including a measure on a finite set, a countably
infinite set or a continuous set, and where we presume that the integral exists
and the differential operators commute with the integral.
In linear field theories, in particular in theory of linear waves, a very impor-
tant role is played by the concepts of Green’s functions and propagators. They
are used to produce special solutions from the source terms (non-homogeneous
terms in field equations) and from some initial or boundary data. They are also
useful in nonlinear theories with a perturbative structure of nonlinearity; i.e.,
such that the nonlinear term is a ”small” correction to the linear background.
This correction is controlled by some ”coupling parameter”, and certain informa-
tion about solutions may be obtained from expressing the field as a power series
of this ”small” parameter. One substitutes this expansion in field equations
and solves step by step the resulting hierarchy of equations. This hierarchy is
obtained by collecting the terms of the same powers of the parameter. At every
stage one deals with non-homogeneous linear differential equations. This leads
in general to some asymptotic series representing the solution. The use of prop-
agators in linear wave equations is a mathematical expression of the qualitative
idea due to Huyghens about the mechanism of propagation as a superposition
of elementary waves radiated from points approached by the wave fronts. As
a rule, propagators have distribution-like singularities at the radiating points.
We would say that the traditional Huyghens idea, although qualitatively based
on the wave picture, was still close to the Newton corpuscular language, be-
cause of its stress on envelopes and propagation of wave fronts along geometric
rays. Nevertheless, the envelope picture describes the wave propagation in the
asymptotic range of short waves. The eikonal equation in optics and mechan-
ical Hamilton-Jacobi equation describe the propagation of the phase (eikonal)
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of short waves. The exciting and mysterious optical-mechanical analogy was
the prophecy of quantum mechanics with its convolution of wave and parti-
cle concepts. Basing on the geometric concept of envelope one can construct
”Huyghens-Fresnel propagators”.
Those propagators also show some kind of singularity at the point of ra-
diation (source of propagation). One deals there with the crises of tangency
and envelope concepts. Those critical points resemble distribution-like singular-
ities of propagators and in fact they give an account of the short-wave asymp-
totics of propagator properties. It turns out however that all singularities dis-
appear, become illusory, if one reformulates the problem from the configuration
space/space-time to the appropriate phase space or contact space.
Let us take a set of Legendre submanifolds corresponding to the complete
integral {Sa : a ∈ A} of the Hamilton-Jacobi equation (75). Any solution may
be represented by its diagram in Q× R,
Graph Sa := {(q, Sa(q)) : q ∈ Q}.
Obviously, the independence of (75) on the variable S implies that any Sa+t(a),
where t(a) ∈ R, is also a solution. But equation (75) imposes only conditions on
the tangent elements of functions; therefore, it is well known that the envelope
of diagrams {(q, Sa(q) + t(a)) : q ∈ Q}, i.e.,
Enva∈A{(q, Sa(q) + t(a)) : q ∈ Q} (76)
also represents some solution. And the arbitrariness of those solutions is that
of the choice of functions t : A → R. (One can also consider U(1)-valued
functions).
PROPOSITION 21. Let us repeat that (76) is a diagram of
{(q, S(q)) : q ∈ Q},
where S is obtained from the family of functions Sa and t in the following way:
1) We write the equations
∂
∂ai
(Sa(q) + t(a)) = 0
and solve them with respect to a. One obtains then some q-dependent solution,
a(q).
2) We substitute this solution in Sa(q) + t(a), obtaining the expression de-
noted by the Stat-symbol,
S(q) = Sa(q)(q) + t(a(q)) = Stata∈A(Sa(q) + t(a)). (77)
More precisely: for a differentiable function f , Statf is the set of values of f at
its all stationary points,
Statf := {f(x) : dfx = 0}.
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Elements y of Statf are stationary values of f . When f is a function on the
manifold M , it is sometimes convenient to write Statf alternatively as
StatMf = Statx∈Mf(x).
This S is a new solution, labelled by an arbitrary function t : A → R (or
t : A → U(1)). Obviously, everything is simple when the solution for a(q) is
unique. If there is a connected family of solutions, it is also good, because (77)
does not depend on the choice of a(q). However if there are a few discrete
solutions, then S(q) is a multivalued function of q.
This fact belongs to the theory of Hamilton-Jacobi equations. However, it
may be also ”derived” from the continuous superpositions of wave functions
satisfying the Schro¨dinger or other linear wave equations, by performing the
WKB-limit transition ~→ 0 on the following continuous superposition∫
w(a)exp
(
i
~
t(a)
)
D(q, a)exp
(
i
~
S(q, a)
)
dna. (78)
One must stress again that there are strong arguments against manipulating
constants like ~. Therefore, one must stress carefully that the above limiting
procedure is a shorthand for considering rapidly-oscillating functions.
The same concerns the scalar product of wave functions. The phase of its
quasi-classical expression may be obtained as follows in the WKB-limit. Let
Ψ1, Ψ2 be two quickly oscillating wave functions.
Ψ1 =
√
D1exp
(
i
~
S1
)
, Ψ2 =
√
D2exp
(
i
~
S2
)
.
Let us stress, they need not be just quantum wave functions, they may be as
well any quickly oscillating amplitudes of some wave processes, and ~ may be
as well any parameter determining that they are ”almost geometrical”.
PROPOSITION 22. Take the scalar product
〈Ψ1|Ψ2〉 =
√
Dexp
(
i
~
S
)
=
∫
Ψ1(q)Ψ2(q)dnq.
After calculating the WKB-limit, one obtains
S = Stat(S2 − S1) = (S2 − S1)(q0) (79)
where
d(S2 − S1)q0 = 0.
Again we get the same thing we were faced with in the quasi-classical super-
position: Everything is very well when there is a single such q0, or when they
form a connected subset; then (79) is unique. In other cases, when there is a
finite or countable number of such q0’s, one obtains a whole family of the values
(S2 − S1)(q0).
8 The message of contact geometry
Let us now describe the quasiclassical superposition of scalar products and U(1)-
gauge transformations in geometric terms. To do that, we shall use the contact
geometry, i.e., the odd-dimensional companion of a symplectic manifold [86]. We
were already dealing with such structures in non-conservative mechanics with
time-dependent Hamiltonians H(t; q, p). Namely, the contact manifold then was
defined as the direct product C = R× P with the one-form given locally by
ΩH = pidq
i −H(t, q, p)dt.
The corresponding presymplectic structure was given by
ΓH = dΩ = dpi ∧ dqi − dH ∧ dt,
and trajectories were given by its singular vector field which in these coordinates
has the form:
XH =
∂
∂t
+
∂H
∂pi
∂
∂qi
− ∂H
∂qi
∂
∂pi
.
The proof of the connection between the Hamilton-Jacobi equation and canoni-
cal Hamilton equations is based on introducing new variables in which ΩH takes
the form
Ω = pidq
i − dz. (80)
The form (80) is the typical local expression of the idea of contact geometry,
but it is not a formal definition. Let us define formally the contact space: We
say that in a manifold C the contact structure is given when C is a principal
fibre bundle over the symplectic manifold (phase space)(P, γ) with the one-
dimensional structure group R (additive) or perhaps U(1) (multiplicative) and
with the connection one-form Ω for which the curvature two-form Γ is a pull-
back of γ under the projection π : C → P , Γ = dΩ = π∗γ.
Obviously, this means that, locally, Ω is given by (80) and the principal
vector field is given by
k = − ∂
∂z
.
This is common to geometric quantization, getting polarization conditions,
etc. We won’t go into those topics, however. Instead, we send the reader to the
known books by Simms and Woodhouse, S´niatycki, Guillemin and Sternberg,
Kostant, Tulczyjew and others [34, 35, 48, 84, 95].
Nevertheless, with a given (P, γ) there are usually various topologically in-
equivalent contact raisings of (P, γ) to (C,Ω). We won’t deal with such prob-
lems. To avoid them, we assume that C is primary and γ a secondary object, or
just put locally C = R × P . The contact manifold (C,Ω) provides a lineariza-
tion of the second-order Pfaff problem for γ and introduces the one-dimensional
action of the vertical structure group R or U(1). Integral surfaces of Ω are
called horizontal. Any isotropic submanifold m of P admits a family of one-
dimensional horizontal lifts foliating π−1(m). The structure group transforms
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the various lifts M into each other. In particular, this concerns maximally-
dimensional, i.e., n-dimensional horizontal submanifolds of C, i.e., Legendre
submanifolds. It was said above and also in [86] that Lagrange submanifolds
in a phase space do correspond to supports of quasiclassical probability dis-
tributions. But they do not feel the action of the structure group of C. In
particular, they cannot be ”multiplied” by numbers and superposed. Legendre
submanifolds admit this, as it was seen in (77), (78). And there exists their
scalar product in the sense of (79). Let us describe those structures in terms of
the geometry of (C,Ω). The set of all Legendre submanifolds will be denoted
by H(C) or briefly by H when it is clear what C is.
All Lagrange concepts may be lifted horizontally from P to C. Constraints
M ⊂ P are lifted to C as π−1(M). Their singular foliation K(M) may be lifted
horizontally from M to π−1(M). There they become
KΩ(M) = h liftK(M).
(We mean co-isotropic constraints in P ). But as it concerns Lagrangian subman-
ifolds in (P, γ), one considers them to be byproducts of Legendre submanifolds
in C, n-dimensional horizontal submanifolds. Those Lagrangian submanifolds,
(quasiclassical wave functions) may to be translated by the group R (additive)
or U(1), (multiplicative) when S is taken modulo h = 2π~.
Let M1, M2, be two Legendre submanifolds such that their projections m1,
m2 from C onto P intersect at a single point or along some connected and simply-
connected region in P . Then there is exactly one element t of the structural
group such that gtM1 ∩M2 6= φ. If the above natural assumption about the
intersection of m1, m2 is not satisfied, e.g., if this intersection consists of a finite
or discrete number of connected components, then in general there will be a
finite or discrete number of the group elements t.
DEFINITION 2. The Huygens scalar product or vertical distance [M1|M2]
of M1,M2 ∈ H(C) (the set of all Lagrange submanifolds in C) is defined as a
subset of the structural group consisting of such t ∈ [M1|M2] that M2 ∩ gtM1 6=
φ. We say that M1, M2 are orthogonal if the set [M1|M2] is empty.
Any symplectic (canonical) transformation of P onto itself, ϕ : P → P may
be uniquely lifted to the mapping ϕ : C → C which projects to P onto ϕ and
preserves Ω,
π · ϕ = ϕ · π, ϕ∗Ω = Ω.
Such mappings ϕ are called special contact transformations. To be more
precise, it is sufficient to assume only the second condition; the first is then an
automatic consequence.
It is easy to see that all such transformations are unitary mappings of the
set of Legendre manifolds; i.e., they preserve their scalar products,
[ϕM1|ϕM2] = [M1|M2]
for any pair M1, M2 ∈ H. There are also linear superpositions. First, one must
define the superposition and projector, in the action on Legendre manifolds.
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Let us take a differential submanifold N ⊂ C. We say that its determinant
set, or characteristic set Σ(N) is the set which consists of such points z ∈ N
that
Ωz |TzN = 0. (81)
DEFINITION 3. Let us now assume some family {Ma : a ∈ A} of Legendre
submanifolds of C, {Ma ∈ H(C)}. The superposition of Ma-s, denoted by
M = Ea∈AMa,
is defined as the maximal element of H(C) contained in the characteristic set
Σ(∪a∈AMa) defined in (81).
Let us give a few examples:
1) In the contact space T ∗Q × R we take the family of Legendre manifolds
with definite positions, Mq := (Tq
∗Q, 0), and the manifold MS given by
equations pi = ∂S/∂q
i, i = 1, · · · , n; i.e.,
MS = {(dSq, S(q)) : q ∈ Q}.
Then, the following holds:
MS = Eq∈Q[S(q)]Mq ,
where for any number t, [t]M denotes M raised by t in the z-direction.
2) Consider again the contact space (C,Ω) = T ∗Q×R with the usual contact
form ΩQ. Take some function S : Q ×A→ R, f : A→ R and the family
of Legendre manifolds,
Ma := MS(·,a) = {(dS(·, a)q, S(q, a)) : q ∈ Q}.
Assume that
MS = Ea∈A[f(a)]Ma = {(dSq, S(q)) : q ∈ Q}.
Then
S(q) = Stata∈A(S(q, a) + f(a)).
The projection of MS onto Q× R (or Q× U(1)), i.e.,
εS := {(q, S(q)) : q ∈ Q} ⊂ Q× R,
is the usual envelope of the set of surfaces
εa := εS(·,a) = {(q, S(q, a)) : q ∈ Q} ⊂ Q× R.
This is a regular situation. Unlike this, in the former example we were
dealing with a singular situation. There MS was the ”envelope” of the
n-parameter family of 0-dimensional manifolds {(dSq, S(q))}. Neverthe-
less, in the phase-space language that situation was just as regular as the
present one.
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3) Next we assume that Q is an n-dimensional linear space V , therefore T ∗Q
becomes V × V ∗ and C becomes V × V ∗ × R (or V × V ∗ × U(1)). Let
us consider the following families of Legendre submanifolds of the fixed
positions or momenta
M[x] = {(x, p, 0) : p ∈ V ∗}, M[p] = {(x, p, 〈p, x〉) : x ∈ V }.
Then the following Fourier rules are satisfied:
M[p] = Ex∈V [〈p, x〉]M[x], M[x] = Ep∈V ∗ [−〈p, x〉]M[p]
and for any (sufficiently smooth) function S : V → R
Ms = Ex∈V [S(x)]M[x] = Ep∈V ∗ [Sˆ(p)]M[p],
where the following relationships are satisfied:
Sˆ[p] = Statx∈V (S(x) − 〈p, x〉), S[x] = Statp∈V ∗(Sˆ(p) + 〈p, x〉).
It turns out that superposition of Legendre submanifolds behave in a ”linear”
way under special contact transformations, i.e., under the C-lifts of canonical
mappings. More precisely:
Let F : H(C)→ H(C) be a mapping of the set of Legendre transformations
onto itself, induced by some special contact transformation f : C → C; Ω =
f∗Ω. Then for any system of coefficients ta, the following holds:
FEa∈A[ta]Ma = Ea∈A[ta]FMa.
Similarly, the vertical distance of Legendre manifolds is also preserved by contact
transformations:
[UM1|UM2] = [M1|M2].
Finally, let us define the projector ΠM : H(C) → HM (C), where HM (C)
denotes the set of Legendre submanifolds of C contained in π−1(M), where
M ⊂ P are co-isotropic constraints. This projector is defined by the following
pair of conditions:
Π ◦ΠM = ΛM ◦Π
(ΠMM) ∩M = (π−1(M)) ∩M.
The operation ΠM has natural properties strongly related to those of ΛM above,
in particular:
PROPOSITION 23. 1) ΠM is a retraction of H(C) onto HstM (C), i.e., onto
the set of ”saturating” Legendre submanifolds of π−1(M), i.e., ones containing
the whole fibres of the horizontal lift of K(M). In particular ΠM is idempotent
ΠM ◦ΠM = ΠM .
2) If M,N are compatible co-isotropic constraints in P , then
ΠM ◦ΠN = ΠN ◦ΠM = ΠM∩N . (82)
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3) If the commutativity
ΠM ◦ΠN = ΠN ◦ΠM ,
holds, then M,N are compatible and (82) is satisfied.
4) If F is a mapping of H(C) onto itself induced by the special contact
transformation f , then
Πf(M) = F ◦ΠM ◦ F−1.
5) Projection operators ΠM are ”linear” in the Huygens form; therefore,
ΠMEa∈A[Ta]Ma = Ea∈A[Ta]ΠMMa.
The last property is a new one in comparison with the previous ones; its
essential novelty is just the occurence of the superposition operation.
It may happen that a family of subsets {Ma : a ∈ A} ⊂ H(C) has the fol-
lowing property. The subsets ma = π(Ma) are leaves of a polarization of (P, γ),
i.e., they foliate regularly P , resulting in an n-dimensional quotient manifold A.
Then, under certain additional conditions, for simplicity omitted here, we have
M = Ea∈A[Ma|M]Ma,
i.e., the Ma’s form a ”basis” with respect to which M may be ”orthogonally
expanded”.
All those statements concerning superpositions in C, i.e., envelopes in Q×R,
are a bit incorrect. This is typical for any statements concerning envelopes. To
make them rigorous, one has either to restrict the class of considered objects,
e.g., to affine ones, or to be more precise, to quadratic function S, or, to commit
a rather heavy research. We shall not do it here; instead we finish with a few
”non-rigorous formulas.”
PROPOSITION 24. For example, let {Mq : a ∈ Q} be a basis of (C) and take
a contact transformation u in C, i.e., a lift of some symplectic transformation
in P . Let us assume that u is transversal with respect to this basis, i.e., that it
projects onto such a symplectic transformation ϕ of P onto itself that for any
projection mq = π(Mq) onto P the following holds:
ϕ(mq) ∩mq′
is a one-element set for any q, q′ ∈ Q. Then the following holds:
UMq = Eq∈QU(q
′, q)Mq′ , U(q
′, q) = [Mq′ |UMq]
and for any
M = Eq∈Q[S(q)]Mq,
we have
UM = Eq∈Q[S
′(q)]Mq = Eq∈Q[S(q)]UMq,
where
S′[q] = Statq′∈Q(U(q, q
′) + S(q′)).
W (q, q′) is the W -type generating function for U . If the above conditions are
not literally satisfied, it may be still interpretable as a generalized generating
function [86].
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9 Relation between contact geometry and
Hamilton-Jacobi equations
Only very roughly, without a sufficient mathematical rigour, we mention now
the relationships between the concepts of contact geometry and the Cauchy (or
boundary) problems for the systems of Hamilton-Jacobi equations. The analogy
with the corresponding problems for linear partial differential equations, first of
all the quantum-mechanical ones becomes visible [2], [19], [20], [23], [29], [31],
[34], [35], [55], [56].
Let X be a manifold, e.g., space-time; it does not matter if Galilean, Minko-
wskian, generally-relativistic, or even some more general one. In the cotangent
bundle T ∗X some first-class submanifold M is fixed, given by the system of
equations Fa = 0, a = 1, · · · ,m. Here Fa are phase-space functions at least
weakly in involution. The corresponding system of Hamilton-Jacobi equation is
locally given by equations
Fa
(
· · · , xµ, · · · ; · · · , ∂S
∂xν
, · · ·
)
= 0.
Any fiber Tx
∗X of the cotangent bundle may be ΛM -projected onto the set
D(M) of Lagrange submanifolds of M , resulting in some manifold
mx := ΛM (Tx
∗X).
The (N+1)-dimensional submanifold π−1(mx) of the contact space C (dimX =
N) is foliated by the family of Legendre manifolds-horizontal lifts of mx. If
C = T ∗X × R or C = T ∗X × U(1), this is the family of manifolds
M(x,c) = ΠM (Tx
∗X, c).
Then locally we have
mx ∩ Ty∗X = {dσ(x, ·)y},
Mx ∩ (Ty∗X × R) = {(dσ(x, ·)y , σ(x, y))},
where the two-argument ”space-time” function σ is uniquely defined. It is called
a two-point characteristic function or a propagator of M , or rather - of the
corresponding Hamilton-Jacobi system of equations. And the function σ(x, ·)
will be referred to as a propagator of our system at x ∈ X . One can also use
the term ”fundamental solution” of the system at x ∈ X .
Let x, y be two points ofX and let us consider a family of curves inM joining
the fibres Tx
∗X , Ty
∗X and placed entirely in a characteristic band through x, y.
Therefore, their tangent vectors u satisfy
u⌋γ||M = 0, i.e., γ(u, v) = 0
for any vector v tangent to M . In other words, they are solutions of the homo-
geneous dynamics given by constraints M in T ∗X . Of course, we have in mind
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mainly a hypersurface situation, when dimM = 2N − 1 = 2dimX − 1, but the
concepts are applicable in a more general situation as well. One can show that
for any pair of points x, y ∈ X we have:
σM (x, y) =
∫
l(x,y)
ω =
∫
l(x,y)
pµdx
µ,
where l(x, y) denotes any of the mentioned curves from x to y. In a hypersurface
case, for sufficiently close points x, y there is, obviously, exactly one curve l
of this type. With the obvious exception of causality-type restrictions which,
in the non-relativistic case forbid x, y to be simultaneous events, and in the
Minkowski case they forbid the space-like mutual relationship between them. If
x, y are ”finitely-separated,” then it may happen that l(x, y) is not unique and
there are several branches of values for σ. One can show that if
ΠMMS = MS′ , ΛMmS = mS′ ,
then
S′(x) = Staty(S(y) + σM (y, x)).
PROPOSITION 25. The idempotence property of ΠM , ΛM implies that
σM (x, y) = Statz(σM (x, z) + σM (z, y)).
And more generally, we have the ”Feynmann rule”:
σM (x, y) = Stat(z1···zk)(σM (x, z1) + σM (z1, z2) + · · ·+ σM (zk, y)).
Let us now assume that Σ ⊂ X is a Cauchy surface, whatever should it
mean, for the homogeneous dynamics. Then the unique solution of the Cauchy
problem has the form
S(x) = Statq∈Σ(f(q) + σM (q, x)),
where f : Σ → R are ”initial data”. So the two-point characteristic function is
a Hamilton-Jacobi propagator.
Let us quote an example, namely the dynamics of the free material point in
Galilean space-time. Then one can show that the corresponding phase of the
Schro¨dinger propagator equals
1
~
σM (x, y) =
1
~
S(a, z; q, t) =
m
2~(t− z)gij(q
i − ai)(qj − aj).
The corresponding Van Vleck determinant,
det
[
∂2S
∂qi∂aj
]
(83)
also essentially corresponds to the quasiclassical expression for the modulus of
the Schro¨dinger propagator.
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When multiplying the square root of (83) by an appropriate normalization
constant, one obtains from the complex scalar density of weight one,√[
∂2S
∂qi∂aj
]
exp
(
im
2~(t− z)gkl(q
k − ak)(ql − al)
)
the following expression:
K(ξ, τ ) =
( m
2πi~τ
)n/2
exp
(
im
2~τ
ξ
2
)
where
τ = t− z, ξk = qk − ak, ξ2 = gklξkξl.
The mentioned normalization means that
lim
τ→0
K(ξ, τ) = δ(ξ).
Let us observe that the K - function is the usual propagator of initial con-
ditions for the Schro¨dinger equation for a free particle in n dimensions of the
Euclidean space:
~i
∂Ψ
∂t
= − ~
2
2m
∆Ψ = − ~
2
2m
gij∂i∂jΨ.
But the above construction is purely classical. It is simply the classical Hamilton-
Jacobi equation for the free particle, its complete integral given by the two-point
characteristic function and the canonical Van Vleck probabilistic density built
of the mentioned complete integral. Everything might be found and even phys-
ically interpreted practically without any knowledge of quantum mechanics. It
is just the Huygens-Fresnel optico-mechanical analogy based entirely on the
Hamilton-Jacobi eikonal equation.
10 Hamiltonian systems on Lie groups and their
coadjoint orbit representations
As mentioned above, every Hamiltonian system with some symmetry Lie group
G acting symplectically on its phase space (and preserving a Hamiltonian) might
be realized in some coadjoint orbit of this group or otherwise in the disjoint union
of orbits of G/H , H denoting a closed subgroup of G. Therefore, an interesting
class of examples is obtained when one assumes that the configuration space Q
may be identified with some Lie group G or its homogeneous space G/H . The
original phase space is then traditionally given by the cotangent bundle T ∗Q;
however, there is an important class of models where at a certain stage one can
”forget” about this and concentrate on the coadjoint orbit description. This
covers, as particular special cases and interesting examples, certain problems
in rigid body mechanics, a classical spinning particle, or the mechanics of de-
formable bodies. Of course, there are important physical models like the Galilei
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group, when the model of the co-adjoint orbit rather fails. It is interesting that
the language of the co-adjoint orbits in the central extension be an alternative
with respect to the system of disjoint co-adjoint orbits.
Let G be a real Lie group. We are dealing only with linear groups; so it is
assumed that G is a subgroup of GL(N,R) or GL(N,C). Notice that, e.g., the
unitary group U(N) ⊂ GL(N,C)) is a real Lie group with a real Lie algebra, in
spite of having complex matrix entries. Sometimes it is convenient to write in a
more ”sophisticated” way that G ⊂ GL(W ), W denoting some real or complex
linear space of finite dimension.
The group G acts on itself through two transformation groups consisting of
left and right regular translations.
The corresponding actions of k ∈ G are denoted respectively as
G ∋ g 7→ Lk(g) = kg
G ∋ g 7→ Rk(g) = gk.
If G is non-Abelian, those are different transformation groups, although not
always disjoint; if k belongs to the centre Z ⊂ G, then obviously Lk = Rk.
In the case of a homogeneous space realized as G/H , the manifolds of left
cosets, Lk acts as
Lk(gH) = kgH.
Sometimes, it is not recognized that some right-acting transformations also
may exist. Namely, let N ⊂ G be the normalizer of H , i.e., the maximal
subgroup such that H ⊂ N and H is a normal subgroup of N . Then any l ∈ N
acts on the right as follows:
G/H ∋ gH → glH = gHl. (84)
Realization of the homogeneous space in terms of the left or right coset mani-
folds, G/H or H\G formally is a matter of convention, although it happens that
there are some physical reasons for choosing a particular one of two conventions.
If we use the language of linear groups, then the Lie algebra G′ is defined as
a linear subspace of L(N,R) or L(N,C), sometimes written as L(W ), tangent
to the ”surface” G ⊂ GL(W ) at the identity element IdW :
G′ = TIdWG ⊂ L(W ).
Here W is a complex or real linear space of dimension N .
Let q1, · · · , qn be coordinates on G; usually they are chosen in such a way
that their vanishing values correspond to the identity element, g(0, · · · , 0) =
IdW (analytically the identity N ×N matrix). The natural basis of G′ is given
by linear mappings/matrices
Ea =
∂g
∂qa
(0, · · · , 0).
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The Lie-algebraic property of G′ is that it is closed under the matrix commu-
tator, so that
[G′, G′] ⊂ G′, [Ea, Eb] = CdabEd,
Cijk denoting structure constants with respect to a given basis dual to the co-
ordinates qi: Ea(q
i) = δia.
Very often, although not always, one uses canonical coordinates of the first
kind,
g(q1, · · · , qn) = exp(qaEa).
For example, the rotation vector used in the analytical description of SO(3,R)
belongs to this class of coordinates, but commonly used Euler angles do not.
Motion is described by smooth curves in G,
R ∋ t 7→ g(t) ∈ G,
and dqa/dt are generalized velocities.
In many problems the analysis of motion in homogeneous spaces G/H may
be considered a byproduct of analysis in the group itself. For example, motion of
a material point on the sphere S2(0, 1) = SO(3,R)/SO(2,R) maybe considered
as a byproduct of motion in SO(3,R), i.e., of the rigid body dynamics in R3
(without translational motion). So let us remain on the level of group G. It
is both computationally convenient and theoretically deeply justified to replace
dq/dt or dqi/dt by Lie-algebraic objects of two alternative types
Ω =
dg(t)
dt
g(t)−1, Ωˆ = g(t)−1
dg(t)
dt
;
obviously,
Ω = gΩˆg−1,
where all quantities are taken at the same instant of time. Ω, Ωˆ are elements of
the Lie algebra G′ [39], [40], [42], [43], [86]-[91].
In rigid body mechanics, where G = SO(n,R), and G′ = SO(n,R)′ consists
of skew-symmetric matrices, Ω and Ωˆ represent the angular velocity respectively
with respect to the space-fixed and body-fixed system of axes. We will see
that in the case of classical versus quantum mechanics, this difference and the
corresponding difference between Lk and Rk is also crucial. In the physical
case n = 3, Ω and Ωˆ each have three independent components from which
one builds axial vectors of angular velocity. This property is a peculiarity of
dimension three. And in dimension n = 2 (planar rotator), Ω and Ωˆ have only
one independent pseudo-scalar component.
The group translations are
G ∋ g 7→ (LkRh)(g) = kgh.
They affect the quantities Ω, Ωˆ as follows:
Ω 7→ kΩk−1 = AdkΩ, Ωˆ 7→ h−1Ωˆh = Adh−1Ωˆ;
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this is a mixture of the adjoint rules and invariance.
Sometimes one uses the analytical representation:
Ω = ΩaEa, Ωˆ = Ωˆ
aEa; Ω
a = Ωai(q)
dqi
dt
, Ωˆa = Ωˆai(q)
dqi
dt
.
We indicate here explicitly the dependence of Ωai, Ωˆ
a
i on coordinates q
i.
If G is non-Abelian, e.g. Galilei, Poincare, or rotations, this dependence is
unavoidable and there are no generalized coordinates Qa for which Ωa would
be time derivatives; similarly for Ωˆa. In this sense Ω, Ωˆ are non-holonomic
velocities, or quasivelocities based on the group G. Unlike the general tangent
bundle TQ, the tangent bundle TG may be trivialized in the sense of the above
construction in two canonical ways:
TG ≃ G×G′,
in the sense that the elements of TG are represented by pairs
(g,Ω) or (g, Ωˆ),
i.e., configuration and generalized angular velocity, respectively in ”spatial” or
”co-moving” representations. The other way, the cotangent bundle splits:
T ∗G ∼= G×G′∗
and is alternatively represented by pairs
(g,Σ), (g, Σˆ)
consisting of configuration q and ”generalized angular momentum” Σ or Σˆ,
respectively in the spatial and co-moving representations [39], [40], [42], [43],
[86]-[91]. The quantities Σ, Σˆ are ”momentum mappings” [2, 6, 55, 56] corre-
sponding to the action of groups LG, RG lifted to the phase space. They are
Hamiltonian generators of these groups. In any case, with the non-trivial co-
homology H-groups there is no isomorphism of the action of Lie algebras into
the Poisson-bracket Lie algebra of functions. There are only ones modified by
constants. But it is not the case when dealing with the semi-simple algebras.
We use the expansion
Σ = ΣaE
a, Σˆ = ΣˆaE
a,
where (· · · , Ea, · · · ) form the dual basis of (· · · , Ea, · · · ). Furthermore we ex-
pand:
Σa = piΣ
i
a(q), Σˆa = piΣˆ
i
a(q),
where pi are canonical momenta conjugate to generalized coordinates q
i, or
rather pi are dual to virtual generalized velocities q˙i. Σa, Σˆa are conjugate to
the non-holonomic velocities Ωa, Ωˆa; thus
ΣaΩ
a = ΣˆaΩˆ
a = piq˙
i.
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Consequently,
ΣiaΩ
a
j = δ
i
j , Σˆ
i
aΩˆ
a
j = δ
i
j .
Then, Σa, Σˆa are non-holonomic momenta in the sense that they do not Poisson-
commute if G is non-Abelian and no change of coordinates may make Σia
constant. As expected, their Poisson brackets are directly built of structure
constants of G,
{Σa,Σb} = CdabΣd, {Σˆa, Σˆb} = −CdabΣˆd, {Σa, Σˆb} = 0.
The difference in signs in Poisson brackets for Σa, Σˆa follows from the fact
that LG is a realization of G, whereas RG is its anti-realization (respectively the
left and right actions). The vanishing of the mixed Poisson bracket {Σa, Σˆb} is
due to the fact that the left and right translations mutually commute.
Remark: concerning the difference in sign: One is faced with this problem in
classical and quantum mechanics of rigid bodies (e.g., molecules). Namely, the
co-moving angular momenta and spatial angular momenta have opposite signs
on the right hand sides of their Poisson/commutator brackets.
For many linear Lie groups, their Lie co-algebras may be simply identified
with the Lie algebras themselves, namely in the sense of the trace formula
〈Σ,Ω〉 = Tr(ΣΩ) = Tr(ΣˆΩˆ) = 〈Σˆ, Ωˆ〉.
It is certainly a fact for GL(n,R), SL(n,R), SO(n,R), U(n), SU(n) and for the
connected components of SO(k, n− k). Then the coadjoint action of LGRG on
non-holonomic momenta has the form analogous to the action on non-holonomic
velocities,
Lk ◦Rh : Σ 7→ kΣk−1, Σˆ 7→ h−1Σh.
If f is a function depending only on the configuration g ∈ G, i.e., only on
generalized coordinates q1, · · · , qn, then
{Σa, f} = −Laf, {Σˆa, f} = −Raf,
where La, Ra are first-order differential operators generating respectively left
and right regular translations,
∂
∂xa
f (exp (xaEa) g) |x=0 = (Laf)(g)
∂
∂xa
f (g exp (xaEa) g) |x=0 = (Raf)(g).
One can show that [88, 89, 90]
La = Σia(q) ∂
∂qi
, Ra = Σˆia(q) ∂
∂qi
.
These are just formulas for the Hamiltonian generators Σa, Σˆa with the conju-
gate momenta pi replaced by the operators ∂/∂q
i (but put on the right of Σia,
Σˆia!).
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Obviously, for any pair of functions f , h depending only on the configuration
variable g, we have
{f, h} = 0.
The above-quoted system of Poisson brackets is basic and is sufficient to calcu-
late easily any other Poisson bracket, with the use of standard properties of this
operation.
The commutation rules for the operators La, Ra have the following usual
form:
[La,Lb] = CdabLd, [Ra,Rb] = −CdabRd, [La,Rb] = 0.
PROPOSITION 26. Expressing some phase space functions in terms of
(qa,Σa) or (q
a, Σˆa) as independent functions, we may summarize the above
Poisson brackets in two alternative uniform ways:
{A,B} = ΣdCdab ∂A
∂Σa
∂B
∂Σb
− ∂A
∂Σa
LaB + (LaA) ∂B
∂Σa
,
{A,B} = −ΣˆdCdab ∂A
∂Σˆa
∂B
∂Σˆb
− ∂A
∂Σˆa
RaB + (RaA) ∂B
∂Σˆa
.
These uniform expressions are very convenient in all calculations. Besides,
they have a lucid geometric structure, are formulated as invariantly as possible
and involve only globally defined quantities. If functions A,B are configuration-
independent, they reduce to the well-known formulas for coadjoint algebras.
Only the first terms survive then. If the Hamiltonian also is configuration-
independent (geodetic models), then the equations of motion reduce to those
on coadjoint orbits with the Hamiltonians obtained by the restriction of the
original geodetic Hamiltonian.
Lagrangians of non-dissipative systems are functions on the tangent bundle
L : TG → R, analytically represented as L(qi, q˙i). When making use of the
identifications of TG with G×G′ we identify them analytically as L(qa,Ωa) or
L(qa, Ωˆa). This is of course a simplified way of writing; strictly speaking, one
should have used some symbols different from the original L.
Similarly, the Legendre transformation L : TG→ T ∗, analytically described
by
(qi, q˙i) 7→ (qi, pi) =
(
qi,
∂L
∂q˙i
)
,
may be represented as mappings from G×G′ to G×G′∗ analytically given by
(qa,Ωa) 7→ (qa,Σa) =
(
qa,
∂L
∂Ωa
)
,
(qa, Ωˆa) 7→ (qa, Σˆa) =
(
qa,
∂L
∂Ωˆa
)
.
The energy function, analytically given by the traditional formula
E = q˙i
∂L
∂q˙i
− L,
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may be expressed in two ways as a function on G×G′; analytically
E = Ωa
∂L
∂Ωa
− L = Ωˆa ∂L
∂Ωˆa
− L.
Here again we use the same shorthand, namely the same symbol E for logically
different things, but it is clear from the context what is meant.
Assuming that the Legendre transformation is invertible (as in the ”usual”
mechanical systems), we can express Ωa, Ωˆa as functions of Σa, Σˆa, and perhaps
of g, but not in problems of present interest for us. Then, substituting the re-
sulting expression for E, we obtain the Hamiltonian H : T ∗G→ R, analytically
H(qi, pi), also represented as a function of (q
a,Σa) or (q
a, Σˆa).
The convolution of phase-space-geometry and Lie-group-based degrees of
freedom is particularly convenient and efficient when deriving equations of mo-
tion. The direct use of the variational principle and Euler-Lagrange equations
δ
∫
Ldt = 0,
∂L
∂qi
− d
dt
∂L
∂q˙i
= 0
leads usually to very complicated and non-readible equations. The phase-space-
description together with group-theoretic symmetry principles is much more
effective. Hamiltonian equations written in the form
dF
dt
= {F,H}
are much clearer, when F runs over some system of appropriately chosen Jacobi-
independent functions. Usually one chooses just the generators Σa, Σˆa among
the functions F . One obtains the balance laws of generalized angular momenta:
dΣa
dt
= {Σa, H}, dΣˆa
dt
= {Σˆa, H},
i.e., generalized Euler equations [86]-[91]. Even if not directly solvable, they
give a deep insight into the dynamics and enable one at least to understand the
problem qualitatively. Substituting here Σ, Σˆ as functions of Ω, Ωˆ (Legendre
transformation) and expressing Ω, Ωˆ through (qi, q˙i), one obtains the second-
order differential equations for qi as functions of time. They are, however, rarely
explicitly solvable and almost never qualitatively readible.
Let us begin with traditional potential models
L = T − V ,
where V is the potential energy depending only on the configuration g, i.e., on
(· · · , qa, · · · ), and T is the kinetic energy form [57], [58], [63]; in nonrelativistic
models it is a quadratic form of velocities with coefficients depending on the
configuration. These coefficients may be interpreted as components of some
metric tensor on G,
T =
1
2
gij(q)
dqi
dt
dqj
dt
.
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If V = 0, one is dealing with geodetic models; there are no external forces and
motion is purely inertial. When one tries to be too general, then usually nothing
really interesting may be obtained. The very taste of systems with degrees of
freedom ruled by groups is when their dynamics, or at least kinetic energy
are somehow suited to the geometry of degrees of freedom, i.e., to the group
of kinematical symmetries G. Such models are also geometrically interesting
and practically useful in the mechanics of rigid bodies and incompressible ideal
fluids, for example.
PROPOSITION 27. Left invariant kinetic energies have the form:
T =
1
2
γabΩˆ
aΩˆb,
where γab are constants. They are components of some metric tensor on the Lie
algebra G′, γ ∈ G′∗ ⊗ G′∗. If G is non-Abelian, the corresponding metric g is
curved and essentially Riemannian (its Riemann tensor is nonvanishing). One
example is a rigid body (in the usual, metrical sense).
Right-invariant kinetic energies have the form
T =
1
2
γabΩ
aΩb,
again with constant γab; geometrically γ ∈ G′∗ ⊗G′∗.
Of course, from the very formal point of view, the two models are mirror-
identical and the difference between them seems to be only the convention of
how to define the superposition of mappings. But physically this is not the case.
It happens often, that with a fixed convention concerning superposition, both
types of invariance have their own physical meaning. For example, if superpo-
sition is defined according to the more popular convention, (f ◦ g)(x) = f(g(x))
(not (f ◦ g)(x) = g(f(x))), then in rigid body mechanics and in elasticity, in-
cluding mechanics of affinely-rigid bodies, the left invariance has to do with the
isotropy of the physical space. Unlike this, the right invariance describes sym-
metries of the material or of how the body is shaped and its mass distributed
(inertial tensor). In mechanics of ideal incompressible fluids the physical dif-
ference between left and right transformations and symmetries is even more
important and drastic. The difference will be essential in the classical mechan-
ics on a Hilbert space versus quantum mechanics.
A very important point is that quite often one considers left/right invariant
geodetic models which are simultaneously invariant under the right/left action
of some subgroup H ⊂ G. This interplay of both types of symmetries has to do
with many physical problems and leads to various kinds of balance equations
for momentum mappings, i.e., generators in the phase space.
Performing the Legendre transformations, we have the following expressions
for the kinetic energies above in terms of Σa, Σˆa.
PROPOSITION 28. There the kinetic geodetic Hamiltonians respectively for
the right-invariant and left-invariant models are given by
Tright = 1
2
γabΣaΣb, Tleft = 1
2
γabΣˆaΣˆb,
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where γab represents the contravariant inverse of γab, γ
acγcb = δ
a
b.
If potentials are admitted, the corresponding Hamiltonians are given respec-
tively by
Hr =
1
2
γabΣaΣb + V(q), Hl = 1
2
γabΣˆaΣˆb + V(q).
PROPOSITION 29. Using the equations of motion in the Poisson bracket
form we obtain for the system with the Tright kinetic energy:
dΣa
dt
= γbcΣcΣdC
d
ab − LaV ,
or equivalently,
dΣˆa
dt
= −RaV .
These equations become closed when one substitutes
Σa = γabΩ
b,
dg
dt
= Ωg.
The quantities −LaV , −RaV are generalized torques (generalized moments of
forces), respectively in the ”spatial” and co-moving representations.
Let us denote those generalized forces by N
Na = −LaV , Nˆa = −RaV .
They are here derived from the potential energy V , but once derived, the above
equations of motion may be generalized so as to admit dissipative forces; namely
the above expressions for Na, Nˆa should be made general by adding to −LaV ,
−RaV some phenomenological viscous terms, usually linear in velocities Ω, Ωˆ.
Let us notice that at any point g(q1, · · · , qn) ∈ G, we have
Ωa = (Adg)
a
bΩˆ
b, Σa = Σˆb(Adg
∗), Nˆa = Nb(Adg−1)ba.
PROPOSITION 30. For systems with the left-invariant kinetic energy, we
have
dΣa
dt
= Na,
or equivalently
dΣˆa
dt
= −γbcΣˆcΣˆdCdab + Nˆa,
where for the potential forces, Na and Nˆa are given again by the same formulas
as previously.
These equations also become closed rules of motion when considered jointly
with the Legendre transformation
Σˆa = γabΩˆ
b
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and the definition of Ωˆ:
dg
dt
= gΩˆ.
Particularly interesting is the special case of the double isotropy of kinetic en-
ergy; i.e., one invariant under LGRG. This occurs when, e.g., G is semisimple
and γ coincides with or is proportional to the Killing tensor Γ ∈ G′∗ ⊗G′∗,
Γab = C
d
eaC
e
db.
This is an analogue of the spherical rigid body. It is clear that all non-dynamical
terms on the right hand sides of the balance laws vanish then and we obtain the
balance laws for Hamiltonian generators Σa, Σˆa (momentum mappings, gener-
alized angular momenta),
dΣa
dt
= Na, dΣˆa
dt
= Nˆa,
or, in the geodetic case, simply the conservation laws,
dΣa
dt
= 0,
dΣˆa
dt
= 0.
Let us observe that one has the same equations for simple groups. Semisim-
ple groups may be decomposed into direct products of simple ones G(κ); any of
them has its own Killing tensor Γ(κ) on G(κ)
′
; and instead of Γ, we may take
any linear combination of tensors Γ(α) which are Killing on G(κ)
′
and vanish
on G(ρ)
′
, ρ 6= κ. Similarly, when G′ is not semisimple, but, e.g., is the direct
product of some semisimple algebra and a one-dimensional centre R, with its
own natural metric. And finally, if G is not semisimple, nothing is essentially
changed when Γαβ (or the mentioned combination of Γ
(κ)
αβ ’ s) is replaced by
Γ˜ab = λC
d
eaC
e
db + µC
d
daC
e
eb.
It is clear that for semisimple groups G the second term always vanishes.
These equations are generalized Euler equations; i.e., they become historical
Euler equations when G = SO(3,R); i.e., in rigid body mechanics (left invariant
kinetic energy on G).
For the purely geodetic case, when there are no external torques, one obtains
geodetic Euler equations. Thus
dΣˆa
dt
= −γbcΣˆcΣˆdCdab, dΣa
dt
= 0
for the left-invariant models and
dΣa
dt
= γbcΣcΣdC
d
ab,
dΣˆa
dt
= 0
for the right-invariant models. When dealing with generalized Euler equations,
i.e., those on the left-hand sides, we immediately see that they are equations
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defined purely on the Lie co-algebras G′∗. So, we can simply forget about G
and consider them as dynamical systems on G′∗. They may be reduced to
Hamiltonian systems on the coadjoint orbits N ⊂ G′∗, i.e., orbits of the co-
adjoint representations. One uses the symplectic structures on N induced by
the natural Poisson structure of G′∗, and the Hamiltonians H(N) obtained as
the restriction
H(N) = H |N
of the original Hamiltonian on G′∗ (the last is well-defined, because it is inde-
pendent of the configuration g(q) ∈ G).
The natural question arises as to ”solutions without solutions”, i.e., to the
general form of possible solutions to be obtained without detailed calculations.
If γ is the Killing tensor Γ on G′, or the mentioned ”deformed” Killing tensor
Γ˜ (when G′ is semisimple, but not simple), then on T ∗G the general solution
is given by the system of one-parameter subgroups and their cosets in G. On
the level of G′, G′∗ and co-adjoint orbits, this means that the general solutions
consist of equilibria, Ωˆ = const, Σˆ = const. On the level of the manifold G,
solutions are given by
g(t) = g0 exp(Fˆ t) = exp(Ft)g0,
where F , Fˆ are constant, g0 ∈ G is an arbitrary initial condition, and
F = g0Fˆ g0
−1, Ω(t) = F, Ωˆ(t) = Fˆ ,
for any t ∈ R. This solution is the general solution with 2n independent param-
eters g0 and Fˆ . On the level of the Lie co-algebra G
′∗, all its points represent
constant solutions. The situation becomes more complicated when the system
is invariant on the left, but is not invariant on the right. One can ask if there are
solutions given by one-parameter groups and their cosets. If R ∋ t→ g(t) ∈ G is
a solution, then, due to the left invariance, R ∋ t 7→ g0g(t) ∈ G is also a solution
for any g0. The question is if there exist exponential solutions at all. The answer
is that such solutions are exceptional in the sense that they exist in general only
for some special values of the exponent. If we assume that g(t) = g0 exp(Fˆ t) and
substitute this to the equations of motion of a right-invariant geodetic system of
generalized Euler equations, then we obtain the following algebraic conditions
for F :
Fˆ cγcdC
d
abFˆ
b = 0,
where Fˆ a are components of F with respect to some fixed basis (· · · , Ea, · · · )
Fˆ = Fˆ aEa.
A symmetric result may be obtained for right-invariant systems. Then the
solutions of the type g(t) = exp(Ft)g0 do exist if F satisfies an analogous
condition,
F cγcdC
d
abF
b = 0,
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where
F = F aEa.
In all solutions of this type, g0 is completely arbitrary due to the left and
right invariance respectively. But the system of n quantities F a satisfies a
system of algebraic quadratic equations. Its general solution, and the number
of independent solutions depends on the details of γab, C
d
ab and their mutual
relationships. For example, if γab is the Killing metric Γab, and the algebra G
′
is semisimple, then the equations for F become identities and do not restrict F
at all, though one is dealing then with the doubly-invariant geodetic model. If
we forget about G and are thinking only on the level of the coadjoint algebra,
then the stationary solutions, i.e., relative equilibria described above, may be
obtained in the following way: On any fixed co-adjoint orbit N ⊂ G′∗ we take
the Hamiltonian H(N) := H |N and the corresponding symplectic two-form
γ(N) on N . We obtain some reduced Hamiltonian system. One can show that
the above stationary solutions for
Σˆa = γabΩˆ
b,
(left-invariant), or
Σa = γabΩ
b
(right-invariant), may be found as critical points of H(N).
Consider as an example a rigid body without translational motion. Its con-
figuration space G is the special orthogonal group SO(n,R) in n real dimensions.
It consists of real matrices satisfying ϕTϕ = I, i.e., ϕT = ϕ−1, and having the
unit determinants, detϕ = 1 (the first condition implies only that |detϕ| = 1,
i.e., detϕ = ±1.) SO(n,R) is a connected subgroup of GL+(n,R) ⊂ L(n,R),
i.e., of the group of real n× n matrices with positive determinants. The latter
group is an open connected submanifold of L(n,R), the linear space of all real
n× n matrices; and L(n,R) is canonically identical with GL(n,R)′, the Lie al-
gebra of GL+(n,R). SO(n,R) is an n(n − 1)/2-dimensional surface in L(n,R)
and its Lie algebra SO(n,R)′; i.e., the tangent space at the identity element
In, consists of all real skew-symmetric matrices, Ω = −ΩT . The elements of
SO(n,R) may be written in the form g = exp(Ω); the matrices Ω are canonical
coordinates of the first kind on SO(n,R). The total orthogonal group O(n,R)
consists of all matrices ϕ satisfying ϕTϕ = I, including ones with determinant
(−1) [73], [102]. This total group is not-connected and is a disjoint union of two
connected components, namely the subgroup SO(n,R) and its coset consisting
of orthogonal matrices with determinants (−1). Elements of O(n,R) are linear
isometries of Rn onto itself preserving the scalar product
(u, v) :=
n∑
a=1
uava = δabu
avb.
Elements of SO(n,R) are rotations, and elements of O(n,R) with the (−1)
determinants are improper rotations, i.e., rotations combined with reflections
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with respect to some arbitrarilly chosen (n− 1)-dimensional plane in Rn, e.g.
(x1, · · · , xn−1, xn) 7→ (x1, · · · , xn−1,−xn).
The spatial and co-moving representations of the angular velocity are respec-
tively given by
Ω =
dϕ
dt
ϕ−1, Ωˆ = ϕ−1
dϕ
dt
, Ω = ϕΩˆϕ−1.
Let us consider the special, physical, case of n = 3. Skew-symmetric tensors
of angular velocity may be identified with axial vectors; this is a peculiarity
of dimension three. We write laboratory and co-moving angular velocities as
follows:
Ω =
 0 −Ω3 Ω2Ω3 0 −Ω1
−Ω2 Ω1 0
 , Ωˆ =
 0 −Ωˆ3 Ωˆ2Ωˆ3 0 −Ωˆ1
−Ωˆ2 Ωˆ1 0
 . (85)
Similarly, for laboratory and comoving angular momentum (spin) we have
Σ =
 0 Σ3 −Σ2−Σ3 0 Σ1
Σ2 −Σ1 0
 , Σˆ =
 0 Σˆ3 −Σˆ2−Σˆ3 0 Σˆ1
Σˆ2 −Σˆ1 0
 . (86)
Kinetic energy is given by
T =
3∑
a=1
1
2Ia
(Σˆa)
2,
where Ia are the main moments of inertia (comoving ones) and thus constant.
Poisson brackets have the form
{Σˆa, Σˆb} = −ǫabcΣˆc,
or, in a spatial (laboratory) representation
{Σa,Σb} = ǫabcΣc,
and
{Σa, Σˆb} = 0.
If there exists some potential V (R) on the rotation group, the total Hamiltonian
on T ∗G has the form
H = T + V (R), R ∈ SO(3,R).
Making use of Poisson brackets, we have the following balance equations for
the co-moving spin, i.e., Euler equations:
dΣˆ1
dt
=
(
1
I3
− 1
I2
)
Σˆ2Σˆ3 + Nˆ1,
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dΣˆ2
dt
=
(
1
I1
− 1
I3
)
Σˆ3Σˆ1 + Nˆ2,
dΣˆ3
dt
=
(
1
I2
− 1
I1
)
Σˆ1Σˆ2 + Nˆ3.
The Legendre transformations
Σˆa = IaΩˆ
a
enable one to write down Euler equations in the form:
I1
dΩˆ1
dt
= (I2 − I3)Ωˆ2Ωˆ3 + Nˆ1,
I2
dΩˆ2
dt
= (I3 − I1)Ωˆ3Ωˆ1 + Nˆ2,
I3
dΩˆ3
dt
= (I1 − I2)Ωˆ1Ωˆ2 + Nˆ3.
One always has
dΣa
dt
= Na,
and for the spherical rigid body
dΣˆa
dt
= Nˆa.
In the above equations Na and Nˆa denote respectively the spatial and co-moving
moments of forces, torques.
In the case of a Killing metric, when the system has a doubly-invariant kinetic
energy, the non-dynamical terms on the right-hand side of the Euler equations
disappear because then I1 = I2 = I3. This is the spherical rigid body. If the
rigid body is symmetric, e.g., I1 = I2 = B, but not necessarily I3 = A = B,
then
dΣˆ1
dt
=
(
1
A
− 1
B
)
Σˆ2Σˆ3 + Nˆ1,
dΣˆ2
dt
=
(
1
B
− 1
A
)
Σˆ1Σˆ3 + Nˆ2,
dΣˆ3
dt
= Nˆ3.
In the free geodetic case one obtains simply: Σˆ3 = const,
dΣˆ1
dΣ2
= − Σˆ2
Σˆ1
.
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In the completely anisotropic case without external torques (the geodetic
left-invariant case) the problem reduces to the Lie co-algebra and the only so-
lutions are stationary rotations about principal axes of inertia. So it is from
the point of view of G and T ∗G. In coadjoint orbits we have three branches of
solutions
Σˆ1 = 0, Σˆ2 = 0, Σˆ3 − arbitrary
Σˆ1 = 0, Σˆ2 − arbitrary, Σˆ3 = 0
Σˆ1 − arbitrary, Σˆ2 = 0, Σˆ3 = 0,
and (via Legendre transformations between G′ and G′∗, the same for Ωˆ1, Ωˆ2,
Ωˆ3.
In the language of G, T ∗G ≃ G × G′∗, we obtain uniform rotations about
principal axes of inertia placed in an arbitrary way in the physical space. From
the point of view of G′∗, when there is no configuration-dependent potential,
those stationary rotations are obtained as stationary points of H(N) = H |N ,
H =
3∑
a=1
1
2Ia
Σˆ2a
on the co-adjoint orbits N given by equations
F =
3∑
a=1
(Σˆa)
2 − s2 = 0.
Here s ≥ 0 is the fixed magnitude of ”spin” (internal/relative angular momen-
tum). This is almost a ”school” exercise in constrained (conditional) extrema.
One solves it using Lagrange multipliers, i.e., Lusternik’s theorem. One obtains
a system of four equations for the quadrupole of variables Σˆa, λ, a = 1, 2, 3,
∂Hλ
∂Σˆa
=
∂
∂Σˆa
(
3∑
a=1
(Σˆa)
2 − λF
)
= 0,
3∑
a=1
(Σˆa)
2 − s2 = 0.
Solving this system one obtains just the formerly quoted statement; e.g.,
Σˆ1 = 0, Σˆ2 = 0, Σˆ3 = ±s,
or, in terms of angular velocities,
Ωˆ1 = 0, Ωˆ2 = 0, Ωˆ3 = ± s
I3
,
and so on by cyclic permutations of (1, 2, 3).
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If inertia is once degenerate, e.g., I1 = I2 = B, I3 = A 6= B, then the
method of conditional stationary points on the orbits gives two possible kinds
of solutions:
(i) Σˆ1 = 0, Σˆ2 = 0, Σˆ3 = ±s,
(ii) Σˆ1
2 + Σˆ2
2 = s2, Σˆ3 = 0.
So, there is one-parameter family of stationary solutions on the co-adjoint
orbit, namely the circle of radius s in the (1, 2)-plane in SO(3,R)′∗ ≃ SO(3,R)′ ≃
R3, and in addition a separate pair of solutions on the orthogonal third axis.
Everything is the same for the cyclic permutation of axes. In T ∗G-language,
the rotation axes keep arbitrary but fixed positions in the physical space (a
consequence of the left-invariance).
If the body is completely degenerate, then the system of stationary solutions
coincides with the total sphere S2(0, s) ⊂ SO(3,R)′ ≃ R3, given by equations
Σˆ1
2 + Σˆ2
2 + Σˆ3
2 = s2.
This is the general solution in SO(3,R)′∗, or equivalntly in SO(3,R)′:
(Ωˆ1)
2 + (Ωˆ2)
2 + (Ωˆ3)
2 =
1
I
s2, I1 = I2 = I3 = I.
This is a 2-parameter family; the third parameter is s, and when working
in G, T ∗G, three additional parameters are there, namely the coordinates in
SO(3,R) (because the problem is left-invariant on this simple group). So to-
gether we have six parameters which label the general solution, just as it should
be for mechanical systems with three degrees of freedom.
Obviously, the origin in R3 is an orbit in itself: s = 0. This is the simplest
example that the symplectic leaves in general do not form a regular foliation
with a constant dimension fixed all over. The jumps of rank are possible and
even geometrically interesting.
To finish this example let us introduce the convenient Darboux coordinates
on two-dimensional leaves of G′∗. We are given coordinates Σˆ1, Σˆ2, Σˆ3 on G
′∗.
Let us introduce the variables q, p in the region where Σˆ1
2 + Σˆ2
2 + Σˆ3
2 > 0,
namely:
q := arctan Σˆ2/Σˆ1, p := Σˆ3.
It is clear that together with the Casimir invariant or rather its square root
z :=
√
(Σˆ1)2 + (Σˆ2)2 + (Σˆ3)2,
they form the system of Darboux coordinates on G′∗:
{q, p} = 1, {q, z} = 0, {p, z} = 0.
Coadjoint orbits are given by spheres of the fixed radius value z = s 6= 0.
The exceptional value z = 0 corresponds to the origin of coordinates, i.e., to the
singular one-element co-adjoint orbit.
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11 The rigid body and the affine body from the
symplectic and Poisson point of view
As another class of examples on coadjoint orbits, we discuss some facts about
rigid bodies and related objects like affinely-rigid bodies in the general n-dimen-
sional space Rn. To avoid certain non-desirable artefacts of R3 it may be more
convenient to consider those problems in some n-dimensional linear space V
endowed (or not) with a metric tensor g ∈ V ∗ ⊗ V ∗. If translational degrees of
freedom are admitted, we work in an affine space M with the linear space of
translations V . Analytically, everything reduces to the Rn-language when some
g-orthonormal basis is fixed in V and some origin (reference point) is fixed in
M .
Let us begin with introducing some notation. If ea, a = 1, · · · , n are vectors
of some fixed basis in V and ea, a = 1, · · · , n are elements of the dual basis in
V ∗,
ea(eb) = 〈ea, eb〉 = δab,
then it is natural to use in V ⊗ V , V ∗ ⊗ V ∗, V ⊗ V ∗, V ∗ ⊗ V , etc., respectively
the following basic elements:
ea ⊗ eb, ea ⊗ eb, ea ⊗ eb, ea ⊗ eb.
Linear spaces V ⊗ V ∗, V ∗ ⊗ V are canonically isomorphic respectively with
L(V ), L(V ∗), the algebras of linear mappings of V into V and V ∗ into V ∗. And
L(V ), L(V ∗) are canonically isomorphic with GL(V )′, GL(V ∗)′, Lie algebras of
GL(V ), GL(V ∗) with the usual commutator as a Lie bracket.
We shall use the symbols
Ea
b := ea ⊗ eb, Eab := ea ⊗ eb. (87)
The basic linear mappings of V into V act on the basis of V as follows:
Ea
bec = δ
b
cea (88)
and satisfy the obvious commutation rules:[
Ea
b, Ec
d
]
= δbcEa
d − δadEcb.
Explicitly in terms of structure constants:[
Ea
b, Ec
d
]
=
(
δbcδa
kδdl − δadδckδbl
)
Ek
l.
Matrix elements of L ∈ L(V ) ≃ V ⊗ V ∗ coincide with expansion coefficients of
L with respect to the E-basis,
L = LabEa
b, Lea = ebL
b
a. (89)
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With this convention the matrix of the commutator is identical with the
commutator of matrices without reversal of sign; i.e., if
L
1
= L
1
a
bEa
b, L
2
= L
2
a
bEa
b, (90)
then
[L
1
, L
2
] =
(
L
1
a
cL
2
c
b − L
2
a
cL
1
c
b
)
Ea
b.
Let O(V, g) ⊂ GL(V ) denote the subgroup of g-isometries (g-orthogonal
transformations), i.e., linear transformations L preserving g,
L∗g = g, gcdL
c
aL
d
b = gab.
As usual, its subgroup of orientation-preserving mappings (ones with deter-
minant detL = 1) will be denoted by SO(V, g). If g is positively/negatively
definite, SO(V, g) coincides with the connected component of unity in O(V, g).
(It is not the case if g is non-definite). The corresponding Lie algebra consists
of g-skew-symmetric mappings Ω, i.e., ones satisfying
Ωab = −Ωba = −gbcgadΩcd, g(Ωx, y) = −g(x,Ωy).
It is convenient to use in SO(V, g)′ the redundant ”basis” consisting of linear
mappings:
ǫab = Eab − Eba = gacEcb − gbcEca = −ǫba.
One can also use the following conventions:
ǫab = gacgbdǫ
cd, ǫab = ǫ
acgcb, ǫa
b = gacǫ
cb.
We have used the term ”redundant basis” because the system of ǫab’s is not
linearly independent as a consequence of the skew-symmetry in its labels. The
basis in a literal sense would be given e.g. by ǫab, a < b. However, it is more
convenient and certainly more ”elegant” to use the total system ǫab, with the
convention that the expansion coefficients are also skew-symmetric. Therefore,
canonical parametrization of the first kind is meant in the sense:
L(ω) = exp
(
1
2
ωabǫ
ab
)
where
ωab = −ωba.
The alternative conventions ǫab, ǫ
a
b, ǫa
b for the redundant basis of SO(V, g)′
are associated with the alternative conventions for redundant coordinates, ωab,
ωa
b, ωab. Obviously, in all expressions the shift of indices is meant in the sense
of g. If g is positively definite and an orthonormal basis is used so that gab = δab,
then analytically all the above expressions are identical.
The basic commutation relations in SO(V, g)′ have the form:[
ǫab, ǫcd
]
= gadǫbc + gbcǫad − gacǫbd − gbdǫac,
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or, factorizing explicitly the structure constants,[
ǫab, ǫcd
]
=
(
gadδbiδ
c
j + g
bcδaiδ
d
j − gacδbiδdj − gbdδaiδcj
)
ǫij .
The commutation rules expressed in terms of ǫab, ǫ
a
b, ǫa
b are immediately
obtained from the above ones by the appropriate g-lowering of indices. The
basic linear mappings Ea
b, ǫab are built of the basic vectors ea in V . However
to avoid a manifold of symbols, we do not use the more precise notation like
E[e], ǫ[e]. Obviously, the matrix elements of Ea
b, ǫab with respect to the basis
e are respectively given by(
Ea
b
)i
j = δa
iδbj ,
(
ǫab
)i
j = g
aiδbj − gbiδaj .
If there is no danger of confusion, we use the same symbols for linear map-
pings Ea
b, ǫab, and their matrices
[(
Ea
b
)i
j
]
,
[(
ǫab
)i
j
]
.
Let us note some important low-dimensional examples, relevant for physical
applications.
If n = 2 (”Flatland” [1]), then of course (using the mentioned identification),
E1
1 =
[
1 0
0 0
]
, E1
2 =
[
0 1
0 0
]
, E2
1 =
[
0 0
1 0
]
, E2
2 =
[
0 0
0 1
]
.
If g is positive definite and we use an orthonormal basis e, i.e.,
[gab] =
[
1 0
0 1
]
,
then
ǫ11 =
[
0 0
0 0
]
, ǫ12 =
[
0 1
−1 0
]
, ǫ21 =
[
0 −1
1 0
]
, ǫ22 =
[
0 0
0 0
]
.
In this redundant system there is only one linearly independent element; we
may take
ǫ = ǫ21 =
[
0 −1
1 0
]
.
If n = 2 and g is normal-hyperbolic,
[gab] =
[
1 0
0 −1
]
,
then of course
ǫ00 =
[
0 0
0 0
]
, ǫ01 =
[
0 1
1 0
]
, ǫ10 =
[
0 −1
−1 0
]
, ǫ11 =
[
0 0
0 0
]
,
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where the ”relativistic” conventions for labels is used, µ = 0, 1. Obviously, the
non-redundant basis is one-element one; usually one chooses
ǫ = ǫ01.
This is a generator of the planar Lorentz transformations.
If n = 3 and g is positive definite (signature (+ + +)) then we have the
well-known expressions (assuming that one uses the basis e in which gab = δab):
ǫ23 = −ǫ32 =
 0 0 00 0 1
0 −1 0
 , ǫ31 = −ǫ13 =
 0 0 −10 0 0
1 0 0
 ,
ǫ12 = −ǫ21 =
 0 1 0−1 0 0
0 0 0
 .
If we change the signature for the negatively definite one, (− − −), i.e., if
gab = −δab in the underlying e-basis, then the signs of all ǫab will be reversed.
The peculiarity of dimension n = 3 is that one can use the dual one-label
basic elements,
ǫa = −1
2
εabcǫ
bc, ǫab = −εabcǫc,
where εabc is the totally antisymmetric Ricci symbol with the convention ε123 =
1, ε123 = 1. The same representation will be used for canonical coordinates,
ωa = −1
2
εabcωbc, ωab = −εabcωc.
Then we have
ωaǫa =
1
2
ωabǫ
ab
and the non-redundant canonical coordinates of the first kind, ωa, coincide with
the components of the rotation vector.
Obviously, we have
ǫ1 =
 0 0 00 0 −1
0 1 0
 , ǫ2 =
 0 0 10 0 0
−1 0 0
 , ǫ3 =
 0 −1 01 0 0
0 0 0

and the commutation relations have the standard form
[ǫa, ǫb] = εab
cǫc;
the ”cosmetic” shift of indices is meant in the Kronecker-delta-sense, because
in our coordinates gab = δab.
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If n = 3 and g is normal-hyperbolic, i.e., pseudo-Euclidean with signature,
e.g., (+ − −), we again use the ”relativistic” label convention, µ = 0, 1, 2, a =
1, 2. Then, the non-vanishing elements of the redundant basis are given by
ǫ12 = −ǫ21 =
 0 0 00 0 −1
0 1 0
 , ǫ01 = −ǫ10 =
 0 1 01 0 0
0 0 0
 ,
ǫ02 = −ǫ20 =
 0 0 10 0 0
1 0 0
 .
Denoting traditionally:
ǫ12 =M, ǫ01 = N1, ǫ
02 = N2,
we have the Lorentz (+−−)-commutation rules
[N1, N2] = −M, [M,N1] = N2, [M,N2] = −N1.
Using the reversed signature (− + +) of g we would change the signs of all
generators and commutation rules.
If n = 4 and g is positive definite (signature (+ + ++)), then, using the
”relativistic” labels µ = 0, 1, 2, 3 for basic vectors (and assuming gµν = δµν), we
obtain
ǫ01 = −ǫ10 =

0 1 0 0
−1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
 , ǫ02 = −ǫ20 =

0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0
−1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
 ,
ǫ03 = −ǫ30 =

0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
−1 0 0 0
 ,
(91)
ǫ23 = −ǫ32 =

0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 −1 0
 , ǫ31 = −ǫ13 =

0 0 0 0
0 0 0 −1
0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
 ,
ǫ12 = −ǫ21 =

0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 −1 0 0
0 0 0 0
 .
Denoting
M1 = ǫ
32, M2 = ǫ
13, M3 = ǫ
21, N1 = ǫ
01, N2 = ǫ
02, N3 = ǫ
03,
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one expresses the basic commutation rules as follows:
[Mi,Mj] = εij
kMk, [Mi, Nj] = εij
kNk, [Ni, Nj ] = εij
kMk.
We mention that the Lie algebra of SO(V, g), SO(4,R) is not semisimple;
this is the exceptional property of dimension n = 4. It may be identified with
the Cartesian product SO(3,R)′ × SO(3,R)′ of the Lie algebra of the three-
dimensional rotation group. This is seen when we introduce the following com-
binations of the basic generators:
Xi =
1
2
(Mi +Ni), Yi =
1
2
(Mi −Ni).
Indeed, it is easy to see that
[Xi, Xj] = εij
kXk, [Yi, Yj ] = εij
kYk, [Xi, Yj ] = 0.
Obviously, in the commutation rules above, the shift of indices in the Ricci
symbol is meant in the ”cosmetic” sense of the Kronecker delta. We use it only
to be formally correct with the rules of summation convention.
Warning: The Lie algebra splits, SO(4,R)′ ≃ SO(3,R)′ × SO(3,R)′, but
there is no global identification on the level of groups; i.e., SO(4,R) is NOT the
Cartesian product SO(3,R)× SO(3,R).
If instead of the positive signature (+ + ++) we use the negative one (−−
−−), then the signs of all basis generators and their commutators become in-
verted.
If n = 4 and g is normal-hyperbolic with the convention (+−−−), then the
basic generators, i.e., basic elements of the Lie algebra of the restricted Lorentz
group SO(V, g)↑ ≃ SO(1, 3)↑ (the connected component of unity in the total
Lorentz group O(V, g) ≃ O(1, 3)) have the following form:
ǫ01 = −ǫ10 =

0 1 0 0
1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
 , ǫ02 = −ǫ20 =

0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
 ,
ǫ03 = −ǫ30 =

0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0
 ,
ǫ23 = −ǫ32 =

0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 −1
0 0 1 0
 , ǫ31 = −ǫ13 =

0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0
0 −1 0 0
 ,
ǫ12 = −ǫ21 =

0 0 0 0
0 0 −1 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0
 .
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Traditionally [82] one uses the following symbols for the generators of boosts
and rotations:
M1 = ǫ
23, M2 = ǫ
31, M3 = ǫ
12, N1 = ǫ
01, N2 = ǫ
02, N3 = ǫ
03.
The corresponding commutation rules have the following standard form:
[Mi,Mj ] = −εijkMk, [Mi, Nj] = −εijkNk, [Ni, Nj ] = −εijkMk,
where, as usual, the indices of the Ricci symbol εijk are shifted in the ”cosmetic”
sense of the Kronecker delta.
As usual, taking the reversed signature convention (−−−−) we change the
signs of all basic generators and commutation rules.
We mention a fact used in the description of representations of SO(1, 3)↑
and its covering SL(2,C). The idea consists in using complexification and in-
troducing the following combinations of basic generators:
Xa =
1
2
(Ma + iNa), Ya =
1
2i
(Ma − iNa).
Their commutation rules have the form
[Xa, Xb] = εab
cXc, [Ya, Yb] = εab
cYc, [Xa, Yb] = 0,
just like in SO(4,R). However, there is an important difference. After complexi-
fication we work in the C-six-dimensional, i.e., R-12-dimensional, group O(4,C).
Its elements may be parametrized by six complex canonical coordinates of the
first kind za, wa, a = 1, 2, 3,
L(z, w) = exp(zaXa + w
aYa).
Taking wa = za we obtain the subgroup isomorphic with SO(1, 3)↑,
L[k, x] = exp(kaMa, χ
aNa),
ka =
1
2
(za + za) ∈ R, χa = i
2
(za − za).
In spite of the compact SO(3,R)′ × SO(3,R)′ commutation rules for linear
mappings Xa, Ya, the above exponents generate the noncompact Lorentz group
because of imaginary terms of complex coordinates za, za.
Concerning the formulas above, e.g., (87)-(90), it must be stressed that the
L given by (89) acts on the vector x = xcec according to the usual matrix rule:
(Lx)a = Labx
b, x = xcec.
Similarly, the corresponding affine, i.e., inhomogeneous linear transformations
of the vector x ∈ V are given coordinate-wise by
((L, l)(x))a = Labx
b + la,
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where
Lab = 〈ea, Leb〉, la = 〈ea, l〉.
We mention that all these formulas are suited to field theory or quantum me-
chanics rather than to classical phase-space mechanical studies. The point is
that in classical mechanics of discrete and continuous systems one often uses
the distinction between material points and their spatial location, i.e., between
physical space (or space-time) M and the material space N . For example, con-
figurations of continuous bodies are described by sufficiently smooth mappings
from N to M . The simplest model is the one in which both N,M are con-
sidered as sufficiently smooth n-dimensional manifolds. Obviously, physically
n = 3, but it also convenient to take a general n, or different dimensions n, m
in N and M . In the most important special case m = n, and for both M,N ,
being topologically Rn, one can describe configurations of a continuum as is
done in field theory, i.e., using only one set M and representing instantaneous
configurations by diffeomorphisms ofM ontoM . But in mechanics this is rather
artificial and must be effected by using as transformation groups the two differ-
ent versions of apparently the same group, i.e., left- and right- acting natural
translations of the corresponding diffeomorphism group onto itself. Therefore,
in continuum mechanics, one uses two manifolds: the material space N , i.e., the
set of material points, and the physical space M . In principle there is no reason
to assume that they are globally diffeomorphic and even that they have the same
dimension. For example, they may have quite different topologies. Quite often,
N is a compact manifold with a boundary with a non-trivial geometry, but M
is considered to be Rn. However, here we do not enter into such problems and
consider usually M and N as logically different manifolds, with both topolog-
ically equivalent to Rn. The configuration space of a structureless continuum
may be identified with Diff(N,M) ∼= Diff(Rn). The groups DiffN = Diff(N,N),
DiffM = Diff(M,M) act on this set on the right and on the left as follows:
Diff(N,M) ∋ ϕ 7→ A ◦ ϕ ◦B ∈ Diff(N,M),
(92)
A ∈ DiffM, B ∈ DiffN.
They are isomorphic but different transformation groups. Let us also stress
that if we took instead of N,M diffeomorphic with Rn some two completely
different setsN,M and instead Diff(N,M) some other set of mappings ofN onto
M , then even this isomorphism would be lost. Furthermore, the corresponding
groups of transformations of N onto itself and M onto itself would be always
mutually commuting groups acting respectively on the right and on the left in an
appropriate set of mappings from N ontoM . An extreme, amorphous situation
is to think about M and N as completely different abstract sets and in place
of Diff(N,M), DiffN , DiffM , we take the sets of all injections of N into M ,
and all bijections of N and M onto themselves. For example, N and M might
be differential manifolds of different dimensions. If N and M are differential
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manifolds, then their coordinates ak, xi are respectively interpreted as Lagrange
and Euler coordinates.
In finite-dimensional mechanical models, e.g., in the theory of discretized
continua, one takes some finite-dimensional manifolds of mappings from N to
M . The simplest possible models are based on affine geometry. So, from now
on we declare that N and M are affine spaces, i.e., that we deal with triplets
(N,U,→), (M,V,→). Here N and Mare the underlying point sets, respectively
the set of material points and the set of their spatial positions. Linear spaces
U, V of the same dimension n are, respectively, translation spaces, i.e., spaces of
vectors, in N and M . The arrow symbol, for simplicity the same in two spaces,
denotes the vector unifying a pair of points,
−−→
AB ∈ U , −→x, y ∈ V for A,B ∈ N
and x, y ∈ M . This operation satisfies all basic axioms, i.e., the triangle rule,
e.g., −→xy + −→yz +−→zx = 0
and the double rule, i.e., that for some, and then for every y ∈M , the mapping
M ∋ x 7→ −→yx ∈ V,
is a bijection ofM onto V . And, obviously, the same holds in N . The Euclidean
metric concepts are introduced by fixing some metric tensors, η ∈ U∗ ⊗ U∗,
g ∈ V ∗ ⊗ V ∗.
Then, instead the infinite-dimensional manifolds of all diffeomorphisms of
N onto M , one can use the finite-dimensional manifold AffI(N,M) of all affine
isomorphisms of N onto M . This is the configuration space of the affinely-rigid
body [57]-[63], [86]-[91]. One may also consider the usual, i.e., metrically-rigid
body. The configuration space is then restricted to constraints E(N, η;M, g),
i.e., to the manifold of isometries of N, η, M, g. In finite-dimensional manifolds,
i.e., configuration spaces, AffI(N,M), E(N, η;M, g) of the affinely-rigid and the
metrically-rigid body, we take respectively the Lie groups GAff(M)×GAff(N)
and E(M, g)×E(N, η) (or their special groups of isometries SE(M, g)×SE(N, η))
as the natural groups of transformations. If aK , yi are affine coordinates in
N,M , then affine mappings from N to M are described as:
yi = ϕiKa
K + xi, (93)
where ϕiK , x
i are independent of aK and depend only on time. Here xi is
the global position of the body in space and ϕiK are internal variables of the
relative motion. One usually, but not always, assumes that det[ϕiA] 6= 0. Also,
one usually assumes certain constraints imposed on ϕiK ; for example in the case
of rigid motion the constraints have the form
gijϕ
i
Aϕ
j
B = ηAB.
Consider first an affine model of motion in n-dimensional affine space (M,V, g).
We are dealing with two basic affine spacesM,N , the physical space of positions
and the material space of particles. The configuration space of an affine body is
given by the manifold of affine isomorphisms of N onto M . The configuration
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ϕ ∈ AffI(N,M) is to be meant in such a way that the a-th material point a ∈ N
is located at the geometric position y = ϕ(a); i.e., (93) holds for them. Motion
is described by some relatively smooth time-dependence of the configuration ϕ,
i.e., by the time-dependence of (x, ϕ). Generalized velocities are given by the
systems of
(vi, V iA) =
(
dxi
dt
,
d
dt
ϕiA
)
.
From the tensor point of view, one deals here with the doubled objects like
(v, V ) ∈ V × L(U, V ) ≃ V × (V ⊗ U∗)
with indices partly in V , partly in U . The natural question arises as to the
possibility of using only one kind of indices, i.e., ones in V or ones in U .
PROPOSITION 31. From the point of view of (M,V ) they are quantities:
(vi,Ωij) =
(
dxi
dt
,
dϕiA
dt
ϕ−1Aj
)
;
their co-moving representation is
(vˆA, ΩˆAB) =
(
ϕ−1Ai
dxi
dt
, ϕ−1Ai
dϕiA
dt
)
;
i.e., equivalently,
(vˆA, ΩˆAB) =
(
ϕ−1Aiv
i, ϕ−1AiΩ
i
jϕ
j
B
)
.
This transformation rule between (vi,Ωij), (vˆ
A, ΩˆAB) explains their names:
current and co-moving ones. And their own transformation rules of quantities
(vi, V iA), (v
i,Ωij), (vˆ
A, ΩˆAB) under GL(V )×GL(U) read respectively as follows
for (A,B) ∈ GL(V )×GL(U):
(vi, V iA) 7→ (Aijvj , AijV jKBKA),
(vi,Ωij) 7→ (Aij , AijΩjkB−1kj),
(vˆM , ΩˆKL) 7→ (B−1MP vˆP , B−1KP ΩˆPRBˆRL).
Sometimes crazy mixtures like (vi, ΩˆAB), (vˆ
A,Ωij) are used.
The canonical momenta conjugate to (vi, V iA) are elements of the linear
space V ∗(n+1) = V ∗ × (V ∗)n. They are analytically given by quantities
(Pi, P
A
i)
which are dual to velocities (vi, V iA) in the sense of the pairing:
〈(pi, PAi), (vj , V jA)〉 = pivi + PAiV iA,
where the summation convention is meant over all indices. Replacing (vi, V iA)
by affine velocities (vi,Ωij), (vˆ
A, ΩˆAB) we automatically replace the systems
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(p, P ) by (p,Σ) or (pˆ, Σˆ), where p ∈ V ∗, Σ ∈ L(V ) = V ⊗ V ∗, pˆ ∈ U∗, Σˆ ∈
L(U) = U ⊗ U∗. The systems are connected to (pi, PAi) dually:
Σij = ϕ
i
AP
A
j , Σˆ
A
B = P
A
iϕ
i
B , pˆB = piϕ
i
B.
Therefore, the following conditions hold:
piv
i = pˆAvˆ
A
PAiV
i
A = Σ
i
jΩ
j
i = Σˆ
A
BΩˆ
B
A.
The quantities pi, Σ
i
j ; pˆA, Σˆ
A
B are defined also at the phase space points
where ϕiA is degenerate. They are evidently related to the Hamiltonian gener-
ators of the groups GAffM , GAffN , i.e., of A,B operating in the sense of (92)
on the configuration space GAff(N,M), i.e., on the manifold of affine mappings
of the material space N ontoM , the physical space of positions. More precisely,
they are Hamiltonian generators of the corresponding extended point trans-
formations acting in the cotangent bundle over GAff(N,M). In spite of their
(non-canonical) isomorphism, the groups GAffM , GAffN are different trans-
formations groups of AffI(N,M). In principle, such a situation occurs only in
mechanics and it does not occur in field theory, including in quantum-mechanical
problems. Let us discuss this question briefly in some details.
Let matter be distributed in N with a distribution corresponding to some
constant measure µ. The total mass is given by
m =
∫
N
dµ(a).
Lagrangian coordinates in N , aK , will be chosen so that their origin coincides
with the center of mass, ∫
aKdµ(a) = 0.
In the special case of a discrete or continuous affine body, the inertia is described
by two parameters, the mass m and the symmetric, constant inertial tensor J ,
namely
JKL =
∫
aKaLdµ(a).
In general there exists the total hierarchy of such objects; however, in this special
case the higher-order inertial multipoles do not participate in affine motion.
PROPOSITION 32. The usual kinetic energy is then calculated after substi-
tuting affine constraints to the general expression for the unconstrained formula
as [57]-[63], [86]-[91]:
T = Ttr + Tint =
m
2
gij
dxi
dt
dxj
dt
+
1
2
gij
dϕiA
dt
dϕjB
dt
JAB. (94)
For the classical Lagrangians of the form L = T − V (x, ϕ) (no generalized
velocity-dependent potentials, e.g., magnetic ones), performing the Legendre
transformations
pi = mgij
dxj
dt
, PAi = gij
dϕjB
dt
JBA,
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one obtains the following expression for the geodetic Hamiltonian:
T = Ttr + Tint = 1
2m
gijpipj +
1
2
J−1ABP
A
iP
B
jg
ij . (95)
We have then,
H = T + V(x, ϕ)
for the non-geodetic case. When the center of mass in fixed in the material space
N , and we fix also for technical reasons the origin of coordinates in the physical
space M , then (94) may be also written in the following equivalent forms:
T = Ttr + Tint =
m
2
gijv
ivj +
1
2
gijΩ
i
kΩ
j
lJ [ϕ]
kl =
=
m
2
GKLvˆ
K vˆL +
1
2
GKLΩˆ
K
AΩˆ
L
BJ
AB. (96)
Similarly, the corresponding geodetic expressions in Hamiltonian variables are
given by
T = Ttr + Tint = 1
2m
gijpipj +
1
2
J [ϕ]−1ijΣ
i
kΣ
j
lg
kl =
=
1
2m
G−1KLpKpL +
1
2
J−1ABΣˆ
A
KΣˆ
B
LG[ϕ]
−1KL (97)
where G[ϕ], briefly G, denotes the Green deformation tensor and J [ϕ] denotes
the spatial tensor of inertia
G[ϕ] = ϕ∗ · η, G[ϕ]AB = gijϕiAϕjB, J [ϕ]ij = ϕiAϕjBJAB. (98)
One introduces similarly the Cauchy deformation tensor C[ϕ], namely
C[ϕ] = ϕ−1∗ · η, C[ϕ]ij = ηABϕ−1Aiϕ−1Bj .
In formulas (96) and (97) the kinetic energy is expressed by the momentum
mappings of GAffN , GAffM as functions on the phase space with values in
the Lie algebras of those groups. More precisely, (pˆA, Σˆ
A
B) is the momentum
mapping of GAffN , and (pi,Σ
i
j) is the momentum of GAffM . Even more
precisely, when the center of mass is fixed, then ΣˆAB describes the momentum
mapping of GL(U) acting as
(x, ϕ) 7→ (x, ϕB), B ∈ GL(U).
When the origin in M is somehow fixed by convention, then (pi,Σ
j
i) are used
to construct the momentum mapping of GAff N, e.g., as an affine moment with
respect to the origin o ∈M :
I(o)ij = Λ(o)
i
j +Σ
i
j = x
ipj +Σ
i
j .
Obviously, Λ(o)ij = x
ipj is the orbital affine momentum with respect to o ∈M ,
and Σij is the affine spin.
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The two pairs of metric tensors (G, η), (C, g) respectively in U, V give rise
in a generic non-degenerate case to two pairs of orthonormal frames in those
spaces. Let us denote them by (· · · , Ra, · · · ), (· · · , La, · · · ). If, as it is the case
in Euclidean spaces, η, g are positive metrics in U , g, then we have
η(Ra, Rb) = δab, g(La, Lb) = δab.
Let us denote the corresponding η, g-eigenvalues of G, C−1 with respect to Ra,
La by
λa = (Q
a)2 = exp(2qa), a = 1, · · · , n. (99)
Then the following eigenequations hold:
GˆRa = λaRa, CˆLa = λa
−1La,
where Gˆ, Cˆ, are mixed tensors
GˆAB = η
AKGKB, Cˆ
i
j = g
ikCkj
built out of G, C with the help of η, g. Thus, in the positive case they differ triv-
ially fromG, C. If we identify the linear frames (· · · , La, · · · ), (· · · , Ra, · · · ) with
linear mappings from Rn to V , U , and the dual co-frames L−1 = (· · · , La, · · · ),
R−1 = (· · · , Ra, · · · ) with isomorphisms of V , U onto Rn, then we have for any
ϕ ∈ LI(U, V ), the obvious representation [59], [61], [62]
ϕ = LDR−1 (100)
where D : Rn → Rn is the diagonal matrix with the nontrivial (diagonal) ele-
ments (99). This two-polar decomposition is non-unique. Its non-uniqueness in
the non-degenerate case is finite and corresponds to the simultaneous multipli-
cation of L and R on the right by orthogonal matrices having only ±1 in any row
and any column; any such multiplication is accompanied by the corresponding
permutation of diagonal elements of D so that that (100) remains unchanged.
The elements of ϕ for which the spectrum (the set of deformation invariants) is
degenerate possess an infinite-dimensional realization (100). Nevertheless, this
singularity is not particularly embarrassing.
The bases (· · · , La, · · · ), (· · · , Ra, · · · ) are orthonormal, and the configura-
tion space of the affine body splits into two configurations of rigid bodies in V
and U and into the system of n deformation invariants (99). This concerns the
internal configuration spaces. In addition there is of course the M -space of the
center of mass positions.
Another often used representation is the usual polar decomposition of LI(U, V ),
or rather two equivalent forms of it. Unlike the two-polar representation, it is
unique, i.e., one-valued. namely, given the bases (· · · , La[ϕ], · · · ), (· · · , Ra[ϕ], · · · )
characterizing ϕ ∈ LI(U, V ),then there exists only one orthogonal mapping
U [ϕ] ∈ O(U, η;V, g), i.e., such one that
ηAB = gijU [ϕ]
i
AU [ϕ]
j
B (101)
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which maps the bases into each other,
U [ϕ]Ra[ϕ] = La[ϕ], a = 1, · · · , n.
Then there exist symmetric and positive automorphisms A[ϕ] ∈ GL(U), B[ϕ] ∈
GL(V ) such that
ϕ = U [ϕ]A[ϕ] = B[ϕ]A[ϕ].
The symmetry and the positive definiteness are understood in the sense of met-
rics η ∈ U∗ ⊗ U∗, g ∈ V ∗ ⊗ V ∗,
η(A[ϕ]u, v) = η(u,A[ϕ]v), g(B[ϕ]w, z) = g(w,B[ϕ]z),
where
η(A[ϕ]u, u) > 0, g(B[ϕ]w,w) > 0
for any non-vanishing vector arguments.
B[ϕ] and A[ϕ] are U [ϕ]-related:
B[ϕ] = U [ϕ]A[ϕ]U [ϕ]−1.
The special case of the rigid body consists in putting ϕ = U [ϕ] ∈ LI(U, η;V, g),
or, in the two-polar case by taking D = Idn and then in glueing the matrix
[La[ϕ]Rb[ϕ]] into a single orthogonal mapping from U onto V .
Let us give the basic Poisson brackets between our physical quantities. Thus
{Σij ,Σkl} = δilΣkj − δkjΣil
and the same brackets for quantities Λij , I
i
j , i.e., for the orbital and total
affine momenta. For the co-moving representants of those quantities we have
the reversed-sign rules,
{ΣˆAB, ΣˆCD} = δCBΣˆAD − δADΣˆCB,
and
{Σij, ΣˆAB} = 0,
{ΣˆAB, pˆC} = δAC pˆB,
{Iij , pk} = {Λij , pk} = δikpj .
For any function F depending only on the configuration variables xi, ϕjA, we
have
{Σij , F} = −ϕiA ∂F
∂ϕjA
,
{Λij , F} = −xi ∂F
∂xj
, (102)
{ΣˆAB , F} = −ϕiB ∂F
∂ϕiA
.
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These are just the technically useful formulas following from the group struc-
ture constants and the general definition of Poisson brackets in any symplectic
manifold.
Notice that the two-polar decomposition identifies the affine body with a
pair of the usual metrically rigid bodies and the system of n deformation in-
variants modulo the identifications mentioned. One of the rigid bodies rotates
in the physical space, the other in the material space. They have both their
angular velocities of rotation, i.e., skew-symmetric matrices χ, χˆ for the rigid
body in space, and ϑ, ϑˆ in the material space. Again one deals here with two
representations of motion: in V and U their angular velocities are χ, ϑ, and
their co-moving representations in Rn are denoted by χˆ, ϑˆ. There are their
conjugate spin angular momenta ρ, ρˆ (conjugate respectively to χ, χˆ) and τ , τˆ
(conjugate respectively to ϑ, ϑˆ). Instead of canonical momenta Pi conjugate to
the deformation invariants Qi, i.e., to diagonal elements of the matrix D, one
may use the pi as conjugate momenta of q
i = lnQi. Then
Pi = exp(−qi)pi = 1
Qi
pi.
Notice that ρij and τ
i
j coincide with the usual spin S
i
j and the negative of
vorticity V AB, and thus with the g-skew-symmetric part of Σ
i
j and the η-skew-
symmetric part of ΣˆAB,
Sij = Σ
i
j − gikgjlΣlk, V AB = ΣˆAB − ηACηBDΣˆDC .
The Sij and the V
A
B are Hamiltonian generators, i.e., momentum mappings of
rotations in (V, g), (U, η) - Euclidean spaces,
ϕ→ Aϕ, ϕ 7→ ϕB−1, A ∈ SO(V, g), B ∈ SO(U, η).
The generators ρˆab, τˆ
a
b of ”right transformations” in L, R - variables,
L→ LA, R→ RB, A,B ∈ SO(n,R)
are related to ρij and τ
A
B in the usual way:
ρ = ρˆabLa ⊗ Lb, τ = τˆabRa ⊗Rb.
We may use, depending on our purpose, any of the following two systems of
canonical variables,
(q, p;L,R; ρ, τ ), (q, p;L,R; ρˆ, τˆ ).
Being generators of orthogonal groups, these quantities satisfy the obvious Pois-
son rules:
{ρˆab, ρˆcd} = −gbdρˆac + gbcρˆad + gadρˆbc − gacρˆbd,
{τˆab, τˆ cd} = −gbdτˆac + gbcτˆad + gadτˆbc − gacτˆ bd,
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{ρˆab, τˆcd} = 0.
Their ”spatial” generators in V, U , Sij , Vˆ
A
B satisfy Poisson brackets with re-
versed signs on the right-hand sides.
{qi, pj} = δij ,
{qi, ρˆab} = {qi, τˆab} = {qi, Sij} = {qi, Vˆ AB} = 0,
{pi, ρˆab} = {pi, τˆab} = {pi, Sij} = {pi, Vˆ AB} = 0.
Now, qi and pj also Poisson-commute with the L- and R- configuration vari-
ables. The non-vanishing and important Poisson brackets are those among the
quantities ρˆab, τˆab, S
i
j , Vˆ
A
B and the configuration variables of L- and R- gy-
roscopes. But they have the standard geometric structure; i.e., they are given
by the action of left and right translation generators on the corresponding con-
figuration functions similar to (102).
It is important to stress that all functions of the variables (qi, pj , ρˆab, τˆab), or
respectively of (qi, pj, S
i
j , V
A
B, form Poisson algebras under Poisson brackets.
Incidentally, it is convenient to introduce new variables, namely
Mab = −ρˆab − τˆab, Nab = ρˆab − τˆab.
These variables enable one to perform practically important partial diagonal-
ization of the kinetic energy.
Furthermore, there is an important class of models with which one operates
smoothly using the Poisson manifold of variables (qi, pj,Mab, Nab), forgetting
in a sense about the origin of Poisson structures from the cotangent bundle
over M × LI(U, V ). Moreover, it is the structure of this Poisson space that
suggests some interesting models of the Poisson-Hamilton dynamical systems,
expressing at the same time the particular meaning of the left- and right- acting
group translations on the configuration space.
12 Lattice aspects of the phase-space descrip-
tion of affine dynamics
We now review some of the possible dynamical models of the previous section.
We have seen that in the special case of an affinely constrained extended system
of material points, one simply derives expressions (94), (95) for the kinetic
energy, that is, the quadratic form of generalized velocities (dxi/dt, d/dt ϕiA),
with constant coefficients. It is interesting to rewrite these expression using non-
holonomic velocities, with configuration-dependent coefficients, (96), (97), (98).
These formulas are just another way of writing (94), (95). In the mechanics of
the usual, i.e., metrically rigid, body this expression in terms of non-holonomic
velocities would be identical with the usual expression of kinetic energy and
would have an advantage of being a quadratic form with constant coefficients.
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Now it is an expression in terms of non-holonomic velocities, but with variable
coefficients.
This suggests the following questions: May we treat (seriously) the expres-
sion in terms of non-holonomic coefficients but replacing its coefficients by con-
stant ones? And by which ones? And how will we motivate this? The point
is that it is only the mechanics of the usual collective systems with relatively
small non-collective motions, where the usual algorithm of constraints and the
usual d’Alembert principle are useful. By the d’Alembert principle we mean one
where the reaction forces responsible for maintaining constraints are orthogonal
to the constraint surface in the sense of the usual metric tensor of the physical
space. This is an obvious restriction.
Consider, for example, the droplet model of nuclei based on the idea of
affine vibrations of the droplet of a nuclear fluid. In no classical model under-
lying quantization, anything like the above form of d’Alembert’s principle be
seriously used. But it is clear that kinematics is based on the model of affine
motion of ”something.” And this ”something” may have rather unusual origins,
based, e.g., on some field-theoretical model of affine motion of the resulting nu-
clear fluid. It is natural to expect that it is rather a symmetry principle that
underlies both kinematics and dynamics of such affine vibrations. There are also
some direct indications for this. And besides, in various models of condensed
matter, in defect theory, in dynamics of fullerens and in some two-dimensional
carbon physics, it may happen that instead of the usual physical metric, some
effective dependence on physical phenomena may be necessary. This suggests to
us considering seriously non-holonomic models with constant coefficients. The
simplest situation would be, e.g., to replace in (96), (97) the Green deformation
tensor GKL by the constant material metric ηKL, i.e., to postulate something
like
T =
m
2
ηKLvˆ
K vˆL +
1
2
ηKLΩˆ
K
AΩˆ
L
BJ
AB, (103)
or, after Legendre transformation,
T =
1
2m
ηKLpˆK pˆL +
1
2
J−1KLΣˆ
K
AΣˆ
L
Bη
AB.
Happiness is achieved when JKL = ηKLI, where I denotes the constant scalar
of internal inertia. Then, (100), (101) become respectively:
T =
m
2
ηKLvˆ
K vˆL +
I
2
ηKLΩˆ
K
AΩˆ
L
Bη
AB,
T =
1
2m
ηKLpˆK pˆL +
1
2I
ηKLΣˆ
K
AΣˆ
L
Bη
AB.
Notice that this model of kinetic energy, just like (103) in general, is invari-
ant under the entire affine group GAff(M) acting in M , and through the left
regular translations, acting also on AffI(N,M), i.e., on the manifold of affine
isomorphisms of N onto M .
The idea of affine invariance of kinetic energy looks rather attractive. And
this model suggests our more general search. What would be the most general
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models of kinetic energy of affine bodies showing also affine invariance in the
physical and material space, and perhaps in both of them [71], [72]?
PROPOSITION 33. It is easy to answer that among all models quadratic
in velocities and splitting into translational and internal parts, the most natural
models invariant under GAff(M), GAff(N) have respectively the structures:
T = Ttr + Tint =
m
2
ηKLv
KvL +
1
2
LBADCΩˆABΩˆCD, (104)
T = Ttr + Tint =
m
2
gijv
ivj +
1
2
Rj ilkΩijΩkl, (105)
where m, LABCD, Rijkl are constant inertial quantities, translational and in-
ternal ones.
There is no model affinely invariant simultaneously in space and in matter.
After all, the total affine group in not semisimple and contains a non-central
normal divisor, namely the translation group. Translational kinetic energy may
be affinely-invariant only in M or in N , but not in both of them. Unlike this,
there exist internal kinetic energies, i.e., metric tensors on LI(U, V ), invariant
both under GL(V ) and GL(U). They are given by
Tint =
A
2
Tr(Ω2) +
B
2
Tr(Ω2) =
A
2
Tr(Ωˆ2) +
B
2
Tr(Ωˆ2). (106)
The second term (the one multiplied by B) is merely a correction, because
the corresponding metric tensor is evidently degenerate. The main term is the
first one. Translational kinetic energy may be either invariant under GAff(M)×
E(N, η) or under E(M, g)×GAff(N). Therefore, the largest admissible groups of
motion of the total kinetic energy are as well GAff(M)×E(N, η) and E(M, g)×
GAff(N). This also fixes our attention on models of the internal kinetic energy
invariant under these groups.
PROPOSITION 34. Such models are given respectively by
Tint =
I
2
Tr(ΩˆTηΩˆ) +
A
2
Tr(Ωˆ2) +
B
2
(TrΩˆ)2, (107)
and
Tint =
I
2
Tr(ΩTgΩ) +
A
2
Tr(Ω2) +
B
2
(TrΩ)2, (108)
where ΩˆTη, ΩTg are respectively η-transposition in U and g-transposition in V
of tensors Ωˆ, Ω,
(ΩˆTη)AB = η
ACηBDΩˆ
D
C , (Ω
Tg)ij = g
ikgjlΩ
l
k.
It must be stressed that transpositions are related respectively to the metric
tensors η, g, because Ωˆ, Ω are mixed tensors. The second and third terms
in (107) and (108) are respectively equal to each other. The corresponding
Hamiltonian expressions have the form:
Tint = 1
2I ′
Tr(ΣˆTηΣˆ) +
1
2A′
Tr(Σˆ2) +
1
2B′
(TrΣˆ)2, (109)
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Tint = 1
2I ′
Tr(ΣTgΣ) +
1
2A′
Tr(Σ2) +
1
2B′
(TrΣ)2, (110)
with the new constants I ′, A′, B′ following from the Legendre transformation
and having the form:
I ′ = (I2 −A2)/I, A′ = (A2 − I2)/A,B′ = −(I +A)(I +A+ nB)/B.
That the only difference between (107) and (108) is in the first term; so, it is
between (109) and (110).
The expressions (109), (110) may be rewritten in the following forms:
Tint = 1
2a
Tr(Σˆ)2 +
1
2b
(TrΣˆ)2 − 1
4c
Tr(V 2), (111)
Tint = 1
2a
Tr(Σ)2 +
1
2b
(TrΣ)2 − 1
4c
Tr(S2), (112)
where the constants a, b, c are given by
a = I +A, b = −(I +A)(I +A+ nB)/B, c = (I2 −A2)/I. (113)
If the term responsible for the breaking of the metric of the two sided affine
symmetry vanishes, then the inverse of (113) become:
I = 0 : 1/a = 1/A, 1/b = −B/A(A+ nB), 1/c = 0.
If in addition the correction term B = 0, then, we have
a = A, 1/b = 1/c = 0.
The last terms in (111), (112) are proportional to the squared magnitudes
of spin and vorticity respectively, because the following holds:
− 1
4c
Tr(V 2) =
1
2c
||V ||2, − 1
4c
Tr(S2) =
1
2c
||S||2.
In the special case of rigid body motion, when A = 0, B = 0, these two
expressions become equal to each other and exactly equal to the kinetic energy
of the metrically rigid body.
PROPOSITION 35. Introducing the quantities qa, pa, Mab, Nab into the
main part of (107)/(108) or (111)/(112), i.e., to the part controlled by the pa-
rameter a, one obtains:
T = 1
2a
∑
a
p2a +
1
32a
∑
a,b
(Mab)
2
sinh2 q
a−qb
2
− 1
32a
∑
a,b
(Nab)
2
cosh2 q
a−qb
2
. (114)
We discuss here only this term of (111)/(112) because it has all necessary proper-
ties, and the other terms introduce only corrections which are not very essential
from the structural point of view.
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This is a very instructive element of the power of the phase-space and
Poisson-manifold methods. And quite independently such dynamical models
seem to be attractive, e.g., from the point of view of nuclear and other applica-
tions.
Let us look at (114). In n-dimensional space there are n deformation invari-
ants, qa, a = 1, · · · , n in logarithmic scale. And there are n(n−1)/2 L-rotations
and n(n−1)/2 R-rotations, combined into the same number of parametersMab,
Nab, on the level of phase space functions. There is a beautiful picture, namely,
(Mab)
2, (Nab)
2 are respectively squares of these angular momenta; in (114) they
play the roles of repulsive and attractive strengths between deformation invari-
ants as fictitious material points. Of course, in spatial problems there are only
three deformation invariants and two in planar problems, but there is no reason
to restrict our imagination. One can consider a system of n material points on
a straight line, interacting via the singular-repulsive and attractive springsMab,
Nab. This is a kind of lattice, the hyperbolic Sutherland lattice but with an at-
traction admitted. This is particularly striking in the special case n = 2 [1] when
Mab, Nab are constants of motion. In geodetic, non-potential models, there is
the dissociation threshold |N12| = |M12|. For the values of |N12| larger than
|M12|, attraction does prevail at large distances |q2− q1|. In a neighbourhood of
small distances, when q2− q1 → 0, the attractive part is negative and finite, but
the repulsive M -contribution tends to positive infinity. But if |N12| < |M12|,
then the repulsion prevails all over, and we deal with a scattering situation. In
this way essentially nonlinear elastic vibrations are possible even without any
potential energy. In principle, they may be calculated in terms of the matrix
exponential function of a matrix. The same holds in higher dimension; although
then Mab, Nab are non-constant.
Then, solutions in terms of exponential mappings of the Lie algebra have
the following form:
ϕ(t) = exp(Et)ϕ0 = ϕ0exp(Eˆt),
where
Eˆ = ϕ−10 Eϕ0, E = ϕ0Eˆϕ
−1
0 .
The dependence on t of deformation invariants qi and variablesMij , Nij (equiv-
alently ρˆij , τˆ ij) may be in principle obtained from these formulas, however it is
also a non-automatic task. The dependence of La, Ra on time is quite compli-
cated a matter. It may be in principle obtained from the time-dependence of
qi, ρˆij , τˆ ij on t by solving the non-autonomous differential equations:
dLa
dt
= Lbρˆ
b
a,
dRa
dt
= Rbτˆ
b
a.
But the main problem is to find the time dependence of deformation invariants
qi(t), and for this purpose the complicated task of solving these equations is not
necessary. In practice, it is only |qa − qb| that performs the elastic vibrations,
whereas the dilatation parameter
q =
1
n
(q1 + q2 + · · ·+ qn)
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is either constant or performs uniform motion with constant velocity. To pre-
vent this undesired phenomenon, we can stabilize the motion of q using some
simple dilatational potential depending only on this variable and restricting its
motion. This may be done, because GL(n,R) is the Cartesian product of the
isochoric, i.e., volume-preserving group SL(n,R) and the one-dimensional di-
latational group. Various potential wells or attractive harmonic oscillators are
good models for vibrations of q in a bounded domain [61]. There are also other
lattice models of a similar kind, based on the phase-space and Poisson manifold
geometry.
The above lattice was a hyperbolic Sutherland lattice with attraction. Re-
placing GL(n,R) by its other classical form U(n) one obtains the usual Suther-
land lattice with attraction. Namely, in the two-polar decomposition of con-
figurations we replace the real diagonal matrix D by a diagonal unimodular
complex matrix with diagonal elements
Qa = exp(iqa).
PROPOSITION 36. For the kinetic internal energy we obtain the following
expression:
Tint = 1
2a
∑
a
p2a +
1
32a
∑
i,j
(Mab)
2
sin2 q
a−qb
2
+
1
32a
∑
i,j
(Nab)
2
cos2 q
a−qb
2
.
The plus sign of the N -term does not mean that the attraction is absent, be-
cause with the circular topology it is difficult to distinguish between repulsion
and attraction.
To finish these analogies, let us quote the corresponding expression for the
usual model of an isotropic affine body, (94)/(95) with isotropic inertia JAB =
IηAB.
PROPOSITION 37. Then one obtains in terms of the two-polar decomposi-
tion:
Tint = 1
2I
∑
a
P 2a +
1
8I
∑
a,b
(Mab)
2
(Qa −Qb)2 +
1
8I
∑
a,b
(Nab)
2
(Qa +Qb)2
.
It is seen that without affine invariance this modified Calogero model is practi-
cally useless, admitting only repulsion of deformation invariants.
The partial separation of variables and the lattice structure appear only when
the phase-space language is used. Obviously, we have reviewed above only the
kinetic energy terms satisfying some interesting, perhaps even fascinating sym-
metry demands. And it turns out that even the purely geodetic models with
Lagrangians just equal to those kinetic energies may describe the stable elastic
vibrations. In any case it is so when we restrict ourselves to the SL-invariant
models, e.g., restricting the dilatational vibrations by some appropriately chosen
one-dimensional potentials. But of course some more general potentials, first
of all ones depending only on deformation invariants, V (q1, · · · , qn) are admit-
ted. Obviously, the class of such realistic models is rather very special, but it is
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always so when we wish to calculate something analytically, or at least reduc-
ing ourselves to solutions given by the known special functions of mathematical
physics. And systems based on symmetries under Lie groups are very promising
from this point of view. In any case, it is quite admissible to restrict ourselves to
the very special classes of models like (111), (104) or (112), (105) with addition-
ally admitted potential terms like V (q1, · · · , qn). The question remains however,
concerning physical applicability of affine models. It was mentioned that they
may be so useful in elastic problems like Maupertuis principle in theoretical
mechanics. But there are also more direct applications. For example, models
of the type (112), (105) may be interpreted as a finite-dimensional discretiza-
tion of the Arnold group-theoretic approach to the dynamics of incompressible
ideal fluids (obviously when TrΣ = TrΣˆ = 0. Besides, the both kinds of models
(111), (104) and (112), (105) are expected to be useful when dealing with some
special objects like soap bubbles, atomic nuclei or neutron stars. Obviously,
when trying to describe the last two subjects, one should use the quantized
version of the theory. It is interesting that in the last two kinds of applications
one should use the operator-based quantized version of the theory. Let us ob-
serve that in addition to the spectra of (106) there appears in (111) the term
~2/2c v(v + 1), and in (112) the term ~2/2c s(s + 1). Here v, s are quantum
numbers which are non-negative integers, or rather half-integers when instead
the SL(3,R)-groups their non-linear coverings SL(3,R) are used. Obviously, we
mean here the ”physical” special case n = 3. We do not feel astonished by the
term ~2/2c s(s+1), because ~2s(s+1) is the eigenvalue of the quantum operator
of the squared spin. But what is the meaning of the term ~2/2c v(v + 1)? The
eigenvalue of the squared isospin of the nuclei? But if so, why the full linear
combination of ~2/2c s(s+1), ~2/2c v(v+1) does not occur? To admit them one
should modify the expression for the kinetic energy. Namely, it must contain
all apriori possible metrically (orthogonally)-invariant terms and the two-side
affinely invariant term (106). Therefore, the kinetic energy should be given as:
T =
1
2
(m1GAB +m2ηAB) vˆ
AvˆB
+
1
2
(
I1GKLG
MN + I2ηKLη
MN + I3GKLη
MN + I4ηKLG
MN
)
ΩˆKM Ωˆ
L
N
+
A
2
ΩˆIJ Ωˆ
J
I +
B
2
ΩˆIIΩˆ
J
J .
Alternatively, this may be written as follows:
T =
1
2
(m1gij +m2Cij) v
ivj
+
1
2
(I1gklg
mn + I2CklC
mn + I3gklC
mn + I4Cklg
mn)ΩkmΩ
l
n
+
A
2
ΩijΩ
j
i +
B
2
ΩiiΩ
j
j .
Both expressions for T are mutually equal. And obviously, we can also use
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non-geodetic Lagrangians:
L = T − V (q1, · · · , qn).
It justifies our patiency to transform the above expressions to the form similar to
(111), (112). Nevertheless, it is possible and probably it will result in appearing
the terms like a linear combination of Tr(V2), Tr(S2).
13 Groups and phase spaces
Let us make a detour at this point. We will follow the dictum of Eugene Wigner
which we paraphrase: physics resides in the symmetry group of the system. In
this setting, first one has a classical physical system. Then it may be placed in
a phase space setting. This phase space has a dynamical or kinematic group
G of symplectic transformations; G is a locally compact Lie group. So one
obtains the Lie algebra g from G. In the previous part the Lie algebra of G was
denoted by G′. For some reasons it is convenient to deviate from this notation
in this section and to denote the Lie algebra by g. Suppose that g is finite (n)
dimensional. Since g is a linear space, choose a basis {Xj} for g, and then since
g is also an algebra,
[Xi, Xj] =
n∑
k=1
ckijXk, c
k
ij ∈ R.
The ckij are structure constants for g. Let us define g
∧n by g = g1, g∧ g = g∧2,
g∧n = g ∧ g∧(n−1). Thus, we obtain the chain complex ∧∗[g],
0 ← · · ·
dn−1
← g∧(n−1)
dn
← g∧n
dn+1
← · · ·
with
dn (X1 ∧ ∧Xn) =
∑
1≤i<j≤n
(−1)jX1∧ ...∧Xi−1∧ [Xi, Xj]∧Xi+1...∧X̂j ∧ ...∧Xn,
Xi ∈ g, and extended linearly.
Let us define g∗ as the dual to the Lie algebra g. Define the dual basis {dXj}
for g∗ by
dX i(Xj) = δ
i
j .
There is another form for all this. Now you may define the graded cobound-
ary operator δ by
δ0f(p) =
n∑
i=1
∂f
∂Xj
(p)
(
dXj
)
p
for f ∈ C∞(M),
δ1
n∑
i=1
fi(p)
(
dX i
)
p
=
n∑
i,j=1
∂fi(p)
∂Xj
(
dXj
)
p
∧ (dX i)
p
+
n∑
i=1
fi(p)δ1(dX
i)p,
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fi ∈ C∞(M),
and on higher order forms X , Y ∈ g∗ by
δ(X ∧ Y ) = (δX) ∧ Y + (−1)qX ∧ δY,
where X is a q-form, i.e., X ∈ (g∗)∧q. Then we obtain
· · ·
δn−2
→ (g∗)∧(n−1)
δn−1
→ (g∗)∧n
δn
→ · · ·
and
Zn(g) = Kerδn ≡ the space of cocycles,
Bn(g) = image δn−1 ≡ the space of coboundaries,
Hn(g) = Zn(g)/Bn(g).
We have that δn−1δn = 0 for all n ∈ N or δ2 = 0.
There is a result of V. Guillemin and S. Sternberg [35] that says that all the
symplectic spaces on which G (or g) acts symplectically are isomorphic to the
form given as follows:
1. Take ω from (one orbit of) Z2(g).
2. Define hω = {g ∈ g : ω(g ∧ ·) = 0}; hω is a Lie subgroup of g.
3. Form Hω by exponentiating hω.
4. If Hω is a closed subgroup of G, then G/Hω is a symplectic space.
5. To obtain the general form of symplectic space, initially take
·⋃
some of the ω′s
G/Hω.
For the usual classical mechanics, in which the action of G is transitive, one
takes the disjoint union over a single orbit of a single ω [13]. The proof of
this fact is embedded in the proof provided by Guillemin and Sternberg. Now
suppose G/Hω is given and has dimension 2n.
The computation of all this is aided by the following which follows from
δ2 = 0:
δ(dXk) = −1
2
∑
1≤i,j≤n
ckijdX
i ∧ dXj.
Thus the coboundary operator is in fact determined by the structure of the Lie
group in a direct way.
A particularly convenient form for q-forms for Lie groups is obtained by
first taking the G-left invariant vector fields Xj and then obtaining the G-left
invariant q-forms as a special case of the following:
[g∗dX ](Y ) = (dX)(g∗Y )
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for dX a q-form and Y an element of g∧q.
The question of whether there are central extensions of G is partially an-
swered by the answer to the question ”Is H(1)(g) = H(2)(g) = {0} (no central
extensions) or not?” It also has to do with whether or not the group has repre-
sentations other than the coadjoint representations. For this, in the case where
g is semisimple, then it can be shown that H(1)(g) = H(2)(g) = {0}. This is
the case for example of the Lorentz group on the Minkowski space M4. The
Euclidean group in three or more dimensions has H(1)(g) = H(2)(g) = {0} but
is not semisimple. But the Galilei group has dim(H(1)(g)) = dim(H(2)(g)) = 1
with the one degree of freedom being parametrized by mass m. In the cases
of g for which = H(2)(g) = {0}, then one has that every ω ∈ Z2(g) is of the
form δω1 where ω1 is some one-form. Thus we may characterize any two-form
in Z2(g) by the one-form from which it derives. Hence, every representation
of G is a coadjoint representation. Such a characterization is often in terms of
the mass and/or spin. In cases such as the Galilei group, the coadjoint orbit
representation corresponds to choosing the mass m equal to zero, and only the
representations with m > 0 correspond to what we think of as the ”proper”
representations. See [30] for representations of the Galilei group.
Then a left-invariant measure, µ, on G/Hω is given as follows [35]. We have
a map ρ : G→ G/Hω. Then a symplectic form on G/Hω is just ω = ρ∗ω, and
µ = ω∧n.
We will abbreviate this and just say
µ = ρ∗ω∧n. (115)
It may seem curious to have more than one ω from (an orbit of) Z2(g) and
thus more than one phase space for G. But this is not new. In a similar fashion,
given a kinematical group for a particle of one mass/spin, you may generate the
representations for all particles of any mass/spin. Here, we find that given one
phase space on which G acts, we may generate all phase spaces on which G acts
according to the number of orbits in Z2(g).
We look more deeply at the at the factoring of G into G/Hω. Let
σ : G/Hω → G
be a Borel section of the group. Since every x ∈ G/Hω is of the form x =
σ(x)Hω , we have
σ : x ∈ G/Hω 7→ σ(x) ∈ G.
Then
g ◦ (σ(x)Hω) = gx = σ(gx)Hω .
Hence, there is a unique h(g, x) ∈ Hω such that
g ◦ σ(x) ◦ h(g, x) = σ(gx).
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From the associative property of G, we obtain the generalized cocycle condition
h(g1 ◦ g2, x) = h(g2, x)h(g1, g2x). (116)
For the purposes of obtaining a (projective) representation of G on G/Hω,
we define
α : Hω → {c ∈ C | ||c|| = 1}.
Then we may perform Mackey’s induced representation starting from this α.
This also gives the treatment of spin eventually.
Next, let us define a left action of g ∈ G on x = σ(x)Hω by
L(g)x = g ◦ (σ(x)Hω) ≡ (g ◦ σ(x))Hω .
This L defines a representation of G.
There is also a right action of G on the disjoint union
·⋃
ω′ ∈ orbit of ω
G/Hω′ . (117)
Let x now be an element of (117). Then
R(g−1)x =
·⋃
ω′ ∈ orbit of ω
σ(x)Hω′g
−1
=
·⋃
ω′ ∈ orbit of ω
σ(x) ◦ g−1(gHω′g−1)
=
·⋃
ω′′ ∈ orbit of ω
σ(x) ◦ g−1Hω′′
∈
·⋃
ω′′ ∈ orbit of ω
G/Hω′′ (118)
where
ω′′ = L∗(g)R∗(g−1)ω′.
This insures that we have a space
·⋃
ω′′ ∈ orbit of ω
G/Hω′′
with a left action of G on it in spite of it starting out as a right action of G on
it! This R defines a representation of G. We may simplify this since the left and
right translations commute with each other, and for left-invariant vector fields
we have
[L∗(g)ω](X,Y ) = ω(L∗(g)X,L∗(g)Y ) = ω(X,Y ).
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Hence, we have
ω′′ = R∗(g−1)ω′.
Moreover, we have
L∗(g)R∗(g
−1)hω = R∗(g
−1)hω
= {R∗(g−1)X ∈ TG | ω(R∗(g−1)X,Y ) = 0, ∀ Y ∈ TG}
= {R∗(g−1)X ∈ TG | ω(R∗(g−1)X,R∗(g−1)Y ) = 0, ∀ Y ∈ TG}
= {X ∈ TG | [R∗(g−1)ω](X,Y ) = 0, ∀ Y ∈ TG}
= hR∗(g−1)ω.
Thus, for x = σ(x)Hω ∈ G/Hω, we may write
R(g−1)x = σ(x) ◦ gHR∗(g−1)ω.
Similarly, for x = σ(x)Hω ∈ G/Hω; so, R(g−1)x = σ(x) ◦ gHR∗(g−1)ω, and
R(g−11)R(g
−1)x = [σ(x) ◦ g] ◦ g1HR∗(g−11)R∗(g−1)ω
or
R({g ◦ g1}−1)x = [σ(x) ◦ {g ◦ g1}]HR∗({g◦g1}−1)ω.
Hence, g 7→ R(g−1) defines again a representation of G. Furthermore, writing
{xg | g ∈ G} ∈
′⋃
g∈G
G/HR∗(g−1)ω,
or
{xg | g ∈ G} ∈
′⋃
g∈G
σg(xg)HR∗(g−1)ω,
we may write
σg(xg) = σe(x) ◦ g ≡ σ(x) ◦ g
where we have defined σe ≡ σ as the section σ : G/Hω → G. This has the
added advantage that σg is a continuous function of g ∈ G. Hence, we have
that for ω ∈ Z2(g) fixed,
{xg | g ∈ G} =
′⋃
g∈G
σ(x) ◦ gHR∗(g−1)ω. (119)
Now, only in the case in which Hω is normal in G is R an action on G/Hω
for a single ω. This is the case for the Heisenberg group, but in almost all other
groups, Hω is not normal in G.
Consequently, we see that to obtain a right representation of G, we must
take representations over an entire orbit of G/Hω or of a union of such spaces.
If it is a representation that is transitive, it is of the first type.
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We might also frame this in terms of the right cosets and derive the analogies
to L(g) and R(g). Realization of the homogeneous space in terms of the left or
right cosets G/H and H\G is primarily a matter of convention. We choose to
work on G/H exclosively to have the group acting on the left on G/H as in ”Let
the group G act on the left of manifold X in the following” which is a common
assumption. There are also some physical reasons for choosing a particular one
of G/H or H\G.
14 Quantum Mechanics and Classical Mechan-
ics on Hilbert Spaces
We now present a form of ”quantum mechanics on phase space” that is a gener-
alization of the standard quantum mechanics to functions on an arbitrary phase
space. The reason we do this here is that this is outside the repertoire of most
physicists to date, and is very powerful. We mean by quantum mechanics on
phase space a formalism that is not the formalism provided by Wigner, Weyl,
Moyal, and Ville; it is rather the formalism related to the classical phase space
in the form G/Hω where G is a Lie group, etc. as we discussed above. We
shall first work on the Hilbert space L2µ(G/Hω), and define what operators are
there as the image of the classical operators. In this fashion, we shall obtain a
meaning for the classical momentum, etc., but in L2µ(G/Hω). Then we shall
take every one of the Hilbert spaces, H, that occur in the standard quantum
mechanics and that are in fact irreducible representation spaces for G, and in-
tertwine H with L2µ(G/Hω). This will entail having a vector η ∈ H (with its
coherent states) that somehow describes the way that we shall measure every
other vector ψ ∈ H. Then we take any of the classical operators in L2µ(G/Hω)
and drag them down to H by using the intertwining operator, thereby obtaining
what may be taken to be the quantum counterpart to the momentum, etc. Us-
ing this form of quantization, we obtain quantization without any obstructions.
By this, we obtain a language in quantum mechanics that is a valid reflection
of the corresponding classical situation. We will also obtain a formalism for
mapping from the classical setting to the quantum setting in which we preserve
any upper or lower bounds on the spectrum of the various operators, whether
classical or quantum mechanical. For example, we do not have the problems
with the energy of an electron having negative eigenvalues for an energy that
was classically positive. Many of the problems of quantum mechanics thus dis-
appear when we treat quantum mechanics on phase space, just as in the case
(section 7) of singularities disappearing if one reformulated the problem of the
asymptotics of propagator properties for Huyghen’s principle in phase space.
There is another reason to transfer to L2µ(G/Hω), or to be more precise to
∪•g∈GL2µ
(G/(g−1 ◦Hω ◦ g)). There one may transfer all the properties of classical me-
chanics to quantum mechanics, just as the procedure of Koopman [13], [14],
[48] did for the formalism of the Heisenberg group. The only difference be-
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tween quantum mechanics and classical mechanics is how one represents G on
∪•g∈GL2µ(G/(g−1 ◦Hω ◦ g)); quantum mechanics has G represented on the left
with L(G), and classical mechanics on the right with R(G). Thus, there is no
taking a limit as the physical constant ℏ→ 0, and moreover, one may implement
both classical mechanics and quantum mechanics on the same space.
Hence, in this section, we will discuss several topics including:
1) that classical mechanics and quantum mechanics may be put on the same
Hilbert space which is, roughly speaking, L2µ(G/Hω),
2) the physical interpretation of measurement in this scheme,
3) informational completeness in this scheme,
4) an application to solid state mechanics,
5) the major value of quantum mechanics on phase space.
14.1 The Hilbert spaces
In this subsection we will begin with the phase spaces derived in general in
section 1 from a locally compact Lie group, G, with a finite dimensional Lie
algebra, g. As before, we compute Z2(g); pick ω ∈ Z2(g); form hω , Hω; and
then form G/Hω supposing Hω is a closed subgroup of G. Finally we work on
∪•g∈GG/HR∗gω or simply on G/Hω. (Recall that g−1Hωg = HR∗gω.) Included in
this formalism are the cases in which Hω is normal in G so we may work in a
single G/Hω. We also work with the cases in which ω ∈ B2(g) so we may use
the coadjoint orbit representation if we choose. But these are only special cases
of the formalism; the formalism is valid for all elements ω ∈ Z2(g) such that Hω
is a closed subgroup of G - period.
14.1.1 L2µ(G/Hω) as a left-representation space of G
We have the separable Hilbert space L2µ(G/Hω) where µ is the left G-invariant
measure coming from ω as in (115). L2µ(G/Hω) has a natural left-regular
representation VL of G given by
[VL(g)Ψ](x) = Ψ(L(g
−1)x) = Ψ(g−1x),
Ψ ∈ L2µ(G/Hω), g ∈ G, x ∈ G/Hω.
From the left-regular representation, we obtain the projective representations
V αL of G on Ψ ∈ L2µ(G/Hω) given by
[V αL(g)Ψ](x) = α(h(g
−1,x))Ψ(L(g−1)x),
with h satisfying the generalized cocycle condition, (116), and α a one dimen-
sional representation of Hω. The fact that V
α
L is a representation of G follows
from the generalized cocycle condition. The operators V αL(g) are unitary on
L2µ(G/Hω) [77].
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This Hilbert space, however, is not a Hilbert space of a quantum mechanical
particle as it is not an irreducible representation space of G. To obtain an
irreducible representation, we first note that the eigenvalues of the Casimir
invariants of G are also the parameters of Z2(g). We will choose them to be the
same.
For example, if we take the group
G = (phase group× R3configuration × R3momentum)⋊ SO(3)
which is the Heisenberg group with the rotations added, and a basis for g is
{Θ, Qj, Pj , Jj}. Then Z2(g) includes m
∑3
j=1 P
∗
j ∧Q∗j +SJ∗1 ∧J∗2 with m = the
mass and S = the z-component of spin. Now
hω = {the phases and βJ3, β ∈ R}.
From this, we obtain
Hω = {(the phase group,0,0)⋊ eβJ3 | β ∈ R}.
Thus, Hω is a closed subgroup of G; so, G/Hω is a phase space. In fact, G/Hω
is topologically just (R3configuration × R3momentum)⋊ [SO(3)]J3−rotations.
We may take
α(eiθ, 0, 0, eβJ3) = eiλ1θeiλ2β
for any fixed λ1, λ2 ∈ R
to obtain a representation V αL of G.
For a general G, there are a multitude of operators on L2µ(G/Hω) of course.
Since G/Hω is a classical phase space, we take the classical observables to be
F = {f : G/Hω → R | f is µ-measurable}.
We take the operators A(f) on Ψ ∈ L2µ(G/Hω) to be given by
[A(f)Ψ](x) = f(x)Ψ(x)
x ∈ G/Hω, f ∈ F .
In this fashion, we represent every classical observable, f , in L2µ(G/Hω) by a
multiplication operator, A(f).
Being operators of multiplication, the set of all A(f) commute among them-
selves. Furthermore, the A(f) satisfy covariance:
V αL(g)A(f)V
α
L(g)
−1 = A(gf),
(gf)(x) = f(L(g
−1)x).
We next investigate the connection between (quantum) mechanics on L2µ(G/Hω)
and ordinary classical mechanics on G/Hω.
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First of all, we define a projection operator PΨ on L
2
µ(G/Hω) as usual:
PΨΦ = < Ψ,Φ > Ψ,
Ψ,Φ ∈ L2µ(G/Hω), ‖ Ψ ‖= 1.
Then any density operator, ρ, on L2µ(G/Hω) may be written in terms of mixing
coefficients as
ρ =
∑
j
rjPΨj (120)
for some orthonormal basis {Ψj} of L2µ(G/Hω), and rj ≥ 0,
∑
j rj = 1. Fur-
thermore, we have for all Φ,Θ ∈ L2µ(G/Hω), that
< Φ, ρΘ >=
∫
G/Hωdµ(y)G/Hωdµ(x)Φ(y)ρ(y,x)Θ(x)
where we have defined the kernel ρ(y,x) almost everywhere by
ρ(y,x) =
∑
j
rjΨj(y)Ψj(x). (121)
Next we take the connection between states, observables, and probability to
be as is usual in quantum theory:
The expected value of A(f) when measured in state ρ is Tr(A(f)ρ).
Consequently,
Tr(A(f)ρ) =
∫
G/Hωdµ(x)f(x)ρ(x,x).
Comparing this with the classical expectation
Exp(f ; ρcm) =
∫
G/Hωdµ(x)f(x)ρcm(x),
we see that we obtain equality iff we make the following identification:
ρcm(x) = ρ(x,x) for a.e.x ∈ G/Hω. (122)
But since ρcm is Kolmogorov probability density, we have to check that ρ(x,x)
is also. But this follows from (120) and (121).
We also may make the definition
DEFINITION 4. ρ and ρ′ are classically equivalent (denoted ρ ≈ ρ′) iff
Tr(A(f)ρ) = Tr(A(f)ρ′) for all f ∈ F .
Thus, ρ ≈ ρ′ iff ρ(x,x) = ρ′(x,x) for almost every x ∈ G/Hω. Of course,
the diagonal elements of the kernel of ρ do not determine ρ completely as a
density operator on L2µ(G/Hω).
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14.1.2 ∪•g∈GL2R∗(g)µ(G/HR∗(g)ω) as a right-representation space of G
As usual, let σ : G/Hω → G be a Borel cross-section. As an element of
∪•g∈Gσ(x) ◦ gHR∗(g−1)ω, we must take x as {xg | g ∈ G}. Let us take the
definition of {xg | g ∈ G} directly from equation (119), i.e.,
{xg | g ∈ G} = ∪•g∈Gσ(x) ◦ gHR∗(g−1)ω.
Now we write
Ψ = {Ψg ∈ G/HR∗(g−1)ω | g ∈ G} ∈ ∪•g∈GL2R∗(g−1)µ(G/HR∗(g−1)ω)
with
Ψg(xg) = Ψg(σ(x) ◦ gHR∗(g−1)ω).
We shall abbreviate L2R∗(g−1)µ with just L
2
µ with the caveat that we should
take R∗(g−1)µ rather than µ as the measure. Hence
”Ψ ∈ ∪•g∈GL2µ(G/HR∗(g−1)ω).”
On this space, we define
< Ψ,Φ > = {< Ψg,Φg >| g ∈ G},
where the spaces L2µ(G/HR∗(g)ω) are related by unitary representations of G.
Hence, we obtain
< Ψ,Φ > = {< Ψe,Φe >}.
Now
[A(f)Ψg](x) = f(x)Ψg(x), f ∈ F .
This definition is also consistent with the previous definition of A(f). Moreover,
it makes the definition of A(H) uniform for H any Hamiltonian.
On ∪•g∈GL2µ(G/HR∗(g)ω) we define the right-regular representation VR by
VR(g1) : Ψg → Ψg◦g1 ,
[VR(g1)Ψg](x) = Ψg◦g1({σ(x) ◦ g} ◦ g1HR∗(g−11 )R∗(g−1)ω)
= Ψg◦g1(σ(x) ◦ {g ◦ g1}HR∗({g◦g1}−1)ω)
∈ L2µ(G/HR∗({g◦g1}−1)ω).
Define V αR by
[V αR(g1)Ψg](xg) = α(h(g
−1
1 ,xg))[VR(g1)Ψg◦g1 ](xg◦g1 ).
We have that V αR(g1) is a unitary operator on ∪•g∈GL2µ(G/HR∗(g−1)ω). Again
∪•g∈GL2µ
(G/HR∗(g−1)ω) is not a Hilbert space of a single quantum mechanical particle
as it is not irreducible.
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Also, the A(f) are covariant under the action of the V αR:
V αR(g1)A(f)V
α
R(g1)
−1 = A(fg1),
fg
1
(σ(x)gHR∗(g−1)ω) = f(σ(x) ◦ {g ◦ g1}HR∗({g◦g1}−1)ω).
We may make definitions similar to the definitions of PΨ, ρ = {ρg | g ∈ G},
the kernel of ρ, Tr(ρA(f)) as the probability of measuring A(f) in state ρ, and
get the equivalence relation ≈ in a manner similar to that before, the difference
being that we have to consider them on the orbit of the spaces L2µ(G/Hω).
It was to be expected that these definitions are necessarily complicated by
the fact that we are working in the disjoint union over an orbit of G/Hω. But
we gain that
for X,Y ∈ ge with [X,Y ] = 0 on G/Hω (123)
then
[(Rg)∗X, (Rg)∗Y ] = 0 on G/H(Rg)∗ω ∀g ∈ G.
This is necessary for us to be able to implement classical mechanics in L2µ(G/Hω).
To do this, we only have to satisfy (123).
For example, we next treat a relativistic case, derive a phase space for it, and
then compute the left and right representations on the appropriate L2µ(G/Hω)
or the disjoint orbit of this space.
We have the covering group for the Poincare´ group as
G = R4 ⋊ SL(2,C)
equipped with the Minkowski metric on R4, and for the SL(2,C) part, we have
the Cayley representation of R4 to the complex 2× 2 matrices:
(t, x, y, z) 7→ tσ0 + xσ1 + yσ2 + zσ3
where σ0 is the identity and σ1, σ2, σ3 is the Pauli algebra.
A basis for the Lie algebra corresponding to the time and space translations,
the boosts, and the rotations is {Q0, Ql, Pl, Jl | k = 1, 2, 3}. The commutation
relations for this basis are
[J1, J2] = J3, [P1, P2] = J3, [J1, P2] = P3,
[J1, Q2] = −Q3, [Pj , Qj ] = −Q0, [Qj , Q0] = 0,
[Jl, Q0] = 0, [Pj , Q0] = Qj, [Qj, Qk] = 0,
and cyclically. Choose
ω = aδJ3 + bδP3 + cδQ3 + dδQ0
with a 6= 0, b 6= 0, c 6= 0, d 6= 0, and you have that your phase space is just
G/Hω. Here Hω is not normal in G. One may write any g ∈ G in the form
g = exp(u · hω) exp(v · (g\hω))
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where we have abbreviated u · hω meaning that hω has a basis chosen from the
basis for g, etc. and uj ,vj ∈ R. Then one has that
(G/Hω) ◦ exp(u · hω) = G/Hω.
So, from the right, the action of G reduces, and exp(u · hω) acts like 1. Said
another way, (u · hω) acts like 0. The action from the left has all the properties
of the group.
Now for the action on the right on ∪•g∈GL2µ(G/HR∗(g−1)ω). Each of the
spaces L2µ(G/
HR∗(g−1)ω) may be realized as a flat space; only, the right action of G on each
carries it to another. If the action is by an element in exp(u ·hω), one obtains of
course that L2µ(G/HR∗(g−1)ω) maps to itself. But the action on the left is an-
other story. Here it will do to choose to work in G/Hω and then in L
2
µ(G/Hω).
This is stable under the left action of the group.
14.1.3 The connection of L2µ(G/Hω) with the usual irreducible rep-
resentation spaces of quantum mechanics
We investigate the connection between L2µ(G/Hω) andH, the irreducible Hilbert
space for a quantum particle of mass m and spin S or a particle of mass zero
and helicity S. Here G is one of the Galilei or Poincare´ groups. We note that
ω is chosen from Z2(g) by choosing the parameters to be m and S as discussed
in section 1.
Let U be a left-regular unitary irreducible representation of G on H; i.e., H
is a space of functions over some space X with an operation of G on the left.
Thus, for ψ ∈ H, g ∈ G, and x ∈ X, [U(g)ψ](x) = ψ(L(g−1)x) = ψ(g−1x).
Next, pick an η ∈ H such that ‖ η ‖= 1. Define
[W ηψ](x) = < U(σ(x))η, ψ > , ψ ∈ H, x ∈ G/Hω.
Note that it doesn’t matter what H is, be it a collection of functions over p’s,
over q’s, over p’s and q’s, · · · that may have the component functions describing
the spin, etc. The functions [W ηψ](x) describe a mapping from (ψ,x) to C,
independent of the nature of H. Also, note that we have used capitol Greek
letters for elements of L2µ(G/Hω) and lower case Greek letters for elements of
H.
It turns out that we may choose the η such that W η is an isometry onto a
closed subspace of L2µ(G/Hω). This property is that ”η is α-admissible” [77]:
DEFINITION 5. Let G, ω, Hω, µ, σ, H, U be as before. Then η ∈ H is
admissible with respect to σ(G/Hω) iff η 6= 0 and
∫
G/Hω
| < U(σ(x))η, η >2
dµ(x) < ∞. Furthermore, η is α-admissible iff it is admissible with respect to
σ(G/Hω) and there exists a mapping α : Hω → C such that U(h)η = α(h)η for
all h ∈ Hω.
Then, we have the canonical projection
P η : L2µ(G/Hω)→W ηH ⊂ L2µ(G/Hω).
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Furthermore, the W η intertwine the U ’s and V α’s:
V α(g)W η =W ηU(g);
i.e.,
[V α(g)W ηϕ](x) = [W ηU(g)ϕ](x)
as can be seen by direct computation.
We may also obtain the orthogonality theorem with the α-admissibilty con-
dition on η, of which we give just an abbreviated version below [77]:
THEOREM 1. Let G, ω, Hω, µ, σ, H, U be as before and let η satisfy
the α-admissibilty condition. Then, there is a positive, self-adjoint invertible
operator C such that for all ψ, ϕ ∈ H,∫
G/Hω
< ϕ,U(σ(x))η >< U(σ(x))η, ψ > dµ(x)
= ‖ Cη ‖2< ϕ,ψ > . (124)
We may renormalize this by dµ(x)→ ||Cη||−2dµ(x).
This theorem has several special cases of interest. For example, if G is
compact, Hω = {e}, and σ(x) = x ∈ G, then C is a multiple of the identity;
i.e., we obtain the standard result in that case.
Also, because of the α-admissability of η, we have for any g ∈ G, then
there exists x ∈ G/Hω and h ∈ Hω such that g = σ(x)h. Then U(g)η =
U(σ(x)h)η = α(h)U(σ(x))η. Hence, we are expanding any ψ in the coherent
state basis {U(σ(x))η} when we apply this theorem.
Next, define the projections T η(x) on any ϕ ∈ H by
T η(x)ϕ = < U(σ(x))η, ϕ > U(σ(x))η, ϕ ∈ H,
or
T η(x) = | U(σ(x))η >< U(σ(x))η | .
We may then recast the theorem in the form∫
G/Hω
< ϕ, T η(x)ψ > dµ(x) = ‖ Cη ‖2< ϕ,ψ > .
Next, define the operators Aη(f) by
Aη(f) : H → H,
Aη(f) ≡ [W η]−1P ηA(f)W η. (125)
From this definition, we automatically have that the Aη(f) are covariant under
the action of U on H. We may think of the operators Aη(f) as the quantization
of the classical statistical observables f ; i.e., f is a real valued Borel function.
We add the following note on quantization. These operators form a gener-
alization of the stochastic quantization of Prugovecˇki [70] and [5]. They also
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constitute a case of ”prime quantization” [3, pp. 459-465] for each choice of
η. Furthermore, it also makes contact with coherent state quantization [3, pp.
465-473]. But it is quite different from other forms of quantization as here we
have a quantization of every classical observable on G/Hω. The other forms of
quantization have obstructions to quantizing various of the classical observables
on G, and/or require the limit as ~ → 0 as one of the inputs to obtain the
commutation of the classical observables [15] [44].
In particular, we have shown in general [77, pp. 516-517] that when we choose
f to be a linear function on G/Hω, then A
η(f) is the operator on H correspond-
ing to the same function in the Lie algebra of G. If we write x = (q,p, s), where
q is the usual configuration variable, p is the usual momentum variable, and s
includes any other variables we may have such as the spin variable, we have for
f(p, q, s) = qj , then A
η(f) = Qj , and for f(p, q, s) = pj , then A
η(f) = P j .
Here the Qj and P j are the operators for the jth component of the position
and momentum.
We have also computed [77, pp. 517-518] that in the case of the Heisenberg
group and choosing η to be a harmonic oscillator function, Aη(f) corresponds
to antinormal ordering of f as a function of the operators in H. We have that
in this example, the Husimi transform of ψ ∈ H, ‖ ψ ‖= 1, is just Tr(T η(x)Pψ)
[80]. Thus we have these examples that show that this form of quantization
produces the correct quantization.
By computing < ϕ,Aη(f)ψ > for arbitrary ϕ, ψ ∈ H, we also obtain
Aη(f) =
∫
G/Hω
f(x)T η(x)dµ(x).
From this, we see that if f is positive, then Aη(f) is positive. Thus, we
have a form of quantization in which there is no difficulty, for example, with
the Hamiltonian which is positive going to something in H which is not always
positive. Moreover, we have a positive operator valued measure (P.O.V.M.)
when we do the following: Let
F1 = {f ∈ F | f is real-valued and 0 ≤ f(x) ≤ 1 for a.e. x}.
Then we prove [77, pp. 30, 367] that
{Aη(f) | f ∈ F1} is a normalized P.O.V.M.
which contains no non-trivial projections. Moreover, it contains [78].
14.2 A physical interpretation of η
We obtain an interpretation of the η in Aη(f) as follows: For ρ a state on the
space H, we may form the Hilbert space expectation functional Tr(Aη(f)ρ). We
have ρ =
∑
rnPφn for {φn} some orthonormal basis for H. After expanding the
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Aη(f) we obtain
Tr(Aη(f)ρ) =
∫
G/Hω
f(x)Tr(T η(x)ρ)dµ(x)
=
∑
n
rn
∫
G/Hω
f(x) |< U(σ(x))η, φn >|2 dµ(x), (126)
which is an integral and sum over f of the transition probability of U(σ(x))η
and φn and which is physically interpretable. We are taking the coherent state
U(σ(x))η as describing the instrument by which we measure [79]. We may
consider
ρ 7→ Tr(T η(x)ρ)
as a connection between the density operators, ρ, onH and the standard classical
statistical states on G/Hω. In analogy with (122), we define ρclassical by
ρclassical(x) = Tr(ρT
η(x)),
and then we may rewrite (126) in the form∫
G/Hω
f(x)ρclassical(x)dµ(x) = Tr(A
η(f)ρ).
In this way, we explicitly make the connection between classical statistical
expectation values on G/Hω and quantum mechanical expectation values on
L2µ(G/Hω). Furthermore, the joint distribution function, ρclassical in the vari-
ous variables in x is measurable, never negative and integrates to 1 over G/Hω.
Hence ρclassical is a Kolmogorov probability density on G/Hω.
14.3 Informational completeness of the Aη(f)
We turn to the question of what happens with other self-adjoint operators on
L2µ(G/
Hω). For this, we introduce the following:
DEFINITION 6. The set, O, of self-adjoint operators on H is information-
ally complete if and only if, for ρ, ρ′ ∈ states in H,
Tr(Aρ) = Tr(Aρ′) for all A ∈ O
⇐⇒ ρ = ρ′. (127)
We now define A1 as the set
{Aη(f), Aη(f)Aη(h) | f, h ∈ {real-valued, measurable functions},
f, h ∈ L1µ(G/Hω) ∩ L∞µ(G/Hω)}. (128)
(In A1 we mean that we break the product Aη(f)Aη(h) into the self-adjoint real
and imaginary parts.) Then using this definition for A1, we obtain [81] that
A1 is informationally complete in H if and only if < U(σ(x))η, η > 6= 0.
(129)
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We may simply say ”the set of the Aη(f)Aη(h) is informationally complete”
since Aη
(χG/H) = 1. Then by a theorem of P. Busch [22], the set A1 is dense in the
bounded operators on H in a topology given in terms of the Tr(Aρ), A ∈ O.
Consequently, the set {Tr(ρAη(f)Aη(h))} determines a unique ρ.
There is a difference between the condition for informational completeness
and the condition for ≈ defined on L2µ(G/Hω) in Definition 1. This condition
for informational completeness has as a result, that η is spread everywhere in
G/Hω. This means that the set of A
η(f) are maximally non-local operators.
Moreover, we have a mapping from ∆ to Aη(χ∆), χ∆ the characteristic func-
tion for the Borel set ∆ of G/Hω. From this we obtain again the result that
the set of Tr(Aη(χ∆)ρ) is a Kolmogorov probability for all states ρ. However,
because of the projection, P η, appearing in the definition of Aη(f), we no longer
have a necessarily one-to-one mapping in f → Aη(f). Tr(ρT η(x)) gives an effect
valued measure in H, none-the-less [12].
There is an important corollary to this:
COROLLARY 1. Let H and Aη(f) be as before. By the informational
completeness of A1, the values {Tr(Aη(f)Aη(h)ρ)} for any state ρ are sufficient
to uniquely characterize ρ. But A1 has no non-trivial projections in it. The
proof of this is in [81].
This has additional consequences which are fundamental because of the fol-
lowing:
1) The projections on non-trivial closed subspaces of H are excluded from
A1; on the basis of the values Tr(Aη(f)Aη(h)ρ), it would be impossible
to conclude that ρ was supported in any closed subspace of H. This is
the property of measurement being strictly non-local, but for which A1 is
informationally complete.
2) η is a wave function for a particle describing the experimental apparatus
used to measure ρ in a truly quantum mechanical measurement. Thus the
scheme we have devised makes no use of Gleason’s Theorem [33], or any
collapse of ρ.
3) The fact that non-trivial projections on intervals in the phase space are
nowhere to be found in A1 makes the interpretation of the phase space
experimentally problematical. Only the contextual (the η) interpretation
of the phase space is available to us by means of the average values of the
variables of (p, q, s) in η. With this contextual interpretation, there is a
resolution of Bloch’s paradox that there is an apparent dependence on the
particular frame in which, relativistically, a collapse is to occur [79].
4) Assuming that η leads to informational completeness, then we have that
for almost any bounded operator in H, we may write it as (limits of) the
integral of f(x,y)T η(x)T η(y). However, the projections T η(x), T η(y) do
not commute; so, we have a generalization of the spectral operators and
the spectral representation of the ordinary quantum mechanics to non-
commuting operators [77].
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14.4 The connection of ∪•g∈GL2µ(G/HR∗(g−1)ω) with the clas-
sical representation spaces of classical mechanics
A general transitive classical representation space of classical (statistical) me-
chanics is given by either G/Hω or ∪•g∈GG/HR∗(g−1)ω, as we have discussed
before. Suppose we have certain generators X and Y of the symmetry group of
the classical situation that have a Poisson bracket {X,Y } that is non-vanishing.
Remember that we may specify the values of the density matrices in terms of
the X and Y and other generators which seem to commute. What do they map
to (say X 7→ X ′) in the L2 sense. This is apparently a very trickey question if
the X ′ and Y ′ have a commutator that is a non-trivial operator, or so it would
seem. But we have the following.
For example, suppose we take the operators for rotations, iLx and iLy,
compute iL′x and iL
′
y after another rotation and compute their commutator
which is [iL′x, iL
′
y] = iL
′
z. How can we get the operators to commute when they
obviously do not? But, we have omitted any reference to the space on which
they are to commute! Suppose we take just G = SO(3), and g = so(3) with
generators {iLx, iLy, iLz} satisfying the usual Lie algebra relations. Compute
Z2(g) to obtain
Z2(g) = {aL∗x ∧ L∗y + bL∗y ∧ L∗z + cL∗z ∧ L∗x | a, b, c ∈ R}.
We will choose
ω = L∗x ∧ L∗y.
Then
hω = {aiLz | a ∈ R},
and
Hω = {eiaLz | a ∈ R}.
Since Hω is closed as a subspace of SO(3), SO(3)/Hω is a phase space. On
SO(3)/Hω, everything in Hω just acts like the identity. Consequently hω acts
just like the 0-operator. Thus the commutation relations are [iLx, iLy] = 0
on SO(3)/Hω. When we promote this to the right operation of SO(3) on
L2µ(SO(3)/Hω), we again obtain the same result for the commutation re-
lations. The only point on which we should be careful is that we should
map L2µ(SO(3)/Hω) to L
2
µ(SO(3)/HR∗(g−1)ω) when using the right represen-
tation of SO(3). On SO(3)/HR∗(g−1)ω the commutation relations are no longer
[iLx, iLy] = 0 but are instead [giLxg
−1, giLyg
−1] = 0 with giLxg
−1 the abbrevi-
ation for the action of the angular momentum on the functions f(g ◦eiaL′x ◦g−1)
for f ∈ C∞(SO(3)), and similarly for iL′x and iL′y on L2µ(SO(3)/HR∗(g−1)ω).
The above is another example like the example in the Poincare´ group in
14.1. It is generalizable. This is precisely what also happens for any Lie group,
G, when operating from the right, except we have to replace SO(3) with G. By∫
G/Hω
dµ(g) we are effectively integrating over the tangent space of L2µ(G/Hω),
which is flat! Hence there are always coordinates for which the commutators
are zero on G/Hω; thus there are coordinates for which the commutators are
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zero on g ◦ G/Hω ◦ g−1 = G/HR∗(g−1)ω. We conclude: We may choose Hω
so that all commutators on ge (Lie algebra relations) are effectively zero on
L2µ(G/Hω), and then rotate, boost, and translate to obtain the same relations
for the elements of gg.
The right-representation spaces are the ones usually taken to represent clas-
sical mechanics on a Hilbert space in general, and the left-representation spaces
are the ones usually taken to represent quantum mechanics. The reason for this
is that, with the right-representations, we just have to translate all our equations
[·, ·] = 0 with the group, while for the left-representations we have a problem
with the equations [·, ·] = 0 when we translate with the group elements.
14.5 An application to solid state physics
We have applications to the Heisenberg group, or the Galilei group, or the
Poincare´ group which we could give for G/Hω topologically isomorphic to R
2n⋉
spin group. But we would prefer to give an application of the Heisenberg group
which displays the full force of phase space methods, namely to treat a finite
crystal lattice. We take the following from [4]:
We choose the Heisenberg group as the group of phase shifts by λ, transla-
tions of R3 by q, and boosts of R3 by p. Specifically,
W = {(λ, q,p) | q,p ∈ R3, λ ∈ R/2π}
with the multiplication law
(λ′, q′,p′) ◦ (λ, q,p) = (λ′ + λ+ (q′ · p− q · p′)/2, q′ + q,p′ + p).
The center of W is the set
Z(W) = {(λ,0,0) | λ ∈ R/2π}.
A basis of generators of g for W are {i1, iQj, iP k | j, k = 1, 2, 3} satisfying
[iQj , iP k] = δj,ki1,
the other commutators being zero. (We may write the basis with the imaginary
i subsumed into the Q’s, P ’s, and i1 = J, but we will assume that we may
represent the group in a complex Hilbert space so we may as well write the
basis for g as is.) Using
p ·P =
∑
j
pjP j , pj ∈ R,
and
q ·Q =
∑
j
qjQj , qj ∈ R,
we obtain, for a general element X of g,
X = i(λ1+ q ·Q+ p · P ).
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Then for X ′ defined similarly,
[X,X ′] = −(q′ · p− q · p′)i1.
Also, we have
(λ, q,p) ≡ exp{i(λ1+ q ·Q+ p · P )}.
The dual basis for g is given by {−i1∗,−iQ∗j ,−iP ∗k | j, k = 1, 2, 3} such that
1∗(1) = 1, 1∗(Qk) = 0, 1
∗(P k) = 0,
Q∗j (1) = 0, Q
∗
j (Qk) = δjk, Q
∗
j (P k) = 0,
P ∗j (1) = 0, P
∗
j (Qk) = 0, P
∗
j (P k) = δjk.
From these equations we obtain the coboundary operator, δ [77, pp. 344-
350]:
δ(1∗) =
∑
j
P ∗j ∧Q∗j , δ(Q∗j ) = 0, δ(P ∗j ) = 0,
and so
δ(Q∗j ∧Q∗k) = δ(P ∗j ∧Q∗k) = δ(P ∗j ∧ P ∗k) = δ(1∗ ∧ 1∗) = 0.
Thus the coboundary of a general two-form ω2 is of the form
δω2 = δ
∑
j
(αj1
∗ ∧Q∗j + βj1∗ ∧ P ∗j )

= δ(1∗) ∧
∑
j
(αjQ
∗
j + βjP
∗
j )
for αj , βj ∈ R; so, Z2(g) ≡ Kernel(δ|2−forms) = {ω2 not involving 1∗∧
∑
(αjQ
∗
j+
βjP
∗
j )}, or
Z2(g) =
ω2 =∑
j,k
(αjkP
∗
j ∧ P ∗k + βjkQ∗j ∧P ∗k + γjkQ∗j ∧Q∗k)

for αjk, βjk, γjk ∈ R.
We may choose (almost) any ω from Z2(g), obtain hω and Hω from it,
and then form the phase space G/Hω if Hω is closed. To obtain the usual
phase space, which we shall not use here except as an illustration, there is one
particular choice for ω that will give it, namely
ω0 =
∑
j
Q∗j ∧ P ∗j .
Then
hω0 = {iλ1 | λ ∈ R}
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from which we obtain
Hω0 = {eiλ1 | λ ∈ R}.
But this is closed; so, W/Hω0 is a phase space. Hω0 is also a normal subgroup;
so, W/Hω0 is even a group, and there is little difference in the action of W on
W/Hω0 from the left or right. W/Hω0 just is the usual space of q’s and p’s.
We now search for another phase space, one more suited to the problem
of a crystal. For a single cell crystal, let us define the basic lattice L′ of the
physical system of the crystal as the set of linear combinations with integer
coefficients of the non-colinear ”primitive vectors” {a1,a2,a3} with coefficients
in Z. Then the crystal lattice is defined as the set of linear combinations with
integer coefficients of the primitive vectors. (There are several ways to pick the
primitive vectors for a given lattice; pick one.) This lattice is invariant under
translation by the primitive vectors, inversions in a finite class of planes, (and
by a certain finite set of rotations which we will not consider here). Set
ν = 2π(a1 · (a2 × a3))−1
and
b1 = νa2 × a3, b2 = νa3 × a1, b3 = νa1 × a2.
The vectors that are linear combinations of the {b1, b2, b3} with coefficients in
Z form a lattice L′′, called the Heisenberg lattice. Furthermore, we have
aj · bk = 2πδjk.
Thus, the lattice L′′ is also known as the reciprocal lattice to L′. We will set
L = L′ × L′′.
We will use a ∈ L′+ to denote that a has a ”first” coordinate that is positive
and a ∈ L′.
We now have the notation necessary to define a different phase space for the
Heisenberg group, one which we shall use for the crystal. Define
ω =
∑
a∈L′+,b∈L
”
(a ·Q∗ + b · P ∗) ∧ (−a ·Q∗ + b ·P ∗)
=
∑
a∈L′+,b∈L
”
2a ·Q∗ ∧ b · P ∗.
Then, for a′ ∈ L′ and b′ ∈ L′′,
[a ·Q∗ + b · P ∗](a′P + b′Q) = b · a′ + a · b′ ∈ 2πZ.
But for n ∈ Z, exp{2πni1} = exp{0i1} = 1. Thus, we obtain
hω = {iλ1 + ia · P + ib ·Q | λ ∈ R, (a, b) ∈ L}
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and
Hω = {ei(λ1+a·P+b·Q) | λ ∈ R}, (a, b) ∈ L}.
Moreover, Hω is closed as a subgroup of W . Hence W/Hω is a phase space. It
is the phase space for particles confined to the crystal.
Furthermore, from the group relations, Hω is normal in W . Hence W/Hω is
a group. Hω is also commutative. These two properties have as consequences
the fact that W/Hω is a very special phase space as we shall see, and one that
is not necessary for a general phase space.
To obtain a unitary representation of W on W/Hω, we follow the procedure
of Mackey [52]. First obtain a unitary representation, Λ, of Hω: Since Hω is a
commutative group, this is simply
Λ(ei(λ1+a·P+b·Q)) = exp
i
λα+∑
j
(aj · βj + bj · γj)

where α ∈ R, and βj ,γj ∈ R3 for some choice of α, βj , and γj . The Λ act on
S1. The choices α = 0,βj ∈ L′′,γj ∈ L′ are most convenient. Then induce a
representation, V , for all of W .
One obtains a representation
W = {(λ,a, b) = ei(λ1+a˜·P+b˜·Q) | λ ∈ R, and a, b ∈ R3}.
with
a˜ = amod(L′), b˜ = bmod(L′′).
Thus one obtains a unitary representation W on a compact set, practically
speaking! Here, we also have the direct interpretation of the p˜ · P and q˜ ·
Q being the translations and boosts. This is quite different from the usual
(mis)interpretation [8], [85].
Next we take the left-regular (quantum mechanical) representations of W
on square integrable functions, ψ, in L2(W/Hω), or the right-regular (classical
mechanical) representations on the disjoint union over an orbit of these. One
may easily check that the VL and VR are representations of W . In particular,
there is no difficulty in showing that a particular ψ is square integrable or not, it
being an integral over a compact set. This again is much different from the false
claim that in R3, the periodic analogs of ψ and Fψ, F the Fourier transform,
are square integrable over all of R3.
We see that it has been very profitable to express the results in terms of
the Heisenberg lattice, etc. as this has allowed us to express the restrictions on
both the position and momentum vectors at the same time.
We also remark that we could have made the factoring by any lattice that
has primitive vectors of the form (n1α1, n2α2, n3α3), nj ∈ Z>0. This would take
care of the case of a finite crystal, and not just a single crystal cell.
Finally, we mention that we could have started with the Galilei group or the
Poincare´ group and perform similar computations and tricks. See [4] for this.
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14.6 The value of working in quantum mechanics on phase
space
We have seen that there are many points in which working in one of the config-
uration or momentum spaces we have many apparent paradoxes, while working
in the phase space formalism we have apparently circumvented these paradoxes.
We mention the facts that we do not have any obstructions to quantizing any
classical observable, there is no difficulty with the ordering problem as that is
just a property of the η that we choose, there is no difficulty with quantizing
a positive operator and obtaining something which has positive and negative
values as in the energy of the electron, there is no difficulty with collapse of the
wave function as we have just the transition probabilities of going from one wave
function to another in measurement, there is no problem with talking about be-
ing ”at x” as this means ”transitioning to a wave function having expectation
values at x,” there is no difficulty with making classical mechanical theories in
the Hilbert space setting, and there is no difficulty with making a theory of par-
ticles embedded in a finite crystal with the appropriate momentum constraints.
Neither is there any difficulty with the Wigner quasi-distribution as that is not
a theory based on the phase space as we have defined it and which we have
discussed in [80]. We add that there is no necessity to ”correct” the position
operator as in zitterbewegung of the electron, and the spurious derivation of the
anti-electron which came about because the electron had negative energy states
in the ordinary theory. We also could have obtained a theory of particles of zero
mass and various helicities by the same methods we have employed here [21].
We could have derived a field theory for the quantum mechanical particles based
on phase space, as we have the Hilbert spaces decomposable into reproducing
kernel Hilbert spaces with all the properties of the wave functions to which we
transist; so, we have the anti-particles none-the-less [76]. However, these latter
subjects take us away from the point of this paper, which is that we can make a
great deal of progress simply by considering quantum mechanics on phase space.
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